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ABSTRACT
DECENTRALIZED BLOCKING ZEROS IN TH E CONTROL OF LARGE
SCALE SYSTEMS
’ KONUR A. ÜNYELİOĞLU  
Ph. D. in Electrical and Electronics Engineering 
vSupervisor: Assoc.Prof.Dr. A. Bülent Özgüler 
July 1992
lu lliis lliesi.s, a luuiiber ot syiithe.sis problems i'or linear. ninc-invariauL, iiiiite-cliuieiiSioiial 
sysiems are adclres.se(l. It i.s sliown that tlie lu'w concejU of (l·.': m in ili  zed blocking zeros \s as fmi- 
daineiital to controller .synthesis problems for large scale systems as the concept of decentralized 
fixed modes.
The main problems considered are (i) decentralized stabilization problem, (ii) decentralized 
strong stabilization problem, and (iii) decentralized concurrent stabilization problem.
7'he dtcenIralized siabUizaiion problem  is a fairly well-understood controller synthesis prob­
lem for which many synthesis methods exist. Here, we give a new .synthesis procedure via a 
proper stable fractional approach and focus our attention on the generic solvability and char- 
ac itn za l ion  o f  all solutions.
The decenlralized strong .stabilization problem  is the problem of stabilizing a .systeni using 
stable local controllers. In this problem, the .set of decentralized blocking zeros play an essential 
role and it turns out that the problem has a solution in case tlie poles and the real nonnegative 
decentralized blocking zeros have parity interlacing property. In the more general problem of 
decentralized stabilization problem with minimum number of unstable controller poles, it is 
shown tliat this minimum number is determined by the nuiid.H-»r of odd distributions of plant 
poles among the real nonnegative decentralized blocking zeros.
The decentralized concurrent stabilization problem  is a special type of simultaneous stabi­
lization problem using a decentralized controller. Tliis problem is of interest, since many large 
scale synthesis problems turn out to be its special cases. A complete solution to decentral­
ized concurrent stabilization problem is obtained, where again the decentralized blocking zeros 
play a central role. Three problems that have receiviHİ wide atteiuion in tlie literature of large 
scale .systems: stabilization o f  composite systems using locally :>tabilizing subsystem controllers, 
stabilization uf composite system.^ na the slabilization o f  mam diagonal transfer matrices, and 
rcliablt decentralized siabilizaiion problem  are solved by a specialization of oiir main result on 
decentralized concurrent stabilization problem.
Keyw ords: Control .system synthesis, linear systems, multivariable control systems, de­
cenlralized stability, large scale .systems, poles and zeros.
ÖZET
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Tez Danışmanı: Doç.Dr. A. Bülent Özgüler 
TemniLiz 1992
Bu ii.z dugıusal. zamanla değiijinoyeiı, sonlu İM:ıyutuıki geni.s-ça{;ılı sistemlerle ilgili çe-'^ itli 
problemlerin .;özürnlprini içermektedir, 'lezin denetim kuramına temel katkısı ayrı-iik toplan 
sıjırlar ohu^k  i.simleiKİirilen yeni bir .sistem sıfırlan kiime.siniıı tanımlanmasıdır. Bu yeni sıfır 
kavramının şeiıLş-çaplı sistemlerdeki tasarım problemlerinde ayrışık deği.şınez özdeğerler kadar 
temel bir rol '.istlenciiği gösterilmektedir.
Inc.eıeııeiı ana problemler ^unlardır: (·ί) ayn.'Şik kararlıla.'^Mrma problemi, (ii) ayn. ı^k güçlü 
kararlıla. t^ırm..\ prolüemi ve (iii) ayrışık birlikte kararhlaştırma problemi.
Ayı ışık Aara7/2/f2 /^irn/.ft/>7'o6/fm2 literatürde iyi incelenmiş bir denetleyici taşanını problemi 
olup çözümü bilinmektedir. Bu tezde, kararlı uygun oranlar yaklaşımı ile yeni bir tasarım 
yöntemi önerilmekte ve bütün çözümlerin i(iuıml(inw'i '^  ^ ve çozıhnlerin ycıpıscıl özellikleri kouu- 
lanııa ağırlık verilmektedir.
Ayı ışık gu(^ .lü kararlılüşiırma problemi hİY si.stenıi kararlı yerel denetleyicilerle kararlılaştır- 
ıjıa piüldemidir. Bu problemin çözümü, eğer ve ancak gerçcl kararsız ayrışık toptan sıfırlar ile 
kutuplar ara.Miıda bir giri.şirn özelliği .sağlandığı zaman vardır. Ln az .sayıda kararsız kutuba 
sdlüp kdialla.·;!inci djricjik denetleyicilerin tasarımında ı,ia sistem kararsız kutuıılarının, ayrnşık 
toptan sıfırlar arasındaki tek sayılı dağılırnlarının belirleyici olduğu gösterilmektedir.
A ynşîk  fıtrhkU: kararhla-fUnna problemi  özel bir aynı anda kararlılajtırıııa problemi olup 
ç.e.şilli geni.ş çaplı tasarım problemleri bu problemin özel bir hali olarak tanımlanabilmektedir. 
Bu tezde, avtt-îik birlikte kardrlılaştınna problemi ayrı.şık güçlü kararlıla.ştırına problemine 
döıüiştüı¡ilerek çözülmekledir. Bu problemin çözüıııiİMtle ayrı.şık toptan sıfırlar yine temel Ivir 
lol üstlenmektedir. LiieıatürıJe geni.ş ilgi görnıii.ş olan arabağlı sistemlerle ilgili üç temel tasarım 
problemi, ayrışık birlikte kararlıla.ştırma problemine dönüştürülerek çözülmekıodir.
Aıiahtfu· kcdinıtder: Denetim sistem taşanım, doğrusal sistemler, çcıkdeğişkcnli sistemler, 
ayrışık kararlılık, geniş çaplı sistemler, kutuplar ve sıfırlar.
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Chapter 1
INTRODUCTION
I ’liis thesis is concerned with the Decentralized Stabilization Problem (DSP), De­
centralized Strong Stabilization Problem (DSSP) and Decentralized Concurrent 
Stabilization Problem (DCSP) of linear time-invariant finite din)ensional systems 
and tlie ai)phcati(nis of the concept of decentralized blocking zeros in the solu­
tions of DSSP and DCSP. In this chapter we will give brief definitions of the.se 
pioblems and discicss their motivation. More preci.se definitions of the problems 
ai-e given in the subsequent chapters.
Let Z be a plant with A' input-output channels (vector inputs and vector 
outputs). (Amsider tlie decentralized feedback configuration below.
Figure 1.1. Decentralized feedback configuration.
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D ecen tralized  S tabilization  P roblem  (D S P ). Determine feedback com-
peirsators Z ,,, Z,n , .uch that the pair [Z ,d ia(j{Z ,u  is internally
stable.
D ecen tralized  S tron g  Stab ilization  P rob lem  (D S S P ). Solve DSP using 
a stable decentralized controller, i.e.. determine N  .stable feedback compensators 
Z,j  ^ such that the pair · Z ,d ia ( j{Z c\ .Z ^ m))  is internally stable.
D ecen tralized  C o n cu rren t Stabilization P ro b lem . In addition to the 
A^-channel plant Z, we are also gi\>m plants ?V, where the size of J^ ·
is compatible with the size of Z,,. the ah main diagonal subblock of Z, t =  
1, . . . ,  A  ^ Determine N  feedback cop.tpensators Z,s- such that the pairs
{Z, d iacj{Z ,,, Z,n ])  and (T; , Z ,,). / =  1......A' are all internally stable.
In many feedback control problems, the controller is required to process a 
constrained feedback information due to some practical reasons which make the 
centralized (iiill-feedbackj control inefficient or impossible. With this motivation, 
many researchers ha,ve paid attention to imestigate the solvability conditions of
DSP during the last two decades (l-iy], [dkl. [r)2], [.32]). A basic decentralized 
control exciinple is given below.
E x a m p le  ( l .l ) - S t e a m  G en era to r. /6·// In a steam  generator, there are 
two ba.sic elem ents: com bustor and boiler. Water in the boiler is heated  by the 
com bustor and turns into steam . In our simplilied m odel o f  steam  generator, the 
conti oiled vaiiables in the plant are the steam  pressure in the boiler, water level in 
the boiler, and the. superheated .steam temperature. The control variables are the 
fuel flow into the combihslor, water How into the boiler and the How o f  pulverized  
cooling water into .superheated sieam . .Although each controlled variable, depends 
on each o f  the control variables, the .team  generator is preferably controlled bv 
three local controllers each o f  which observes only one controlled variable aiid 
controls only one control variable, as summarized in the following table.
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Controllfid Variables Control Variables
2/1
2/2
2/3
steam pressure in the boiler 
water level in the boiler 
siij)eriieatecl steam temperature
«1 : fuel now imo combustor
■{¿2 : vvater flow into boiler
•«3 : flow of pulverized water into steam
Controller i observes y,· and controls w,·. i = 1.2 ,3 . 
Table 1.1. Local control variables of a steam generator.
In this exam ple, a main reason for controUing the plant using a decentralized  
com pensator is due to the fact that the contix·! variable u. iîa.s a considerably faster 
eliect on the controlled variable yi com pared :o o th er coniro! variables. Moreover, 
the dependence o f  yi on the controller variabies e b e  than «,· is significantly weaker 
than its dependence on Uj.
.As can he inferred from the use of a cojiStraii'.ed feedback sc.lienie, DSP has 
more restrictive solvability conditions in (X)r.iparison with the full-feedback sta­
bilization problem. It has been shown [70] that DSP is solvable if and only if 
the open loop plant has no unstable dtcentra.izedfi.red  mot/c-s with respect to the 
specified decentralized feedback constraint. The fixed modes of a jrlant are those 
open loop eigenvalues which remain unchanged in the dosed loo]) for all jjossible 
constant decentralized compensators. In [10] the sohability of DSP has l)een 
shown to be equivalent to the completeness of certain system matrices belonging 
to complementary subsystems in case the open loop plant sati.sfies a connectivity 
condition called .strong connectedness. The construction method of decentralized 
compensators propo.sed in [10] is obtained by making the closed loop system sta- 
bilizal.de and detectable ti'om a. single channel applying decentralized constant 
feedback aiound the other channels. A direct proof of tlie equivahmee of the 
comjileteness condition ol [10] and the abseiice of decentralized fi.xed modes as 
defined by [70] has been give'n in [2]. It has later been .shown by the fractional 
representation approach to DSP ([36], [68], 22], I.37], [.>5], [.36]) that the strong 
connectedness assumption can also be remo\ed by applying dj'namic compensa­
tion to each oI the channels instead of constant compensation.
Although the precise conditions for the solution of DSP is well-known, there
are still some open problems concerning the syjithesis of decentrcilizecl stabilizing 
controllers. Such problems arise especially when the decentralized controller is 
synthcisised for a large-scale system coziiprising various subsystems where the local 
controllers are reciuired to satisfy additional properties in addition to the stabi­
lization oi the composite (inter('onnected) system. In this context the following 
three problems are investigated in the subsequent chapters.
(p i )  Slabihzation oj composit( .^ysteinti using locally stabilizing subsystem con­
trollers. Consider a collection of linear time-invariant fitiite dimensional systems 
described by
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fji =  C.x,
V. heie /4,·, £?,· and C,· are real constant matrictes of ap]jro].)riate dimensions corre- 
.'iponding to states, inputs and out];uts, respectively. .Assume that these svstems 
are interconnected according to the rule u,· =  i G {I ,· · . ,  A^ } for some
constant mati’ices /4p, i . j  G { 1 . ...... N } . The resulting compo.site system is defined
bv S. The objective is to determine local controllers E,.,·, f G {1 ,. . . ,  A-''} such that 
the pairs (L ,,L ct), i G {1 , . . . ,  A } are stable when the interconnetetions do not ex­
ist. It is also de.sired that when the interconnections exist the composite .system E 
becomes stabilized by the decentralized controller composed of E,,,·, t G {1 . . . . ,  A j^. 
.Such an approach to the stabilization problem of composite systems is a natural 
one because most ol the composite systems are constructed by interconnecting 
the independently controlled sub.system's [63], [49]. Although there is an exten­
sive literature concerning the stabilization oi interconnected systems via such a 
special subsystem feedback, so far a necessary and sufficient solvability condition 
has not yet been obtained (see the references in Chapter 5). An example for 
]uoblem (pi) is givm below.
E xa m p le  ( 1 .2 )-In te rco m ie cte d  steam  g en erato rs . ccm.de/er two 
steam  generators 6 'i , which supply steam  to two independent steam  pipelines. 
Due to operating conditions and consumer demands it is som etim es desired to 
interconnect the pijielines via an auxiliary network. Let controllers C\. C-x con­
trol G], G-2 , respectively, when the interconnection does not exist. It is required
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that when the pipelines are interconnected the sam e controllers still achieve the. 
prescribed  control objectives in the resulting new system.
(p 2 ) .Sfabilizaiion o f composite systems via the stabilization o f  diago7ial trans­
fe r  tnatrici s. Another approach to the stabilization probiern of composite systems 
via decentralized controllers is based on the extension of Nyquist and Inverse 
Nycjuist Array metliods to multi-input/multi-out])ut systems. The starting point 
of this approadi is to assume that the interactions between the subsystems are 
sufficiently "weak ’ in some sense so that a set of local controllers which sepa­
rately stabilize tli e main diagonal transfer matrices iin case the interconnections 
are neglected) also guarantees that the closed-loop system remains stable when 
the interconnections exist. Although several systematic procedures are available 
in the literate.re whicli provide sufficient conditions for the solution of this prob­
lem, a necessar}· and sufficient solvability condition is yet not available [78], [34], 
[74]. VVe note tliat (]tl) and (p2) arc different problems, because in (p i) the main 
diagonal transfer matrices in the transfer matrix of the interconnected system E 
are, in general, different than the transfer matrices of subsystems E,·, =  1 ,.... A^ .
(p 3 ) Reliable Decentralized Stabilization Problem. .An important design ob­
jective for large-scale systems is to ensure reliable performance with respect to 
the changes in system parameters. These variations can be modelled in several 
ways. In this tliesis we considei' the discrete variations of parameters which ¿vrise 
from the inten'orniection breakdowns or on-off type of \ariatious of open loop 
system elements. Ih e  reliable decentralized stabilization |)roblem is defined as 
synthesising a decentralized controller which shows a satisfactory jierforrnance 
(stabilization) for the nominal .sj'stem and for all systems around the nominal 
system resulting from a prespecified set of discrete \'ariations in the system pa­
rameters. We remind that in Example ( 1.2) above a built-in reliability is ensured 
in the sense that when the interconnection between tlie pipelines is removed ac­
cidentally the two resulting independent systems {G-iiCi) achieve
the desired control objectives.
We note that DC.SP is a s])ecial decentralized simultaneous stabilization prob­
lem and all the above problems (pl)-(p3) can be formulated in the DCSP frame­
work. For probleivi (pi) thi.s fart has already been indicated in [52]. In case of 
a restricted class of interconnected systems it has recently been shown that the 
(centralized) strong .stabilization problem plays a primary role in the solution of 
(p i) [32]. The relation between problem (p2) and DSSP has been shown in [35], 
[57]. A lormulation oi problem (j)3) in terms of DSSP is given in [8]. [57]. Rela­
tions between) problem (p3) and DSSP are also addressed in [05]. We note that 
DCSP ami DSSP are clo.sely related problems in that DCSP is solvable if and 
only if DSSP is solvable for a subsidiary plant (Chapter 5). This is an extension 
of the results obtained for tho.“ centralized versions of the.se problems. We refer 
to [43]. [iiO], [21] and to the references therein for the (centralized) .strong and 
simultaneous stabilization problems.
I he contributimi.s ol this thesis are the following.
1. .-\ new set ol zeros for multivariable systems, the set of decentralized blocking 
zeros is intioduced. Decentralized blocking zeros are common blocking zeros 
of vario)is complementary transler matrices and the transfer matrices of main 
diagonal sul.)plai]ts. Miscellaneous interjiretations for decentralized blocking zeros 
are given in terms of system zeros and transmission zeros.
2. We determine the least unstable degree of decentralized stabilizing con­
trollers and gic e a .s}'nthesis procedure for the construction of a least unstable 
decentralized stabilizing controller. As a ])articular ca.se, we obtain the solution 
ol DSSP. It is showi) that the least unstable degree of decentralized stabilizing 
controller.s is determined by a pai ity interlacing property among the real unstable 
])oles and I’eal '.instable decentralized blocking zeros of the plant. This result is 
the anah'gue ot the one obtained lor centralized feedback systems [06. Theorem. 
5.3.1] Several sufficient condition.s on the plant zeros which ensure the solvability 
of DS.SP are gi\ en. It is also shown that if a strongly connected plant admits a 
solution to D.SP then the uiistal.ile poles of the compensator can be distributed 
among the local controllers nearly arbitrarily.
3. -A solution procedure lor DCSP is proposed b}' transforming it to DSSP 
in a subsitliary plant. Although the subsidiary plant is not unique, an explicit
6 Chapter I. INTRODUCTION
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expression for the set of decentralized blocking zeros of the subsidiary plant is 
given in terms of the system zeros of original plants dia(/(Ti, ...,Tjv} and Z. It is 
shown that DSSP is generically solvable. It turns out that in a special case which 
genericalh' holds, a solution to DCSP exists if and only if DSSP is solvable for 
the difference plant diag{T\..... Tv} — Z.
The above problems (p i), (p2) and (p3) are solved in a unified framework by 
triuislorming them into DCSP. \arious sufficient conditions in terms of system 
zeros are gi\en whicli ensure the solvability of these problems. It is also shown 
that each of (p i), (p2 i. (p.3) is y/uterically solvable.
The organization of tlie thesis is as follows. The next chapter is devoted 
to technical preliminaries where we first introduce the notation and terminol­
ogy· Phen. se\'eral algeliraic projierties of the rings of jiroper, stable proper and 
stable rational lunctions are briefly reviewed. Characterization of all stabilizing 
controllers and the graph topology for linear time-invariant finite-dimensional sys­
tems are also considere«,!. In Cha))ter -3 we study the solution of DSP in a stable 
proper fractional set-up. A new synthesis [)ioc(xlure for decentralized stabilizing 
controllers and a cljaracterization of all admissible local controllers associated 
with a fixed channel are given. Genericity pro])erties of decentralized stabiliz­
ing controllers are also investigated. The results in Chapter 3 lay the technical 
background tor the subsequent chapters as DSP is a basic part of every other 
problem considered. Chapter 4 considers decentralized blocking zeros, the .syn­
thesis of least unstable decentralized stabilizing controllers, and the solution of 
DSSP. (.lhajHer -3 is concerned with DCSP. The .solutions of problems (p i), (p2), 
(j)3) are also given in Cliapter 5 in sections 5.2, 5.3. 5.1 respectively. Chapter G 
includes some concluding remarks and and a discussion of related problems for 
fu t ure i lives t i gati on.
The results of ('hapters 3 and 4 are partially based on [56] and [38], [OPj, 
respectively. Section 4 oi Chapter 5 considers a generalization of the results in 
(00|, (.57).
Cimpiev I. INTRODUCTION
NOTATION AND MATHEMATICAL 
PRELIMINARIES
Chapter 2
1 hi> chaj^ter incliuJes the notation ol the the.sis. We also I'evievv some mathemat­
ical tacts used in the tollowiiig chapters. For a more detailed exposition of the 
related algebraic and topological concepts the reader is referred to (66].
By C and 7?., we denote tlu' fields of complex and real imml)ers, respectively. 
We let Ce be the set ol complex numbers including infinity'where the subscript 
t is an abbreviation lor ’exiendecF. The symbol C^ -e denotes the closed right 
half plane iin.luding infinity amJ 7?4.,,. denotes the set ot real positive numbers 
including infinity. More precisely. = '/гn C + ,. Th(‘ set of proper rational 
tunctions with real coefficii^nts is deiic t^ed Ijv P . The sets c.d'stable proper rational 
functions and stable rational functions (w’ith real cc^efficients) are denc t^ed by S 
and P.v, respectively. Note tliat. :: 6 P  belongs to S if and only if its denominator 
polynomial is stable, i.e.. has no zeros. The set P^ is precisely the set of 
rational functions whose denominator polynomials are stable. By definition, S C 
P 5. .-Vlso, P  is a subset ol the field ol fractions of S. VVe indicate by M (.4) the set 
ol matrices with entries over the set / 1. By R  we denote the set of polynomials 
with real cc;eflicients. Iht' sets S. P^ and R  are rings. J'hey are alsc; principal 
ideal domains. VVe remind that in a principal ideal domain a greatest common 
divisor ot a given finite number of elements always exists.
For a strictly po.sitive integer :Y, N denotes the ovdeved set { 1, 2, .W}.  A
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set , ?.-2, i , , }  is called a proptr sxib^ e^t of N if N — {¿i, ¿2, is iionempty
where ' —’ denotes the standard set-dirrerence operation. In case {¿ 1. i).
is a proper subset of N 'we use the following convention: N — {¿1,^ -2...... /,,} =
{*/»+1) bt+2) • ■ • 1 ¿.v}· We denote by the set of all proper subsets of N. If 0 . b are 
real numbers n im {a j))  denotes the minimum of a, b.
The .symbols .4 :=  B , B  = : .4 denote the statement ‘/4 is defined by B'.
If c G C then c” denotes the complex conjugate of c. For a  ^ |« denotes
the magnitude of (/. If .4 6 M iS) we denote by |j/l|| the norm of .4. i.e., 
[|/1|| = sup.g .^  ^ '7(.4(.:)) where ct( . ) i.s tiie largest singular value of its .•.■gument. 
II A € M (C) then ¡|.4|) denotes the spectral matj'ix norm over C. For a scpiare 
matrix .4, dcl,{A) denotes the determinant of A. For a matrix B. B' denotes the
transpo.se ol B. By diay{A i^ ......4,v} we denote the block diagonal matrix having
the matrices ,4,·. i G N in its main diagonal blocks. The matrix is the identity 
matrix with size p. 1 he matrix is the zero matrix with p rows and r columns. 
In case p  =  ?·, we use 0,, to denote Opx,.. Usually the dimension is clear from the 
context, so the subscripts are dropjjed.
Let A =  [.4,-j. t ,j  G N be a matrix where /1,^  denotes the ¿j’th subinatrix of
-4. Let ri =  {¿1......z/}, r '2 =  ...... j,.} be two subsets of N. The matrix .4r, 1-2 is
defined as follows.
•^ Irj 1·; —
···
For any matrix .4 over C, P  or P , ,  rankA  denotes the rank of the matrix over 
the associated field of fractions.
Let .S be a set with tojjology T . We say that a property holds for almost all 
elemejits of S  if the set of elements of .S' for which that pzoperty hohU is open 
and dense in S  with respect to T .
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2.1 Algebraic Properties
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Let T  be a principal ideal domain. The matrice.s A{, / G N over T  with the same 
nnmber oi rows are said to be left coprime, if the matrix l.4 i /to ... /4yv] has a right 
inverse over T. In case / 1,·, i 6 N are left coprime we say that (yli, .-İ2, v4yv) 
is leit coprime. Dually, the matrices Z?,·, ?! € N  over T  with the same number 
of columns are said to he viphi coprime, if the matrix [D[ B', ... has a left 
inverse over T . In ca.se Ö,·, i e N are right coprime we say that B,w)
is right co])rime.
.A square matrix C over T  is called anirnodular if C is invertible over T . A 
squaie matiix .4 6 AI(T) is called a greatest common left lactor of matrices 
/1,·, i G N , where A·,. i G N have the same number of rows if [A] ... Ayv] =  
A[.4| ... .4,v] and A,·, i G N are left coprime. The abbreviation g c l f  stands for 
gieatc-;st common leît lactor . Dually, a squai'e matri.x B  G A'I(T) is called a 
greatest common right factor of matrices /?,, ?' G N. where B,. i e  N have the 
same number of columns if \B\ ... =  B'[B[ ... ^Vl' A - /■ €  N are right
copi-ime.
Let A G where / =  ran k  A < m m {p, r). There exist unimodular matrices 
V and V over T  of appro|u’iate sizes such that
CAV
0 0
0 O··) 0
0/x,_;
0 U ... 07
wliere fv,· belongs to T. and o·,· divides o;,V(.|, V?. This canonical form for p x r 
matrices under unimodular transformations is called the Siiiith canonical fo rm  or 
simply the Smith form . The factors o . ’s are called the invariant factors  of A.
Let F  be the field of fractions of T  and let Z G where / =  ran k Z < 
n u n {p ,r). There exist unimodular matrices U and V over T  of appropriate sizes
such that
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UZV =
0 0
0 £■•2
■t/j-z
0
O/xr-.·
0 0 ... -■/
bp_/x/ 0:,-/x·-/ _
(2 .1)
where e,·, yp br.ong to T , (i,·. u,·) are copriine. and £,■ divides £■,+]. divides
(/’,·. Vi. rids car.onical lorin for p x  r  matrices in F  is called the Snuth-McMillan 
form.
Let Z e  F ' There exist Di € :V; e D,. G .V,. €
Q € P  G R G for some q such that
Z = D r ^ N, = NrD;^ = PQ -^R. (2.2)
the pairs (D/. .\J, {Q, R) ure left coprime and ' D,·, A'r), (Q. P) are right coprime. 
I he fiattion.s i:. (2.2) are called left coprime, right coprime and hicoprime fra c ­
tional TtpTc.!>eii iitions of Z, re.spectively.
Let Z P' . The notation Z =  0 means that every entry of Z i> identically 
zero (i.e., the z-ro element of the ring P ). Note that if Z is nonzer.;, or equiv­
alently, Z -f- U then Z (c) =  U only lor a finite number of elements .: of C. A 
complex iiumlK·:· zq is a hloching zero of Z if Z{zo) =  0 [i6], [17]. If Z is stable, 
then the unstable blocking zeros are the unstable zeros of the .frnalhH invariant 
factor  (mf) of Z over S. Let <5, and be two finite collections of numbers in 71+,, 
in which .some ; ambers may occur more than once. If and S 2 are disjoint then 
w'e say that th·- ordered pair (<5’],<S2) has parity interlacing property if there are 
an even numl>er of elements from 5i between each pair of elements from S-z. The 
terminology is borrowed from [77] in which S\ and <S··) are. resiJectively, the poles 
(with multiplicity) and the blocking zeros of a transfer matrix. Note that, if <S,
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is the set of K+g zeros with multiplicity of a 6 S, then a{z) takes the same sign 
at all elements  ^ € S -2 il and only if has the |iarity interlacing property.
Let Z €  PP^'· be given .such that
Z = F r Q ;^ R ,= P 2 Q 2 'R 2 ■2.3)
where Qi 6 R^  e pvixr, ppx,i^ ^ g p « x r  p, ^
P ' We say that the represiuitations iP i,Q i,R )) , {f^ -2 ,Q 2 · R>) ctf<? Puhrntann 
equivalent over P^ if for some matrice.s .4i, /?,, yl2- B-i over P j of appropriate 
dimensions
/1, 0 ' ' (h  Ri '
- P i  0- J
Qi R-i
- P 2  0
.d-2 R>
0 /
and {Q\,A-2 ) is right coprime, i.s left coprime [18], [19]. Let a state snace
realization of Z be given by (6\ .-1. B] where A, B  and C  are the state, input and 
output matrices, respectively. Noting that Z =  C {z l  -  we use the triple
(C. .4, B )  to denote the representation (C. z l  -  A, B).
Lem m a (2.1). Let h  =  - p/'.x'j^ g jvj bc.qivcn. Suppose
(R
, / l .  [ ¿ I  ... B atJ)(
c N
is a stahilizahle and detectable statt:-space realization o f K  such that ¡{¡j =  C,> z l  — 
/1) ^ßj· G N. Also let
¡ I n  ]
' Pi '
K  =
. .
Q - ·  : i l l
he a hicoprime fraction over !S where K'ij =  P iQ -^
proper subset {«i , o /N  Idle two systems
” r
■ K . I  ■
(
- J
. -4, [ R„ Bi 1), (
. *^A' .
,4 [4, J)
are Fuhnnann equivalent over
P roof, first note that the two representations
A
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(
c ,
C n
B B n j ) , (
Av .
, < ? , [ / ? !  R y ] )
are Fuhrniann equivalent over P ,  [27]. Fix any proper subset { ?i , of N. Let 
B] :=  [B:^  ... P ,J .  Rj :=  [P,. ... R^  ] C j  :=  [C" ... C' ,1'. p , ■- ¡/N ... p! ]\
B j :=  ... R j ■- ... c , :z= [Cl ... C/J'. Pj ·.= [P  ^ ...
1 heie exrst matrices A j . A_>. L), L>, M\^  M-2 ovei' P^ such that
A'l 0 0 '
I , I 0
L, 0 /  _
z J - . ^  Bi f j j  
- C ,  0 0
- C j  0 0
Q Ri R j  
- P i 0 0
- P j  0 0 .
A'·, Ml M
0 I Ö
0 0 I
where (O .A 'i) is left and [z l -  AJC^) are right coprime pairs over P ,. This 
implies
' IC  o ' ' z l  -  A B ] ' ' Q R i ' ’  A ' 2  Mi '
¿ 2  /  _ - C j  0  _ - P j  0  _ _ 0  /  _
which completes the proof.□
L em m a ( 2 .2). Lei ( /V Q i, Ri) and R-i) he two Fuhrmann equivalent
representations over P.,. Then,
[z) +  .size{Q0, ' ^zeC+.rank
' Qi R i'
(z) + size(Q-2) = rank ' Q2 4  ■
-A  0 . -A 0
P roof. The proof easily follows fi om the definition of Fuln inann ('quivalence.D
Let Z =  C {z l — A) 'P ,  where (C, .-I, B) is a state-space repre.sentation of 
Z. We say that z is an invariant zero of system [C ,A ,B )  il it is a xero of some 
invariant factor of the system matrix
z f  -  .d P  
- C  0
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over R . Similarly, let Z =  P\Qi^ R,\ be some fractional representation of Z over 
S. We say that z is an invariant zero of system {Py,Q\^ H\) if it is a zero of some 
invariant factor of the system matrix
Qx Rx
- P ,  0
over S. Let the representations of Z in (2.3) be Fiihrmann equivalent and satisfy 
that C(?i, /ii, P\ are matrices over S and Qi = z l  — .4, R, = B . P-i =  C. 
Any C+ invariant zero of (C, .4 .P )  is also an invariant zero of (P^,Q-,. f?i), and 
conversely. More jn-erisely, it follows from Lemma (2.2) lliat r G P+ i> a zero of 
tlie /th invariant factor of
" H - A  B 
- C  0
if and only if it is a zero of the (/ +  .Sirt(.4) — si^e(Ci)i))th imariant factor of
Qx Rx 
- P ,  0
Let Z €  P^^’·. Consider the .Smith-McMilUin form of Z over S as given by
(2.1). A complex number 6 whiclj is a zero of an\· of c,. i =  1, . . . . / .  where 
/ ;=  ran k  Z is called a tran.Hmi.a. i^ion zo'o of Z. For a detailed study of invariant 
zeros and transmission zeros we rcder to [41].
As a final result ol this section we consider an interpolation result cuucerning 
the ring S.
Leiiinia (2 .3 )  Lrt some, disf.inct real numbers .... Vp and distinrt complex 
numbers c i , ...,ci b( (jtven, .such that c,· ^ c', i , j  =  1, . . . , / .  .4/.so let som e real 
numbers lii, .... tp and complex numbers k\. ...,ki be (liven. 7 here exists € S 
such that -vlri) =  /-,. / =  l , . . . ,p,  .r(c,·) =  ki, i — i , . . . ,/.
P ro o f. Although the proof is based on standard interpolation theory, it is 
nqjeated here for convenience. Define
7·,·, i = l,...,p
~i =  (  Q ,  ?■ =  / > +  L  +  I
c ' , 7 =  p +  / + 1,..., p -f 2 /
16
and
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We let
k'.;. i — p -L I -p I, 21.
21+p
“  ( . +  l ) 2 / + p - l  T ,  '  n  -  -■ -  ~j)
It can be verified that x G S (ind satisfies the desired requirenents.D
2.2 Graph Topology
Let some leit and right coprime tractional repi'esentcitions of plant Zq €  
over S be given as follows:
Zo = D r'N i = n ,.d ; \
i here exists a positive real number p{Di. Ni) such that for a:'.y pair of matrices 
( D . N)  over S where
\\[Di - D  n , - n \ w < p {d , . n ,)
it holds that D is iionsingular and {D, N) is left coprime. Let a oasic neighborhood 
around Zo be definerl as
B{Zo..€) = {Z  = D~\\ G P '”"''! II [ D, -  D .Ni -  V ] || <  c }
where 0 < t < p{Dt, Nt). Ihen. the collection of basic neighborhoods J3{Zo,s) as 
Zq varies on P'^^’ and £ varies between 0 and p[Di,Ni)  is a l:ase for a topology 
on P^ ·’ '^ wlio’.re a set is open it and only it it is a collection of b.-..sic neighborhoods 
of the above type [66]. This topology is called graph lopologx/.
Using dual arguments one can chifine tlie graph topology using the right co­
prime representation Z =  NrD^' as well. We refer the reader to [66] for details.
'Thi.s definition of graph topology is .sliglitJy different, than the one sta:-“d in V as we restrict 
the definition to proper rational matrices.
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- V c
Z
Zr
Ur
Figure 2.1. The clo.<>ed loop .sy.sleui.
2.3 Characterization of Stabilizing Controllers
(2.41
Refer ling to figure 2.1. let y — Zu and =  Z^ Ur be the tran.sfer nratrix repre.sen- 
tations of a plant and compen.sator i-espectivel\·, where Z €  and Zc -  
these are iirterconnected by the laws: xl =  (ig — i/g, Uc =  Ucc +  y. We say that the 
closed loop system is well defined if { /  +  ZZc) has an inverse over P , denoted Iry 
(J + ZZc)-^. In this case [y' xj'r]' =  G'[< <4]' where
G =  ^ ~ ^ ^ c{I + ZZc)-^Z - Z Z f i l  + ZZI)-^
[ Z ,{I + ZZr)-^Z Z fi l  + ZZ,)-^
It is said that (Z, Zc) is (internally) stable if the closed loop system is well defined 
and G G M (S ). I he following statements are equivalent by definition: (Z . Zc) is 
.stable, Zc stabilizes Z. Zc is a stabilizing compensator for Z.
Z — I  0  R is H bicoju'ime fractioiral representaticjii of Z over S then (Z, Z· } 
is a stable pair if and only if
Q RPc 
- P  Qc ^
is unimodular over S where Zc = P * is a right coprime Iractional reprt'senta- 
lion of Z, over S. In particular, if is a stable matri.v, i.e., if Z^  € then
(Z, Zc) is stable if and only if Q +  RZgP is unimodular over S.
Let
Z n  =  =  NrD - 1 (2.5)
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be some left and riiht coprime fractional re]>resentations of a plant transfer matrix 
¿ u  G p?’X'· over S. Then, there exist matrices 7;, Si, .S',·, T,· over S .such that
Ti S, ■ ■ Dr -S r  ■
-A 7 D,
=  / . 1.6)
( 2 . 7 )
It follows from the standard Youla-Bougiorno-.Jabr-Kucera [76], {29] parametriza- 
tion thcit a tran.sfer matrix Z.- G is a stabilizing compensator for Z\\ if and
only if
Z, ^ i S , . A D , . X ) [ T r - N , X ) - '
= ^ T i - X N i r \ S i ^ X D i )  
for some X  € S'·"'* provided (7· — A’, A' ) and {T, — Xi\)) are biproper. This result 
is now utilized to '.lefine a toijology over 2,.{Z\]), the set of all proper rational 
stabilizing compensators of Z\\. Let A’) :=  .SV +  DrX  aiid Qc{X) ■= % — ALA'. 
If Zco €  Zc{Zyi),  then for some AT, Z^ o =  foul .Yo)i?ro'(-'^o)· Let a real number 
£ > 0 be sufiiciently small to ensure that <3o( A^ ) is nonsingular for all X  satishhng 
ll-v -  ATI! <  c. (.See [66. Sec. 7.2].) We define a basic neighborhood around 
Z,o =  Pc{Xo)Q7^Xo) e Z , ( Z u )  as
{PciX)Q:^<X)  € ||A' -  AT!! < s} ,
Then, using arguments similar to those in Section 7.2 of [66], it is straightforward 
to show that the collection of the l.)asic neighborhoods is a base foi· a to];)ology on 
Zc{Zu). A similar topology can be defiinxl tising the left coprime fractional rep­
resentation of the compensator. .Vk)re jnecisely, let Rc{X) ■= S'l +  XDt,  Q(,(X) : =  
7] — XNi- A basic aeighliorhood around Z^~(, = Q7^{Xo)Pc.{Xo) for some AT, is 
defined as
' Q ; ' i X ^ f C t X ) e P ^ ' n  i i A ' - A o i i < c ) ,
where 5 > 0 is sufficiently' small to ensure that f},,(A'’ ) is nonsingular for all A’ 
satisfying |]A'' — ATil < i . Then, the collection of basic neighborhoods in the 
above form constitute.s a base for a topohjgy on Z c(Z n ). Note that a property 
holds for almost all Zc(Zn) w'ith respect to one of the topologies if and only if it 
holds for almost all Zc(Zu) with respect to the other topology.
DECENTRALIZED STABILIZATION 
PROBLEM
Chapter 3
This chapter considers the decentralized stabilization problem of linear time- 
invariant, finite-dimensional systepis. The main results of the chaptei' can be 
summarized as follows. Theorem (3.1) solves D.SP for 2-channel ])lants whose 
proof is adapted from [37]. Theorem (3.2) states a solvability condition for DSP 
of A^-chaimel plants. In fact, that solvability condition is not different than the 
ones stated in [22], [10], [2]. The main contribution of Theorem (3.2) is the 
new .synthesis procedure for decentralized stabilizing controllers proposed in its 
constructive prool. As a retsult of this procedure, the .set of all admi.ssible local 
compensators that can be· applied to a specified channel, as an element of some 
decentralized stalnlizing compensator is characterized in I of Theorem (3.3). The 
characterization is obtained in terms of only two paiuimeters, ind(;pendent of the 
number of channels. This yields the characterization of all decentralized staf/iliz- 
ing compensators of a plant. The conditions under which the class of admissible 
local compensat(us is generic have been dettu inined in 11 of Theorem (3.3 ). The.se 
are purely structural conditions a.nd correspond to certain connectivity rodations 
among the subsystems. It has further been shown in 111 of Theorem (3.3) that, 
in ca.se these conditions fail to hold, the set of admissible local compensators 
is precisely the set of internally stabilizing compensators of the corresponding 
channel. The proof of Theorem (3.2) also yields that the internally stabilizing
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compensators of a channel is generically admissible for that channel, independent 
of structural conditions. In Theorem (3.4) the problem oi making a multi-channel 
system stabilizable and detectable from a ¿ingle channel aj^plying decentralized 
feedback around the other channels has been shown to be genericall}' solvable 
for a şiven set of dynamic local compensators if and onh· if the i)lant is strongly 
connected and is free of unstable ciecentralized fixed modes.
3.1 Problem Definitions and Preliminaries
A rigorous definition of decentralized stalji'ization problem is given as follows.
D ecen tralized  S tab ilization  P rob lem  (D S P ). Lei Z = [Z,j], Zij € .
=  l ....,.V  be the transfer matrix of a ijiven plant -where p =  Po · =
h thatP,\' ■■>ucr,. Determi-ae local corapensalors Z^ \ r  P ’ '^ ·''·’' ,  ..., Z;..v e P ’ -v-^  
the pair of plants (Z.Zc) is stable where Z. = diag{Zci,.... Zcn} ■
Let the plant have the following bicoprime fractional repre.sentation over S
■ Z\N ■ Pi ■
Znn . .^v .
Q -'[R , . . .R n ] (3.1)
where P, € Ri € S'^^'·, and Q 6 S’ ’"’ .
The plant (3.1) is said to be strongly connected if ^  0 for all r € C.v
[10]. Strong connectedness is a structural property playitig an im|.)ortant role 
in the characterization of decentralized stabilizing controllers (Tlieorem (3.3)). 
Ver}· briefly, if a |)l<mt is not strongly connected it can be put into a lower trian­
gular form with a symmetric, row and column permutation (for details see [10]). 
The notion of strong coniuwt(;dness is also important in case of time-varying con­
trollers. It is known that both in continuou.s and discrete time systems, strongly 
connected plants always arlmit solution to DSP if the decentralized controller is 
chosen as time varying [4], [2S], [61].
From section 2 of the previous chapter it follows that DSP is solvable if and
21
Q  / 7, Pci R n P cN
- P .  Q c i 0
- P s  0 Q cN
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only if there exists Qd such that Zd :=  PdQ~i is proper and
T :=
is uniniodular, in which case f / i n ( / { Z d ,Z c.y } solves DSP.
A closely 7’elated problem to DSP is the single channel canonicity (more pre­
cisely, stabiliza-bility and detectability) |u'oblein which is defined as Follows.
Single C hannel C an on icity  P rob lem  (S C C P ). Give» the N -channel 
■plant (3.1), determine N  — 1 eompensators Z .^ .Z c S ’ such that the closed loop 
.^ •ystem that re-italts by th( application o f  feedback U{ — —Zdl/i· i — 2 ,.. . ,N  is 
stabilizable from  Ui and detectable at y\, i.e. the fractional representation o f  the 
closed loop transfer matrix Pi 0 . . .0] [7?.j 0 ... 0]', where
O ■R.'iPcx R n PcN
- P i Q.:-2 '■T :=
— Pv 0 QcN
is bicoprime. By definition, if SCCP is solved by some Zd·, i =  2, ...,iV then 
DSP can be solved by applying a stabilizing compensator to the first channel. 
Conversely, if DSP is solved by diag{Zci, ·■·, Z.:s] then SCCP can be solved by 
Zd, i- =  2 ,..., N. In other words. DSP is solvable if  and only if  SCCP is solvable. 
This conclusion has been first stated in [.37, Theorem 3.2] for 2-channel plants. 
A similar result is also stated in TO] for strongly connected plants, where Z.s>, 
...,Z,.;V are restricted to be constant coiujiensators.
In the .solution of DSP, the notion of “completeness” of system matrices ])lays 
a key role. The following is the definition of completeness over the ring S [37].
Consider
 ^ Q u  R
- P  13/
n  ; = (3.4)
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where P  6 R €  U-' e  Qn  € and biproper. VVe say that
n is complete (modulo stahie modes) if the Smith canonical form of li over S 
contains at leiist 7 =  size(0]]\  unit invariant factor.^.
To clarify the terminology in the .subsequent sections we note that the fol­
lowing two stat(='ments aie alternatively used; H i.s complete, {P.Qn·, R iW ) is 
complete. Also, in case 11 is complete and W  =  0 we equivalently say that 
{P~Qx  ^, H) is complete. The following lemma is concerned with the properties of 
completeness (see also [371 c
L em m a (3 .1 ) . The niatrir IT in (S..f) is complete if  and only if ran k  n(;r) > 7 
fo r  all z
Lemma (3.2) is used in the proof of Lemma (3.1
Lem m a (3.2). Let D  ^ .4 € and B  € where D is biproper.
As.sume that
 ^ D 0 
/1 B
rank iz) >  7.
fo r  all z £ C+. 'Then, then: 1 xiats X € S''^’ such that {D .A  +  B X ) is right 
cop rime.
P ro o f. VVe start with a facr. whose simple proof is omitted.
Let A (E B  € C"""'. and rfl»A‘([.4 5 ] )  > I, with, b > 1. Then, there exists 
X  G .such that rank{A -f B X ) > 1.
Let D :=  {c  G C+j det{lJ\z)) =  Q), Suppose that D is composed of some 
distinct comi)le.\' numbers C).......zt sucli that
r, -z 7Z i =: u  ....p  
 ^ Ci ~ C . t =  p -I- 1.... j p -j- I
- L / p +  /-)- I +  2/
where c,· yi c’ , i j  =  1, . . . .  / and t =  p + 21.
’ AUhougli then' is a more siraighiforwanl proof of Lemma (.3.1) using the .Smith form of fl, 
we employ Lemma (.3.2) as it-yields a useful construction in the proof of Theorem (3.1).
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Fix any Zi € D where i € +  /}. Assume that raiikZ}(2,·) =   ^ — /,· for
some integer /,■. Multi plying from left by a nonsiugular matrix C  €  D{zi)
becomes
" D, D-i 
0 0
where D[ G and /)·> G There iilso exists a nonsingular matrix
E  G such th.-.·, [D\ DAE = [D 0]. where D G and nonsiilgular.
Let A =  [Ai A. := A {zi )E ,  where /li G  ^ and A 2 G By' the
hypothesis rauk[.4: B iz,}] > /,■. I'Vom the above fact there exists X  G such 
that raiik(/i, +  B  == /,. J.etting A', :=  [A' X ]E~\  where A" G is
arbitrary, rank[ZT r,j i.4 (r,) +  ZjZ(’r,·)A',■)']' = q. Repeating this process for all c,· 
where z G { l .  -  1} we obtain A'',· G i G {1 , I] so that rank[D'(r.j
(A (2,·) +  8{z,)X i}\ = q- I € { l , . . . ,p  +  /}.
VVe will now (Obstruct A’ G such that (/1 +  B X ,D )  is right coprime. 
Construct .-rij G S. r.he ( 1. 1) element of A' using Lemma (2.3) such that .Ti i (2,·) 
equals the (1 ,1 ) e.rinent of A'',·, i G { l . . . . , p +  /} .  The other elements of A' 
are constructed siir.ilarly so that X{z{) =  A,·, i G ( l , . . . ,p +  /} . This shows 
that rank[D'(u,) ; ,)  +  B[Zi)Xi)'\ =  q, i G /} .  Hence, rank[Z?'(u)
(/4(::) +  ZZ(z)A')']' = 7- for all  ^ € C^. This implies that {A +  B X ,D )  is right 
coprime. □
P ro o f  of L em m a (3 .1 ) .  Necessity jjart is obvious from the rank conditions. 
To show .sufficiency let Q u  R  =  Q ~ ^  R  for a left coprime pair of matrices { Q , R )  
over S. Then, ther·· exists unimodular
Vl/ K L
I, K
such that [Q =z [/ 0]. Multiplying from right by 'I', 11 becomes
D 0 
- P K  - P L
for some D G which is noirsingular because of the fact that Qu  is non­
siugular. Obviously vankT {z)  > q for all  ^ G Applying Lemma (3.2) there
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exists X  € S'· '^' such that {D, —P {K  + L X ))  is left coprime. Thus, there exists 
a unimodular matrix U =  C j  = 1-2 such that
Uu Vu 
V-n Vn
D
- P [ K  + L X ) 0
where LC) is iionsiugular. Then multiplying from left and right respectively, by 
U and
" K  +  l x  L + {K  +  LX )U v2PL  
L + NX K + (L + KX)Uu PL
both of which aic unimodular. II becomes
K ::
In 0
0 -U 2 2 P L
which implies ljy definition that FI is complete.□
3.2 Solution of Decentralized Stabilization 
Problem
We first .slate tlu' .solution of D.SF^  for 2-channel systems (see also [37]).
T h eo rem  (3 .1 ) . Given the plant (S.l) with N = 2, DSP (and eeiuivalcnthj 
SCCP) /·>' solvable ij and only if {p2,Q. lU) and {i\^Q.R.2) are complete.
The synthesis procedure of Theorem (3.1) consists of solving .SCX.’P through 
the apj)lication ol a compensator at the second channel. .As the closed loop .system 
obtained is ,stal)ilizable and detectable, any stabilizing comin-nsator at the first 
cliannel solves DSP. The same approach will lx* followed in the constructive proof 
of 'Jdieoreirt (3.2) for /V-channel systems. It must be noted that fiu' strongly 
connected .systems, a similar procedure of solving D.SP via obtaining a solution 
to .SCCP is proposed in [10].
The ].)roof of Theorem (3.1) requires the lemmata (3.3)-(3.5) which are con­
cerned with the several genericity propeilies of the ring S.
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L e m m a  {3 .3 ) .  Let E  € he nonzero. The set o f  X  such that (X . E) is 
left coprirne is generic, in
P ro o f. This is a straightforwaid generalization of Proposition 7.6.15 in [66].□
L em m a (3 .4 )  Let A €. and B  G be such that (/1. B) is left coprime. 
.Assume that E  E is non.singular. The set o f  X  .such that (.4 +  B X .E )  is 
left coprime is generic in .
P ro o f. Lemma i -3.4) is Lemma 2.1 of [37].□
L em m a (3 .5 ) , Let ./I G S^ ··^  · and B  G be such that (A ,B ) is left
coprimc. A.ssume that E  G /.> nonzero. The set o f X  such that i.A + B X .E )  
is left coprime is generic in .
P ro o f. VVe pru'.e the lemma for the case A is nonsingular. The extension 
of the proof to the general case i.s straightforward, since the set of X  for which 
A -f- B X  is nonsingular, is generic id·!). Lemma 5 .2 .11].
Let II be a unimodular matrix such that IIE  =  [E' 0]Lwhere E  is full row 
rank. There exists a unimodular matrix V such that
IIA V  = /In 0
Az\ A-22
Clearly .4n and .4,·) are nonsingular. Also let IIB  — [B\ B'.ff and .YV’ =  
[X\ AC]. .Since [-4 B] is left unimodiilcir, for any AC, (/In  + B iX i ,B i)  and 
(.422, / 1-21 +  E'iXi, fij) are left coprimc. This shows that if [42i B>] =  0 then
A22 is unimodular. Now dc'fine :=  /In T .^lA^i, /I21 A'2 i T B 2 A.1 . and 
Â22 ;=  -422 +  B 2 X 2 ·
Case 1 . [/I21 B, — 0. In this case .4-22 is unimodular. Also from Lemma (3.4) 
for almost all A"] (.4n , ^ ) is left coprime. Fix one such A''j. Let .A =  [.A| X 2 ]V~^, 
where AC is arbitrary. By uniniodular ojierations, it holds that [.4 +  B X  E] is 
left unimodular if and onlv if so is
N■11 
Ü
0 E
122 0
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which is clearly left unimodular. Since X} is almost arbitrary, X 2 is arbitrary and 
X  — [A'l A’-2]K~‘ , we have that for almost all X  {A -f B X ,E )  is left coprime.
C ase 2 . [A2 \ B 2 ] ^  0. Then, it is easy to verify that A 21 +  B 2 X 1 ^  0 for 
almost all .Y]. So, for almost all A’l (i) (.4n ,jii) is left coj)rime, and (ii) A21 ^  0. 
Choose one such A'l. There exist matrices A, L ,/\n. 'i'2!'I'si'i'4 > '^6
such that
" K  - B ,
L /4ji
[/In B,] =  [/ 0]
’ 4 .1  E  ' 'ki dLi
it 2 'k.i
=  1.
It can Ije \erified tha.t [A B] is ec|uivalent over S to
/ 0  o '
0 A2 2  D'lAw — Ai\B\
which implies that (422, B 2 AW —/I215 i )  is left copriine. This shows that (422, {B i 
4 ]]  —.4 .>i .^i) + 42 i 4';34Ar,/i|, .42i 'I'3) is left coprime. From (3.5) and (3.6), {B iA u  — 
A 2 1 B 1 ) + .4 2 1 .34*5/51 “  {B 2 —.-I21'l i^/^ 1 ) 4 j ]. T. his implies that (422, .^ '2—A2 t'^iB\,
421'I's) is left coprime.
On the other hand, let .Y =  [A''i .YijV’“ ', where A’2 is arbitrary. Unimodular 
operations yield that [4 + B X  A] is left uniruodular if and only if (.422 +  (-^2 — 
/I21'I'l Ai ).\2, 42UFj) is left unimodular. Let Di ;=  f id f(A 2 2 )B 2 — 42i 4'i/?i), 
such that . I22 =  DiA and B 2 — A2 pV] B  =  DiB  for a left coprime pair of matrices 
(A ,B ). Since .422 is nonsingular, Di and 4  are nonsingular. Let D/“ ' 42i'I'3 =  
ED~^ for a right coprime pair of matrices (A, Z)). Since E  is full row rank, 
.so is 'k·}. This, and the tart that .421 7^  0 imjily A 7= 0. Also {A 2 2  +  (Z?2 — 
4 '2]'ki ).Y2, 42Ul':i) is left cuprime if and only if ( 4  +  B X 2 1 E) is left coprime. 
This is the .'<ame type of e<,jnation as the one we started with, except that now the 
number of rows of .4 is reduced at least by one. Applying the same arguments 
repeatedly, we either terminate at Case 1, at some step, or terminate at Case 2, 
with the number of rows of 4  is 1. In this case E  is full row rank and applying 
Lemma (3.4) completes the proof.D
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P ro o f  of T h eorem  (3 .1 ) .
[O nly If] Suppose that the matrix (3.2) is uuimodular and let (P ] , Q, R2 ) not 
be complete. Then, from Lemma (3.1), for some z E C+
rank Q R-i
- P ,  0
{z) < q  = nizt{Q ).
This implies 
ran k Q li-lPcl
-Pj 0
Q Rz ' ' 7  0 '
- p ,  0 0 71-2
(z) =  ran k{
Let for .some nonsingular matrix A' -r we have
(..)A- =
where H\ E //2 € and ra7).k[H[ H'^ ]' — (j. Observe that
)(z) = : q < q.
Q R ,P :, 
- P ,  U
77, 0
7/. 0
Q R i P .n R z P c z  ' Q R z P .z Pi Pci ■
ran k - P i Q c l 0 (2) = rank - P l 0 Q c l
0 Q c z C? c2 0
= rank
/7, 0 R^P,x{z)
iiz 0
/7.3 0
'ank
rj') X >i
H i 0
I I 2 r,i
H , //4
< q -t ]h < q +  j>z
implying
Q PlPcl R z P c z  ' ' Pl 0 R ,P ,M  '
rank - P l Q c l 0 (~) = rank Hz 0 QM n
. - ^ 2 0 QcZ .  ^-/ 3 P.1 0
< </ +  p2 +  pl ■
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This shows that
•0 ; =
Q P\ Pel P.iPa
- P i QcX 0
- P i 0 Q a
is not uninioclular. since - € is a zero of det(O). In other words, the coni- 
pleteness of [P\,Q,R:) is necessary for DSP to be solvable. The completeness ot 
{Pi ,Q, R.\) follow.s b}· dual arguinent.s.
[If] A.ssuine that \Pi.Q,Ri)  and Ri) are complete. Using the pro­
cedure described in the j)ioof of Lemma. (3.1) construct unimodular matrices 
u  = [f/,·,]. \- = [\;,j. r  =: [i\] and i '  =  [v;·,·], i j  =  1,2. such that f/ , > 2  and (j-n 
are nonsingular and
(3.7)' I'u I n '
_ r i i  r>2.
Q
.
/?: ' 
0
’ K l I T2  ‘ 
. V2 , V2 2  _
' I,, o '
Ü
’ Vn Pii ‘  ^ Q Pi '  ^ f>n On ' ' I„ o '
I'21 I 22 . 0 _ 0-n 0-n ^ 0
for some e and 'I' 6
Step  1. We will construct a comjiensator Z, - 2  =  PaQ^i — Q^} Pa·, P'f a left 
coprime pair ul matrices (Qr2 · P-a) and a right coprime pair of matrices {0.:2· Pa) 
such that
f])/ : =
P^Pa. Ri
■Pi Qa 0
and <!>,. :=
0 Pi
-P:>P> Qa
-Pi 0
are left and right unimodular, respectively.
Multiplying from left and right respectiveljc by
P  and
V'u —Pi](i \\P-ıPçi + PviQ a) I'i2 
0 [ Ü
V'2) -V ix { ln R -iP ,iT U v iQ a )  V22
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both of which are uninioclular, 4>/ becomes
- /  0 0
0 U2 2 QC2 T U-iiRyPn
On the other hand, multiplying from left and right re.spectively, by
bii 0 V,2
{R ,.P .,0u  -  Q J J 2 x)\M I  {RciPM'u -  Q j 'n W n
0 Vi,
and f/, both of which are unimodular, <&,. becomes
/ 0
0 -R:iP2Üx2 + Q j C ,
Ü vV
One concludes that fl>/ is left unimodular if and only \i (L'nQc:2 + U n R iP d ,  '!') 
is left coprime, and <!>,. is right unimodular if and only if { — Rc^Pi^h-iT QcMJ-n·, 
is right copi'ime.
Let Zc{Z-2 i) be the .set oi all stabilizing compensators of Z „. We will now 
show that (a ) the class o( Z^2 lor wliich [U nQ '2 ~  Cî \R-2 P:2 ·'^ ') hdt coprime
T  ^  ^  A
a.ii(.l [ — Rc2 '^2 J^\2 + Qc2 U‘2 ‘2 ', riglit ('opriiiK' is opo.Mi and dense in Zc{Z-2 2 ): ¿^ nd 
(b) in case 'P and v{/ are nonzero the class of Zc> for which {(.N O ciTC-nRiPci, 'I') 
is left coprime and { — R cil\C n  +  QciO-n·. î^') is right coprime is open and den.se 
in (with respect to the Graph Topology'M\).
First, we will prove statement (a ). If -  f/„Æ>P,,. 'P) is left coprime,
under sufficiently small perturbations on and Pd  that property is still pre­
served, because the set of iinimodular matrices o\er S is open [6G]. Similarly, 
under sufficiently small perturbations on and the right coj)rinieness of 
[ — Rc-iPiUyi +C}ciU-2 2 ·, is preserved. We thus conclude that the set of controllers 
in Z..{Z2 2 ) for which {U-rzQa +  CixR-iPci-,'^) is left coprime and (~ R c 2 P2 Ci2  
+Q c2 C-2 2 , 'i') is right coprime is open.
On the other hand,
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(■
Q ft, fti 0 
-P-2 0 0 /
1 ’ V 0 0 '
0 / 0
_ 0 0 / -
I 0 f/„ft,.2 Ur2
0 vp U.,,R., i/22
is a lel't uuimodular matrix, since the matrix in the middle at the left hand 
side is left unimotlnlar. 'I’lns implies that (i/22· '!') is left coprime. If
'I' =  0 then it holds that {Cy-z·. C-nR^) is left coprime. Also =  2’22·
(This can be sltown a.s follows. From (3.7) vve have UT^U-n =  P2 Q~^. Hence 
Z,., = P i i r ' R -  = CTi^^-nR’·) We ccmcinde that {U2 -2 Q . 2  + UnR-zPc-iCy) is 
left coin-irne for all coprime fractions PciQ^i ^ ^c{Z 2 2 ) as UiyQc'i +  Ih iR iP ci 
is uniinodular. (It is also true that in this case {Ui-iQei +  N-nRiPciC^) is left 
coprimc only if P,.-2Q7' ^ We now investigate the case that ^ ^  0
and [UitQ i +  ( 2ift.'fti20 l'j is not a left coprime pair. Let some left and right 
coprime fractions of Z2 2  over S be given by Z2 2  =  D^^N1 =  N, D~  ^ so that (2.6) 
holds. In this case Z. 6 Z^{Z2 2 ) if and only if (2.7) hokls. Let Pc2 =  Sr +  DrXo·, 
Q.~2 = Tr — NyXi) for some A'q. Define
f : 1 r 1 ’ Tr -N r '
.4 B = V22 f/ilftiJ L i i i  -  j _ .S’,. Dr
Let G :=  g clJ{A , B). Then, ((,/'. v{/) is left coprime. Let =  EG~^ for a right
coprime pair of matricois (G', E) over S. Also let .4 =  GVl, B =  GB. From Lemma 
(3.5) there exists XX with arbitrarily small norm such that (A + B{Xq + A/Y), 
E) and consec]uentl\· (/( +  B[Xu + A.Y), 'I') are left coprime pairs. Now letting 
P , 2  :=  5r tDr(X» + A.Y), Qc2 ·:= Tr -  N,\Xo +A A ') it holds that (¿/22O02+  
f '21 ft.-ft-i, ^ ) i^  <’'>pi'iiiie. This shows that the set of Z.i =  PtiQ^l which 
{(■■¿¿Q: 2  +  ( -21 fGfVi·'V) is hit copriiue is den.se in Zc{Z 2 2 )· Similar arguments 
yield rliat the set of Z,.-2 =  G'-’ ftc2 f»'·' which { -R a P x C n  +  QciCri·,'^) is fight 
coprime is dense in ZdZri)· Hence, the class of Zc2 =  PdiQ^ -x — Q ciR ci fof 
which (U2 >Qc2 -r ih iR iP ciP ^ ) G left coprime and ^-RciP-iCvi +  Qc-iU-ri) is 
right coprime is open and den.se in 2 c(Z22)·^ . This proves statement (a ). The
'We implicitly ii.se the fact that, if a property holds true for almost all elements of ZAZ2 2 )
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proof of (b ) follows the same cirguments except that we replace ¿^ 0(^ 22) by P''2 P^2 
and consider only the cases ^  0 and v}/ = Q. Note that, in case 'P =  0 , which 
holds if and only if Z-i\ =  0. {UiyQci +  'P) is left copriine if and only if
PciQc'i €  Zc{Z-i2 )· Similarly, in case -  0. which holds if cind only if Z\2 =  0), 
{ — RciP-iIhi + Qc:zIJ-n, 'P) is right coprime i f  and only if Qz^  Rci € ZciZ^i)·
Now fix one Zc2 =  Pc-iQZ' = QZ^Rc '•■•hich ensures that <P, and <P,. are left 
and right unimodular, res].)ectively.
Step  2i riic right unimodularity of <!’. implies that
Q R.P:2
-P i Q:i
-P,  U
is right unimodular. ( I his can be' shown as follows. There exist matrices Z.i, Li· 
¿.•3, L,\ over S such that LR'T-i + PiPd -  I and
L, f ^
L Q,i _
Then it can be verified that
(
+  ¿1  ^ — Pj 0 J =  / .
/ 0
L ,
’ J 0 r 0 n
A,71, Li _ _ U P ..-2 . + i II i ,L  ^ J
)
Q R2P 2 
- P  Q,i
+
¿ „ [ - P ,  0] =  I
I 0
L\ Pi ¿2
implying our claim.)
VVe now' have [/^ 1 0]L ‘ i/T, 0']' i.s a bicoprime fraction, where
Q R:P^ 2 
-P> 0,2
Let ' /f; -= [l\ Üji' (A, Os l.ie a left coprime Iraction, so that for some Qc\ € 
and Pç\ € QiQcx + RiPc\ = / .  with Q,,\ is biproper. Then, the
compensator (hag{f\\Qc\ ·. P'-iQci] solves DSP. This comjiletes the proof.O
witli ro.speci to tlio topology iiichicotl by left coprinte fraction.s, then .so it doe.s witli respect to 
the topology imlucecl by right coprirne fraction.s and vice versa.
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R e m a rk  (3 .1 ) . The proof of the theorem leads us to the following observa­
tions. Let D.SP for Z be soh'able. We see that if Z 12 and Z^ are both nonzero 
then SCCP is .solvable for almost all compensators in ZdZ-z-z) <wid for almost all 
compensators in [f at least c<ne of Z\2 and Z21 is zero then SCCP is
solvable for some Z.^2 if and only if Z,.· € Zc{Z2 2 )· In ease Z\2 and Z-2i are both 
nonzero, the set of compensators soh’iug SC’CP is reduced to a left uiiimodularity 
and a right unimodularity relation in terms of two compensator parameters. This 
is useful in pinpointing the uongena'ic cases for the solution of SCCP. (See also 
Theorem (.'3.3).j·
To obtain the solution of ;V-channei DSP we u.se the following lemma which 
gives conditions for a closf'd loop system matrix to be complete.
L e m m a  (3 .6 ) . Consider the IripU
:/i
Tl
S'2]).
efine Zn :=  TiCri^S', 6 P"^^'.
Tl
Tl
Let {T i.Q w .'Sx  .S'2]) and ( 
statem ents hold.
(1) For ahno.yi all Zc G Z..(Zu)
( [ T l  01,
■ Qu ,F 2 ) he. complete. Then the following
Qu
- T ,  ' Q,.
’ .S'2 '
0
)
is complete, wlure FcQ,.  ^ is a right cojirime fracMonal representation o f  Zc.
(2) For ulmo.'t all Z\. G tiu triple in (3.8) is complete if and only if  at
least one o f  Zu  :=  7\Q\i Fi. Zd :=  TQf/.S'i, and Z >2 ;=  TiQCi'.R·: is nonzero, 
where Zc = P.XJT  ^ is « nght coprvmc Jraciionnl representation o f Zc·
The proof of Lemma (3.0) require.s the lemmata (3.7)-(3.9) which consider 
some genericity arguments ol the ring S.
L e m m a  (3 .7 ) . Let A G and B  G be .such that the pair (A ,B ) is
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left, coprime. A.^sume that E  €  is nonzero. The set o f[X [ X!f\' such that 
[AX] +  B X 2 ,E )  left coprime is generic in
P ro o f. It is enough to prove the Lemma when E  6 If B  =  0 we can
obtain the solution by using Lemma (3 .3 1. because in this case .3 is unimodular 
and the lemma reduces to showing tliat tlie set of X  foi· which [X, E )  is left 
coprime, is open and dense in Now assume that B 7^  0. It can be shown,
b} using Lemma (3.3) tliat the set ol A] lor which (/lA'^i,£^) is left co])rime is 
open and dense in Fix one such .Vi. Then, from Lemma (3.4), the set of
A'2 tor which (/lA i +  B X 2 . E) is left co))rime. is o])en and dense in So. the
set ot [Aj : A.j] tor which (.dA'^ j +  B X ). E) is lett coprime is o|)en and dense in
g/.-+cxA· □
L en in ia  (3 .8 ) . Jh e  set oj bipropcr luatrices is dense in
P ro o f. Let .4 € not l;e biproper so that .4 =  .4 ,, +/1  whtu-e A,) 6 i-s 
the ;rf:7'oth coefficient matrix in the tormal power series expansion .4 =  AiZ~‘ 
ot A cuid A :=  .4 — Aq is strictly proper. Given s > 0 there exists /G e 
with ||/le|| < s  such that .4o +  / 1^  is nonsingular. Here, we used the fcw.t that the 
set of uonsingular matrices is dense in . Then, B  ;=  A^  +  /1 is Ijijiroper and 
¡¡B -  /4||oo =  ||.4c|U =  ||.4|| < s.O
L e m m a  (3 .9 ) . Let 4  c  and B  € he such that the pair (A, B ) is left
coprime. Assume that E Ç. S ‘'Ax,/ is nonzero. Express Z Ç P ext- US Z =  ND-
where {N ,D ) is right coprime. The set. o f Z =  ND~^ fo r  which {AD  +  B N ,E )  
is left coprirne is open and dense in .
P ro o f. To show that the set of such 2f is open let Z =  N D~' 6 
with (N ,D )  is right coprime and {AD + B N .,E ) is left coprime. Froin Lemma
U — X
(3.7), we know that there exists b > 0. such that j| ' ' |j < ¿ implies that
N — A '2
(-■4.Ai +  BX-2  ^ E) is left co|u ime.
Let /i(A ,^ /A) € — {0 } be such that f < //.(iV, D) implies A^ j is biproper and
(.\i, A'2) is right coprime [60]. Consider any bcisic neighborhood of Z over
defined as
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T  =  {.Vi.V;>-l £■}, e < min(//.(A'·,/)), 6).
№ x r 'l  I K s ) ,  s < p ( N , v )
Tl.en, the set T := € P«'·! II ^ '  ^  || < min(£,i)) is an open set in
the subset topology of containing N D~'. It is also true that if N D~  ^ €  T ,
tlien (AD  + BN , E) is left coprime. This shows that the set of such Z is open.
•lo show that the set of such Z is den.se in consider Z — .\ D~^  €  pcxA·^
(/V, D) is right coprime, and {AD  -|- BN , Z) is not left coprime. For any S >  0, 
there exists a basic neighborhood of ND~' over P ‘ ·"^ ' defined as
D -  Ki 
N  -  Z ,
from Lemma (..L7j. on the othoM' haiKl, tlie above·! set contains some such
tJiat (/LYi + BX-2 . E) is loft copriihe. There also exists ev > 0 such that for all
> > , -  -V,
A i ,A 2 sucli that jj „ II < O', {AX\ BX-y.E) is left coprime. We can 
assume that a· < £¡'2. .So,
^'^={-?2.V,-'l II l l < a } C T .
A 2 — A '2
From Lemma (3.8) there exists A', such that A'^AV’ €  P"^^’ and UAL -  AL|| can 
be made arlfitrarily small. Hence, we can assume A L A 7‘ G T  C T. But then,
(AVV,-' SP·'-^*! II ¡| < f )
yV -A L
is open in p  ·''^ · and contains A'.>.\7 ’ , for whic;h (/l.\'i +  BX^^E) is left coprime. 
Since the choice of T  is i)ossible for arbitrary 6 > 0, this shows that the set of 
such Z is den.se in P '^^ '^.D
P ro o f  of L em m a (3 .6 ) . hirst note that (3.S) is com|)lete if and only if
m  0],
5 . ■ ’ s -2'
. - / I t·, Qc . 0
(3.9)
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is complete, where PcQ  ^ ’ =  Q,, ' R , for some left coprime pair of matrices (Q^, Re)· 
(This can he shown as follows.
' /  1.) 0 ' ' I 0 0 ‘
0 P: 0 0 R-r. 0
0 0 /  _ 0 0 I _
<^ 11 -S S-2
-RcTi Qc 0
- T i  0 0
implying that the system matrices associated with
i\T2 0].
Qu S^ Pc
Q c
j
1 i anid i[T , 0], Q\ 1 
-T\
Qu S^Pc S-2 
-T l
S^Pc
O r
Q c 0
0 0
’ .S'2 ’
0
)
are Fuhrmanii cciuivalent over P , .  Tiie result then follows from Lemma (2.2) and 
Lemma (3.1) via ap])lying various rank inequalities.)
Let U and V'’ b(! uni modular marrices such that
V
' Qu ' S: ' K = " .A 0 '
- N  0 0
(3.10)
where the matrix on the right hand size is the Smith normal form of the matrix at 
the left so that .s/.:c(A) = .s/::c(O ii)· Partition V and V as ( — V = [Kj];
i , j  =  1, 2. ft Ijolds that
U
Qu S2 .S', 
-T>  0 0
’ r  0 ’ ' A 0 (7uSi
0 I 0 I a S i
where the completeness of ('/L, Q n. Si .S'2]) implies that the matrix at the right 
hand size has ra.id< no le.ss than .sL:e(A). In this case Lemma (3.2) implies the 
existence of some matrix .Vi over S such that (A ,.Y i'L+  (Lqi +  -Yi6Li)S'j) is 
left coprime. Since diag{/\A\>} is in tlie Smith canonical form, every entry of A 
divides every entiy of 'L. Tims, .V]T = — AVi for some Y] over S, implying that 
(A ,(//n  +  A'l/.-Li )A|) is left coprime. .Xovv,
■ / ■
u ■ Qu >>'
’ / ' ’ A 0 '
0 I -  T, (.) _ 0 / 0 '1/
Define
’ I v, ' ’ /  V'-, ■0' and  K =  i/
0 I 0 I
Then
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V 0 
0 /
Q n S i A 0
- T i 0 V  = 0 vp
- T 0 - T n V u - J \ V u
where Vn and Vj.. have obvious dehnitiojis. Using the completeness oí ([77 TI^]\Qu, 
Si) and Lemma (3.2) we can construct AT such that (A ,7 ’i(\/,j +  VuX-i)) is right 
coprime. In this case
I 0
/
r Qu Si
-T>  0
wliere ) 2 satisiies ) =  —TA^· Defint
U =
1/
I  0 
AT I
A 0 
0 'P
I o ' I 0 '
U and. U =  V
lb I AT I
Observe that i/ji — Du — I u +  AiLTi and lAi =  Vn +  VjiX-i. Hence. (A ,fA i‘5'i) 
is left coprime and (.'V,7'jiln) is right coprime.
It now follows that (3.8,1 is complete if and only if
([0 - /T , .S ’,R ] . DnS.Pc
L Q c
is complete. .Similarly (3.9) is complete if and only if
0
)
- i w C i .
OP) (3.11)
([0 ~r-nS,\ .
.V UuS, ■ 0
~ R J',V u Q. -Rc7\V ii _
complete. 'There e.xist matrices 4>i,4>-2 , <i>3 and 0 1 ,6
,'IT
with (") and <P ai'e nonsiiigulai·, such that
' 0 , - 0 2  ' /V 0 , ■
03 0  _ . -T ,V n  03  .
-  I
and
•\ C uS,
— *Í8| *P,3
<Pi - $ 3  ■
(p2 4>
=  I.
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((0 0
- e 7 ’,v',.3 _
Uiiimoclular operations yield that (;]·. 11) is complete if and only if
/ ■ 0
o' e^UuSN-^c + e c i ,
is complete, and (3.12) is complete if and only if
/ 0 
0 +
/1 0  (3.15)
([0 -IJ^ iS pP ]. 0
. -B cT D  n  .
/1 ') (3.15)
i.s complete.
■A.ssume that (2.·)) iuid (2,i,ij hold lor Z\i. L(,'t
(.-1 lij := (03f'„i·, 0]
and
.s·. Dr
Tr -N r
’ A ' ' Si Ti 7] V] 14>3
B Di -N i ^ J $
(3.17)
(3.18)
From (3.13) and (.3.14j. it follows that {A .B )  i.s left ''oprinie and ( /1, B) is right 
coprime. Consider the alternative descriptions of P... Qc ,  R·.··, Q c  l:>elow
' Q .: ' ' T,. -N r  ■ ' AC ■
P , . Dr . .
Ti Si
- M  D, ^
where A'’], AC, V'l, }·> are matrices over S of suitable dimensions. Then.
[ Q c  r l .  ] =  [ Vi n
0..jCii.S',C, + 0 0 ,  =  /I.Y, + B X i
R-c i  1111 ‘h,3 T Q.A^  — i'l .4 4 y 2 B .
Let us define
r : = - 7 ’iFi2, i l := 0 ' n S i .
With this new notation, we rcmtind that (3.8) is complete if and only if
( - i i ( 5 V A · ,  +  A - A C ) ,  .4AC +  B X 2 . e r ,  'i')
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is complete, and (3.9) i.s complete if íhkI only if
( - П Ф ,  V 'l/l +  Y:f) .  (V'i.S’/ +  У'2 0 , ) Г ,  УУ)
is complete. Also notice tbai. (3.S) is complete for almo.st all €  Z ,(Z n ), if and 
only И lor almost all X -2 (3.22) is ccanplete, with =  / .  This can be verified 
by using the definition of :|)e to])ology over 2 c(Z jj)  and ec|uation (2.7). As a 
dual icisult, (3.9) is сошр1оо> lor aiinusi all Zc €  2 (Z ¡¡) ,  if and only if for almost 
cdl ) 2 (3.2.1) is (om|,)l(‘ie. ü.h ) \ ~ Í. On the othou· hand, (3.3) is complete for 
almost all Z,. 6 P ' "''’. if and only if for almost all Z € with Z =  A'iAY’ for
some right coprime i)air of matrices i.V,. A',), (3 .22) is complete. Dually, (3.9) is 
complete for almost all Z.. -2 P'·'·'·. if and only if for almost all Z €  with
Z =  V, 'y .2 tor some left '.oprime.pair of matrices (K|,V0), (3.23) is complete, 
i hese results can be verifii’d I)y using the topology on and ec|uations (.3.19)
and (3.20).
We now [H’oceed lyy iiix'estigating three cases.
C ase 1 . At least one ol Г and il is nonzero. If Г is nonzero, since 0  is 
nonsingular, 0 Г  is nonzero. Пшм. ai)]dying Lemma (3..5) gives tis that for almost 
all X 2 , {A + B X 2 , 0 Г )  is left' u|uime. This implies that for almost all Z^ . €  Z,-(Zn)
(3.22) is coinplete. Also applying Ьешига ('3.9) yields that for almo.st all Z, € P ’’'"'’
(3.22) is complete. If D is nonzero, on the other hand, then is nonzero, because 
of the nonsingularity of Ф. .3o, applying 1 he dual of Lemma. (3.5) we observe that 
for almost all У·¿^  (11Ф,/1 -f V>B) is right coprinie. This implies that for almost 
all Zc €  Zc{Zu) (3.23) is complete.
C ase 2. Г =  Ü, Q. =  (J. Ф ^  u . In this case (3.22) is complete if and only 
il (0, ЛАА +  /ЗАЗ^ .О, Ф) is C o m p l e t e ,  (.'loarly, there exists a matrix К  over S of 
ap|)ropriate size such that Л Ф is nonzero and (0, .4A j +  /3A3¿,0, Ф) is ecjui\’alent 
to (0, /lA''i +  i3A^ 2r А'Ф, Ф) over S. Repeating Case 1 yields that for almost all 
Z,. G 2 c {Z n )  and for almost all Z., G P''^'’ (3.22) is complete.
C ase 3. 1 =  0, 0  =  0. Ф =  0. In this case (3.11) (and, therefore (3.S)) is
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complete if and only if
A UnS^P,
-T rV n Qc
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is nnimodular. Consider 
U
Qll Si Si 
- T i  0 0
IJ n
0 / - T i
-T i
F  0  ■ ’  A 0 / • 1 1 5 ’ ,  ■
J
0  / 0 T I f i S i  _
. S 2  ■
r
A 0
0 0 vf/
0 .ir , F i . — .7 j l - , 2  .
From (3.2o) we have
From (3.26) we have
Jl, =  0 vp =  0, Q =  U nSi =  0 
7'iQ ;‘ [Si .S'2] =  0 =^ · vp =  0 , f2 =  0
5 .  - 0 =^  vJ/ = 0, r  =  r iC ,2 =  0 
[ I ' l  r ; ] 'o r , 'A '2 =  o=^vi/ =  o, r  = o
Observe that 'I», il and F are all zero if and only if 72(yf]'[.S'i .F2] and .7',' T^YQ^iSi 
are both zero. L(^ t lJU  =  I and VV = I. Partition V arid V' as C = [7/.·^ ], V’ =  
h J  -  1 ,2 . in this ca.se Qu =  (7|iAV]i, 5’i =  U\\l. n.S’i (fro::; (3.25)) and 
T\ =  T\Vii\\i (from (3.26)). This sliow.s that Zu =  TiQYiS\ /j 1) 1 A~’ 7/]|.S'i. 
Since the right hand side ol the equation is bicopriine, this implies rhat (3.24) is 
unimodular if and only if Z, 6 2 ,(Z u ) .  The proof of ( 1) of Leinm.· (3.6) is thus 
completed. To complete tlie |)roof of (2) just observe that Zc{Zu is not dense 
in (see the |)roof of TheoreiVi (3.3)).□
The constructive' proof of the following theorem is one of the iriain contribu­
tions of this chapter.
T h eorem  (3 .2 ) . DSP (and equivalently SC C P) is solvable, if and only i f  
( jPn - i',(?· Sy) is complete fo r  all r 6 C,v.
Proof.
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[If] The proof of the “If” part is established by induction. Let N  =  2. The 
statement reduces to 2-chaunel DSP in whidi ca.se C,\ =  and the
hypothesis implies [P-iiQ,'R\) and are complete. So. using Theorem
(3.1) the solution is obtained.
.A,ssume that the theorem is true for N = H > 2. Define L :=  H + 1.
It will be shown that by a suitable choice of Z.~ =  for a right coprime
pair of matrices {Q,.. l\), the following holds.
h 1 I % - r  0
11. Q f i lP · :
- P l Q:·
111
Q  R iP c  
- P l q .,
riien. from ii and iii
Q Hl
- P l d
' P u  '
- 0
■)
' Hr '
0
is roniplete for all r ^ Си- 
is left coprime, 
is right coprime.
Z := Pk  o ]
-  - 1
' R k  ‘
0
Q P l Pc 
- P l Qc
is a bico|)iime li action which, via i and the iiiduc.ti\ e hy|)othesis implies that DSP 
for the plant Z is solvable for some compensator ('//«^{Z,.i,.... Z,..//}· This clearly 
implies that DSP (or Z is soh'able by the comjiensator diafi{Z.yi, Zch, Zc}, 
com])leting the proof of “If” part.
lo  show that i. ii and iii hold for some compensator Z,.. observe that the
hypothesis of Theorem implies 
are comidete foi· all r 6 Си·
S[, j ) a n d (  Pii-v
Hx any r €  Си and let :=  Q·, 1\ Fi^ , /''н-i·! S'l :=  Ни, hikI
S-i '■= P if .-\])plying Lemma (3.6) we have that
([^^H-r 0],
' Hr ■
0 )
Q  P-l P c 
- P l  Q c
is complete for almost all Z. €  2^,{Zi l ). Let denote the set of these com­
pensators. which is open and dense in Z ciZ u,). Since r is fixed but otherwise
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fiibitiaiy, it holds that UrgC/f-2* is open and dense in Zc{Zi,i_,). In other words, i 
holds for almost all Z,. 6 2 c{Zl i ).
Now let :=  Q, T\ :=  ?2 :=  0, 5] ;=  P/,, and S -2 :=  R n  and apply
Lemma (d.()). The facts that {Q  ^Rl ) coprime and ( Pi,, Q, R n )  is complete give 
us that
([0 0], Q R l Pc ' R h
. Qc 0
)
is complete lor almost all included in Z^Zi^i,). fu other words ii holds for 
almost all Z^  €  Zc{Zu,). Diuil arguments yield that iii holds for almost all 
Zc €  2.,(Z l l )· Since the intersection of open and dense subsets is open and 
dense, we conclude that for almost all Z, G Z ,(Z i l ) properties i, ii and iii hold. 
Hence, we can find at leiist one for which i. ii and iii hold. This completes 
the proof of the “If’’ ])art.
[O nly If] Let DSP for Z be solvable. Fix r G C^. Observe that DSP for the 
2-channel plant
Zrr ■^rN-r 
■^N-rr ■^N-rN-r
is solvable. Ihis im])lies from Theorem (3.1) that (P n _ i·, <5,/?r) i·'» complete. 
Since, r is fixed but otherwise arbitrary we obtain the fact that {Pt<i-r,Q,Ri·) is 
complete lor all r G C.v· This completes the ])roof.D
Using [2] and Lemma (2.2), it is not difficult to show that G is a decen­
tralized fixoxl mode of Z if and only if
ran k {^) < <1
Q Rr
-P N -r  0
tor some r G Cn , in which case the completeness of (P n - i-,C?, Rr) is violated.
Assume that the completeness conditions of Theorem (3.2) hold. The design 
methodology in the theorem is to apply a compensator to Channel N  such that 
the closed loop .system (with the remaining N -  1 channels) satisfies the following 
two conditions:
A . The N  — 1-channel system is jointly stabilizable and detectable.
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B . All complenientary subsystems including Channel 1 of die -V -  1-channel 
system are com])leie.
The synthesis procedure continues inductively, and ends up with the first 
channel, from wliich the closed loop system is now stalulizabie and detectable.
^Pplyi^^o the fiisi ( hannel a .sta./ilizing compensator lor the clo.sed loop 
system, the synthesis procedure is terminated. This is a he:rarchim lly stable 
synthesis proccdun:, since at each sle;:. ihe local comjjen.saloi' is chosen as an 
staliilizing compensator of the respecti-.e channel in the closei.i-loop.
3.3 Characterization Results
VVe sta.It with a '.leiinition. Consider tin:· jilant transfer rnatri:·: Z of the previous 
section with a. bicoprime fraction as i;: (Ij.l). Let D.SP for Z be solvable and 
define L =  A' — 1.
It is saii.l that Z,. is an admissible loccl com pensator f o r  Channel A', if there ex­
ist compensators Z,.), .... Z,· i ,  such that die decentralized coni])ensator diag{Zc\ , .. .,  
L··, Zc} stabilizes Z.
In this section the .synthesis proce<:;'.;re of Theorem (3 .2 ) .vill be utilized to 
cliaiacterize tlu* <.lass of all admissable < oivipeiisators of a spenried channel. This 
al.so yields a characterizatioii of all deceiitrcilized stabilizing compensators of the 
plant ill the following way. For simplicity let /V =  2. One can obtain the charac- 
teiization ol atlniissible local comjiensators for Channel 2. (Tins also yields the 
characterization ol all com|)eiisa,tors .sutving .SC'f.'P.) .After a fixed coiiipeiisator 
is apjjlied around the 2nd channel, the class of all stafiilizine compensators for 
the single channel system can be obtained by known inetliod.' :66]. This proce- 
duix' can be ro'peated for all admissild'· oniiiensators ol the .se'.'ond channel, and 
hence all decentralized stabilizing c.oiii])ensators can be obtained by repeating the 
process. Alternative characterizations o: decentralized stabilizing controllers are 
available in the literature (sf'e, lor example, [22]). On comparing with the one 
in [22] our characterization seems to be more convenient for obtaining the set of
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all admissible controllers associated with a fixed channel, because, as can be seen 
irom 1 of Theorem (3.3), the characterization of admissible local compensators 
proposed here is given in terms of only two parameters (independent of :V) which 
satisfy certain coprimeness and completeness relations. .A characterization of all 
admissible controllers using the parainetrization in [22J. however, would require 
the solution ol a multiparameter (de|)eiiding on N) unimodularity equation.
In II ol Iheoiem (3..3) we give certain coniuicti\‘it\· coiulitions under which 
the rla.-is of admissible local compensarors is generic amone; all com pen.sa tors. .By 
the statement III of fheorem (3.3) it these conditions fail to hold then the class 
o( ai.lmis.'jil.ile local compensators is j.'necisely tlie set of stabilizing coni|jensators 
of the corresponding channel. VVe remind that from the proof of Theorem (3.2) 
any stabilizing compensator of a channel independent o f connectivity conditions 
is generically an admissible compensator.
.A rigorous definition of the set of adinissable controllers for channel .N’ is given
by
ZcN  ■■= [ Z c ^  P'-wX7w| exists  [ Z^u - : Z , l ] £  X
X P 7W_,=<P,V_,^  such that solves D.SP},
Thus. is the set of compensators Z,, =  PcQ';  ^ such that i, ii and iii in the 
proof of theorem (3.2) are satisfied with H = N — 1. The characterization of 
ZeS depends Ijeavily on various quantities defined in the proof of Lemma (3.6). 
fyet H :=  N -  I and consider the conditions i. ii and iii in the proof of Theorem 
(.3.1).
Let Z- =  PcQf^ c  ZcN where /L, Q.^ . are parametrized as in (3.19) in terms 
of A'l AT, such that ATA'|“ ‘ is proper.
Now fix any r € C//. Letting :=  (1  2\ P y , T, ;=  A, P y .
S -2 ;=  Rv, and following the arguments in the proofs of Theorem (3.2) and Lemma 
(3.6) it is seen that there exist Ai·. By. given by (3.17), 'Lr. given by (3.10), 0 r .  
given by (3.13), and Qy, l\, given by (3.21) such that i holds for r if and only if
(-.Qr(.SV.N, +  D rX i). .4,.A', +  B yX 2,erT y , vp,.)
is complete.
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In the special case r =  H  letting :=  T\ ■- /3 ,^. 'P·^  :=  0, .9, :=  R^, 
-1  ·= iw'd following Theorem (.1 2 ) and Lemma (.4.6) there exist /1h , B n , 
0 H) and Ph such that ii'holds if and only if
{A h X i + B h X 2,O b I'h )
i> left coprime. .Similarly, in the special case r =  0 letting ;=  Q, T, :=  Pyy, 
‘^ 1 ·'= B n  ^ ■'^ 1 ■= 0 and lollowing Theorem (3.2) and Lemma (.4.6) there 
exist Ag, Big, and '?.g such that iii holds if anrl only if
( — +  BigX'i)
ii right coprime.
We smmnarize these results in Tlieorem (4.4) below where H ■.= N -  \ . 
T h e o re m  (3 .3 ) . LN. DSP fo r  Z-bf. solvable.
I. .£.,..Y consists o f  Z,; =  PcQf^ whtre Pc, Qc art param etrized as in (3.19) in 
terms o) Xx, AT such that P -Q ff /.s proper and (a), (h) and (c) below siriudtanc- 
OHsly hold:
{'!■)
( —Qr'^rX) +  Dr-X y)·. AyXi +  /?i·A'2, ©rPi·. ^r)
I.- complete fo r  all r € L/y,
(b)
(/Ih A'i + 5 H A T ,0 H rH )
/> left CO prim e,
( - i 20$ 0,/loAT +  I40AT)
xi ri(jht coprime.
II . ZcN is an open and dense .subset afP^'n^v.^ i f  and only if  (a) and (b) below 
simultaneou.sly hold
((0 Zn .B -  Pn Q~^Rb  ^  0 and Zn,N =  BnQ~^ Rn i=- 0
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(h) For each r E Ch .
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>^{/VuH)-r.r 7^  0 or >^H-r./Vur #  0.
III . I f  one o f  (a) or (h) o f l l  is violated, then Z ,s  =  Zc{Z,wn).
l·or the proofs ol srateuient.s II and III in Theorem (3.3) we need the technical 
lemma below.
L/eniiTia iO f  ( onsider Uic triple
(
T,
Ti
'^ 2])
Q u S i  P c i S i P c
- T , Q c l 0
- T 2 0 Q c 2
where (Q ii,[.S  ,52]) Ifft {Q\\,[T[ ?·>■ right copvime pairs. Also let
i'l \ Q u : S>) and ( ? 2; Q n, .S']) be complete. Consider
(3.27)
where {Pc],Q ci) and {Pc2 -:Qci) are copriine.
In case one oj Z\ > ;=  l\ Q ]]Ii2 or Z-n :=  Ri is zero, the matrix in
(3.2'/) is uminodulor ij and only ij (^ n , PciQ c/) and (Z 2 2 , Pc)Qf2 ) are stable, 
where Zn — and Z2 2  :=  T-2 Q ;^R 2 .
Lemma (3.10) stales that tlie decentralized compensator diag[Z.·]. Zc2 } .solves 
the decentralized stabilizatiozi problem for a 2-channel not-strongly-connecled 
plant with no unstable rlecentj'alized fixed modes if and oidy if Z^ a and Zc2 sta- 
l.)ilize Channels 1 and 2, resjjectively.
P ro o f. V\e assume without loss of generality that Z12 =  0. Let a left coprime 
fraction of [T( be given by Q -^ [f( T(]' where
0  =
On 0
O 21 Q 22
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It holds that the matrix (3.27) is unimodular if and onlv if so is
QiiQct 0 
Q-2i Qc} Q-IiQci
+
f^S.Pcl f^S.Pco 
r-zS.P,, fo S ,P ,,
where f^S-iPez -  0, since Zn  =  0. Note tliat Zi, =  Of,'YVS'i and 
where both fractions are roprime. Then, the matrix (3.27) is unimodular if and 
only il QuQc\ + ./].S|/ei and QnQc2 +  T-iSiPa are uniniudulcu·, i.e., if and only 
if (Z n, P~!Q~i‘ ) and (Z^2 · P,^Q~2 ) are .stable.□
1 loof of T lieoren i (3 .3 ) . I'rool of I follows Iroiii tlic fliscussion prcrec<:ling 
the tlieorem. We will now prove the “if” ])art of II. As.sume that for all r € Ch , 
at least omi of 1 iij. and f^'l. is nonzero. Then, (2) of Lemma (3.6 ) and the 
tact that the union of open and dense sets is open and dense, reveal that for 
almost all Zc G j jj[ proof of Theorem (.3.2) holds. Similarly, if Tf.j
is nonzero, lor ahiiost all Z^ . € P ' a ¡j holds, and it is nonzei'o. for almost 
all Zc €  iii holds. On the other hand, a closer inspection at the proof of
Lemma (.3.6) reveals that for some r G C//, Tj., fij. and 'I'r are all zero if and only
if
or, equivalently
— 0, Zm x^· =  0, ^H-r.jV =  0
^(.VuH)-r.r — 0, /3^H-r,A/ur — 0.
Also Th  =  0 if and only if Z,v,h = 0 and = 0 if and only if %  y^.· = 0. 'Phis 
completes the “i f ’ part of the proof.
Now, we will prove I I I  and the "Only If” part of II. Assume, 2 (^A;uH)-r.r =  0 
and .2^H-r.;Vur — 6 lor some r G C//. Then, by a suitable permutation at the 
inputs and outputs, the transfer matrix structure of Z takes the following form.
H  — r  iV r
II -  r X 0 0
N  X X 0
r  X X X
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where the x subblocks are not important for our discussion. In this case applying 
Lemma (.'.b 10) repecitedly. first by letting
Z[\ Z]2 
^21 >?22
¿’(.VuH)-r,(.VuH)-r -^{AfuH)-r.r
^r,r^v,(yVuHi-i·
and then lettiyg
'  Z u Z , .> ■ ._
Z 21 ¿22 ■2’A'.H-r
we conclude that = 2 ,{Z y ^ ).  In ca.se Z.v,h =  0 a])plying Lemma (.3. 10) by 
letting
‘ Z n Z ,2 ■ Zh .h Zh ,/v
¿ 2 2 Z.v.H Z y , y
wt? (..OIKhide that c^A' — Dual arguments loIlo\v lor thc^  case when
Zh ..v is '¿era. This completes the proof of III. Now note tliat 2,.{Z,yt\) is not 
dense in ^ p^ vχ^ >.γ the c.lo.sed loop
charactiiristic polynomial of (Z a'A'. Zcg) has unstable zeros other than zero. Then, 
lor all Zc belonging to a .sufficiently .small open ball around the closed loop 
charactiiristic polynomial of (Zv/V· Z )^ still contains unstable zeros, which implies 
that Z c(Za/,v ) is not dense in P'-'-x/'.v (gg Proposition 7.2.41]. This compIet(AS 
the proof the “Only If' part of I I .□
Exam ple (3.1).
Consider the 3-cha.nnel svstcim below:
y =
1 1c+o> C+)P
V\ ii,
y-i _ 1 1(.-+i)(.—2 ) ( r - ;() C-2)(c+li (.— 2)(c:+l) ti'2
. y·^  .
C 2 . T - 1 )
. {--rH-Tl)(,—2) (.v+lp(c-2, (.-+l)(c-l)p.-2l J
=  Zu.
Obtaining a bicoiirime representation of Z over S we have y = [P[ P^  P.^\'Q-' [^iii
R -2 R^]n, wliere P ,  =  ( ¡ ^  Ü 0|, P  = |0 j ^ ] ,  A  = [ ¡ ^  0],
—L_  1  1 1^ /?' — f 1 0(î+l) (r+J) (r+l) J > -  [ (^+1)2 U J ,R [  =
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«^  =  [ r t t  irin  o f .
iuHl Q =  }■
Lei H = 2, Ch =  (1 ), and r = { I j .  VVe now determine Zc·^  =  P.:30~^ E P , 
ior coprmie {Pc:i,Qc:i) such that the closed loop system under feedback iaw =  
~^.-:iyri satisfies
■mP2 0], Q n^Pái Pi
i i . {
Q P3 /LJ
- P 3 Ç . 3
d
7
·:> 0j
Pi P.7
0 Ü j
) is complete
■ ¡■ ■ {[Px 0],
Q R,Pc:x
-Pz Qc3
ii'.{
> 1  o'
P2 0 7
’ P : '
7
0-
) is left co]:)rime
) is complete
is right coprime.
Q ihPcz 
-Pz Qc3
hollowing Tho'orem (3 .3 ) and the preceeding .statements one can verify that i 
and ii hold for all Zcz 6 P , whereas i’ hokhs if and only if Zc:s{l) = 0 and 
[Q-3 P::i]::=z[\ — |]1=3 ^  0. and ii’ liolds if aild only if .^c3(l) = 0. So,
by comliining the.se results we conclude the following: Zc:i =  Pc^Qcz ? P· for 
(.opiivit (/;-.')) Qc.'t) (^tch that t. it, t a,nd l i ’ hold, ij (lud only if  Pc:i{^) 7^  0 ciiid
la,., c , , ) „ , ( l  -  1) '„ , 7 0 .
In order to achieve a hierarchically stable design we choose Pc.s = 
and ^ · lu this case = Pc:iQ~·^  is a minimal order stabilizing
compensator for 2^ 33. With this choice of 2,-3 it can also be verified that i, ii, 
i'and ii’ hold.
Repeating similar arguments for the resulting 2-channel system Z  we obtain 
Zc2 = 65 , which stabilizes the second channel of Z. We finally get Z^  = PciQl 
where
Pet =
65536(65^*^ -I- 39tb·  ^ + 976z‘' -|- 1307z^ -|- -f 577z -|- 8)
317(z +  l)'^
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(317^^ +  3804.;' -  4237016^'·’ -  2o-16:3940.r" +  762902138-2“ -  633438348z^
-2207193o04^2 ^ gg^i 1742 3  ^ +  141.5227969)
317(r + l)«
The resulting decentralized compensator has total order 10. It can be shown 
following the a|)proach in [10] that In- using constant feedback compensators 
around the third and second channels and a 7’th older compensator around the 
third cliannel a decentralized compensator of total order 7 could also be utilized 
to sohe DSP. 'I'his, however, would not lead to a hierarchically stable design. 
Hence, the hierarchically stable design is achieved at the expense of increased 
com];ensator orclei'. A
VVe now consider the class of compensators solving SCCP. Theorem (3.4) 
below states that once the solvability conditions are satisfied then the class of 
com])ensatvis solving .SCCP is o]ren and dense il and only il the plant is strongly 
connected.
T h eo rem  (3 .4 ) . Let SCCP be solvable. The .set o f  compeimators {Zc2 , ···, Zcn), 
where Z,., = P d Q f', (Bd^Qd) i·'^  Nght coprime i =  2 ,.. . ,  N, .such that
[.P, 0 ...0 ]  E -* [77; 0 ... 0]' (3.28)
is bieoprim t. where E is given by (3.3), is open and deu.sc in x  . . .  x P ’w x p w
(with re-specl to the. product topology induced by P '‘'^ t'i^  i f  and only
if  the. plant is strongly connected.
The proof of d’heorem (3.4) requires the following lemma which gives necessary 
and sufficient conditions for a closed loop transfer ma.trix to be nonzero.
L em m a (3 .1 1 ) .  Consider the triple ([.// 72Y.Qii,[.Si .S'ij) where 1\Q\\ .Si €  
P ? ' ^ ' · .  Then.
[Ti 0]
' Qn S i P /
- 1
Si
. Qc 0
/ 0
fo r  som e right coprime [Qc, Pc) -stic/i that Zc = P:Q .^' €  ij and only i f
•^2,{1,2} 7^  0 , iind Z {i,2},-2 ^  0 ,
whtre ;=  T>Q;^ [^S, S 2 ], and ;=  [T/ T'YQL.'S,.
M oreover, i f  (S.SO) holds then the set o f Z, =  P,Q:^ fo r  which (S.29) holds 
is an open and dense subset o f
P ro o f.
We omit the "Only If ’ part of the proof as it is straightforward. For the “I f  
part Jet 5'i €  S·'’"'. Tj G and oijserve that (3.29) liolds for some Jf,, 
descriljod bv (3.19). if
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ran k
holds if and onlv if
rank
Q 11 SM f ,S'>
- i\ Q. 0 >
0 0
J
ing the arguments in t
/LYi + -BX-2 0 F
i2(,S;.A", +  A X ) ) vk
> ( /  +  / '+  1,
> / > + ] .
Writing (3.32) explicitly we have that (3.32) holds if and only if
ran k{
C>:iluS, 0  o r  
n 0 vj/
1 ’ Sr Dr 0 ' ' Xi 0 '
Tr -N r  0 0
- _ 0 0 / _ 0
The hypothesis implies that [Q : »!/] and [P  : <F']' are nonzero. This fact and 0  is 
iionsingular im])Jy that tJj(> first matrix in (3.33) has rank no less than 1.
Write 6  :=  01 . D ilS,·, E  ;=  DDr- The conclusion above and the fact 
that the middle matrix in (3.33) is nnimodular, imply
rank
A B C  
D E
> P +  1 ■
Let V be a unimodular matrix such that
' a . (Ju ' ' a ' ’ a '
. Ä .  Ä 2 . VI/ 0
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where C  is a full row rank matrix. .Also let
' A ll i /12 ■ ' /1 В  ' ' À в '
. f'21 O n _ D E D  Ê
r a nk [ D  : £ ] > p + I -  c.
Гог ..orne matrices .4, В. Ê. It follows from (3.34) and (3.35) that the rank
of b  : L] is no less than /; +  1 — c where c :=  size(C) >  1. Observe that (3.31) 
liold.·; if and only if
" A",
;\u.v. it is not diiiiciilt to show by .'traightforward manipulations tha.l the set of 
.\ 1. .\> lor which (.I.-IG) and thus (3.31) holds is generic in
(A'l e S''""'' and nonsinyiilar, Xo e  X^X'-' 6
'I h:' I ompletes the proof.□
P ro o f  of T h eo rem  ( 3 .4 ).
[O nly If] A,ssume that lor some r € Сд.·, Zn - i·,,· =  0. If r =  H with H  :=  
A -- i. or r =  {A '} then riieorem (3.3) states that Zcjsi is only an open and dense 
subset of Я,:(^л,д,·). Otherwise Lemma (3.11) reveals that
[Рн-г' 0]
Q  I Î k P c '
-1
’ R r >  '
,  - P y  Q c 0
=  0 .
lor some r' €  C//. (This can be shown as follows. If r  7^  H  and r 7^  |A }^ then two 
ca.-es are possible; either r e  or r =  N U r', for some r' €  Ch ·) Repeiiting this 
ind n.tively uiitill N =  1. it is observed that at some step =  0 or ¿H,/y =  0, 
wijt'-e denotes the closetl loop transfer matrix, hi this case is an open and 
dense.· >ubset of 2f.{ZiVj^). beccuise ol riieorem (3.3). On th(.i other hand, it can be 
slio'-' n that 2,_.(Z;\ri\;) is not dense in P'tv><;>,v pj-Qof of Theorem (3.3).)
I his completes the prool of the necessity part.
Ilf] If the hypothesis is true, (a) and (b) in I I  of Theorem (3.3) hold. Hence, 
2,.v i.' open and den.se in P ' n '^pa'. Also applying Lernma (3.11) it is seen that 
2'H-r.r ^  0 lor cdl r  € Ch , for almost all compensators applied to the A^ ’th
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channel. Tlii.s give.s u.s that ¿н_г.г ^  0 for all r e  C-h , for alnio.st all e 
Hepeatiug the.se arginnents inductively untill N =  1, at each step the 
■set holds to be generic in P ’ a'Xpn_ jt definitions
that · ■ · 1 Zci is oj)en and dense € P ’’XP' i — 2, ...,.'VJ is generic· in the
])roduct topology of P ’-->xc2 X X prwx,,,v pj,jg completes the proof.D
R en iaik  (3.2). hor those plants which are not strongly connected w'e can 
use Lemma (.3.10) to classify the class of compensators .solving .SCCP. In this 
case the plant can be decomposed into its strongly connected components, where 
the class of ccunpensators solving DSP can be considered for each of the subsvs- 
fems indepeudeiitly. Also note that the А Г  j)art of Theorem (3. lj is implicit in 
riieorcm 1 of [10].·
Chapter 4
DECENTRALIZED STRONG STABILIZATION 
PROBLEM
In this chapter we first introduce the notion of decentralized blocking zeros. Then, 
the following questions are addressed: Let Z l)e a given 7V-channel plant, (a) 
Does there e.xist a stahh  decentralized stabilizing controller for the plant Z? 
(b) If a stable decentralized stabilizing controller for Z does not exist what is 
the ininiinuni number of unstable poles, counted with multiplicités, that any 
decentralized stabilizing controller for Z must have? (c ) Can these unstable 
poles be arbitrarily distributed among the local controllers?
'The problem posed by (a) is the “Decentralized .Strong Stabilization Problem” 
(DSSP) where the objective is to stabilize a plant using a stable decentralized 
controller. DSSP turns out to be the core problem of “Decentralized Concurrent 
Stabilization Problem” which is defined and solved in Chapter ó of this thesis. 
Problem (b) is a generalization of DSSP. A complete solution to problem (b) 
yields a solution to DSSP and in the cases where DSSP has no solution it gives a 
lower bound for the minimum number of poles that any decentralized stabilizing 
controller must have. Problem (c) is concerned with the distribution of controller 
complexity in decentr<dized controllers [·?].
In case of centralized controllers the analogue problems of (a) and (b) above 
have already been solved [77], [67], [66]. The solutions of these problems are given 
in terms of a parity interlacing property [77] among the real unstable poles and
Ó3
real unstable blocking zeros of the plant. .An approach to DS.SP has been 
made in [62] where a iulficienl solvability condition is given. For a cUiss of 2 x 2  
j)lants the solution of D.SSP has been investigated in [30]. In this thesis we show 
that solutions to problems (a) and (b) e.xist if and only if some parity interlacing 
proi.)erties are satisfied. These proj^erties, however, are now to be satisfied among 
the real unstable poles and real unstable decentralized blocking zeros. The de­
centralized blocking Zr'ios of a plant are the union of those zeros at which the 
transfer matrix is up])ri· block ti iangular for any symmetric permutations of block 
rows and block colum:;s. 'Jdie notion of decentralized blocking zeros is an impor­
tant concept wliich pl^ '-vs a cnicia.l role in the .solution of a number of synthesis 
problems for large-sea.e systems [3b]. [59].
An outline of the chapter and a summary of its main results can be given 
as follows. In the next section we introduce a preliminiiry result. .Section 4.2 
contains the definitio;·: of decentralized blocking zeros and an investigation of 
their properties. .Section 4.3 incitules the main results of the chapter. Theorem
(4.2) gives a solution to problem (b). It can be regarded as the counterpart of 
Theorem 5.3.1 (See Theorem (4.1) in Section 4.1) of [66]. which considers the same 
problem for centralized controllers. Corollary (4.1) gives a solution to DSSP. The 
synthesis procedure of Theorem (4.2) also answers the question (c) affirmatively. 
We note that, as the reader ma}· exqject from its centralized counterpart, the proof 
of Theorem (4.2) is (.p.i;te imolved. In Theorem (4.3), it is shown that DSSP is a 
ge.neric.ally solvable problem.
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4.1 A Preliminary Result
Let be the .set of 7?.+,-blocking zeros of Z € pp^'‘ — {()}, Let a \, cr-i, ■■■■, denote 
the elements of 'k arranged in ascending order. Let ip denote the number of poles 
of Z counted with multiplicities in the interval ((7,-,cr,+]). i € { L 2 , ... ,/  — 1}. Also 
let 1) be the number of odd integers in the set { t/i , ..., t/i-i).
The following theorem is based on Theorem 5.3.1 of [66].
T h e o re m  ( 4 .1 ) .  ( i ) .  Evtry stabilizing controller Z. fo r  Z ■■as at least rj poles 
in C+ a)ith umltipUcUies. ( i i ) (a ) .  Gwen airy integer u > // a7ir v is an even
■number, there exists a stabilizing controller Zc fo r  Z which has exactly n poles in 
with multiplicities. ( i i ) (b ) . Given any integer n > rj where n — ij is an odd 
number, there exists a stabilizing controller Zc fo r  Z which ha- exactly n poles in 
C-Ar with m ultiplicities i f  and only if  a\ ^ Hi or at ^  ■zc.
P ro o f. Stalenient (i) follows directly from [66, Theorem o.Tl]. F'or the proof 
of statement (ii) let a left coprime fraction of Z over S be si -en l^ v Z — Q~^R. 
Lo't c 6 C+ be a nonreal number such that R{c) 0. We wil: rirst prove (ii)(a). 
Defnie (,v G S as follows
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where c* is the complex conjugate of c. Construct Qc € S ‘ '^  such that (a) 
de.t{Qc) =  a  and (bj (QQc,  R)  is a  left coprime pair. Obser··.'-- that for any i €  
{1, . . . .  1} , det{Q).det[Qc) has as niAny zeros as den 0 )  has wi:h multiplicities in
the interval (cr,-,cr,+i). Then, from [66, Theorem 5.3.1 there e.\>ts Z  with // poles 
in with multiplicities such that { {Q Q c )~ ^ R ,Z c )  is stable. In. this case { Z . Z c )  
is stable and Zc has n poles in C+ with multiplicities where Z ;=  Z cQ fL  Tliis 
com])letes the proof of (ii)(a). For the proof of (ii)(bj we firs: prove the only if 
statement by contradiction. It will be shown that if <7, = 0 and t, =  oc· then n — ?/ 
must be an even number. This immediately implies that in case n—y is odd a i ^ 0 
or at ^  oc  must hold. So, a.ssume that cti ,=  0, <7t =  cc and let Z, Z,.j be a stable 
pair where Zc has n poles in witli multiplicities. Let Z,. = PcQ~  ^ l^ e a right 
coprime fraction of Zc over S. Since QQc +  RPe is unimodular. de.t [Q) .dct{Qf) 
ta.kes the same sign at 0 and oo, which is the case onl>' if d e t i ‘J ) .d e t {Q f )  has an 
even number of zeros in (0,oo) with multiplicitie.s. (Jonseeuentl}', if y is an
even (odd) number then det{Qc)  has an even (odd) number ■>( zeros in (0, oo) 
with multiplicities. Since det.{Qc) has an even number of nomeal zonos, n — y 
must be an even number. This completes the proof of the only if part via the 
above discussion. For the proof of the if part of (ii)(b) we a.ssume that a\ ^  0. 
If a\ — 0 and at ^ oo the below proof can be applied by replacing ¡3 below with
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any positive real number greater at- Define a  €  S as follows
— c , , z  — c
•0'-= [(------- ------------ )] ( n - r , - ) ) /2
Also let ¡4 =  0. Construct Q, € 5"^'’ such that (a) d e t(g ,)  = and
(b) {QQcyR) is a left coprime pair. Observe that for any i e  { I ,.· · ,  / -  1} 
detiQ ).det{Q ,) has as many zeros as det{Q) has with multiplicities in the in­
terval (rr,·, ). J'hen, from [66. Theorem 5.3.1] there exists Z,~ with ?/ poles in
C+ with multiplicities such that Z-) is stable. In this ca.se {Z ,Zc) is
stable and Z, lias a poles in Cj. with multiplicities where Z.~ ZcQ~^. Tliis 
completes the [iroof of statement (iij.D
The Strong Stubdization Problem  ([77], [66]) is defined as determining a stable 
controller Zc, i.e., a controller having all entries over S, such that (Z. Zc) is stable. 
From Theorem ( 1.1) we conclude that the strong stabilization prolilem is solvable 
if and only if there are an even number of poles of Z between each pair of its 
l)locking zeros; equivalently, the set of unstable real poles of Z and tlie set 'h 
scitisfy the parity interlacing property.
4.2 Decentralized Blocking Zeros
The purpose of this section is to introduce the “decentralized blocking zeros” of 
a multi-channel system and examine how these zeros are influenced by feedback 
at one or more channels.
We first state the following three results which concern the identification of 
the (centralized) blocking zeros of Z from the system matrix associated with a 
fractional representation over S.
Let Z €  and let
Z =  PQ -^R (4.1)
be a fractional representation of Z over S with Q of size q x q.
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L e m m a  (4 .1 ) . For any zq €  C+e fo r  which Z ( zq) =  0, one has
Q R
ran k
- P  0
(^o) <  </,
where cciualUy is achieved if either {P, Q) is right coprimc or{Q ,R .) is left coprime 
over S.
L e m m a  (4 .2 ) .  I f  (4- 0  is a bicoprirne fraction  over S, then fo r  any ¿o € C+e
Q R
ran k
- P  0 (-o) =  <7,
if and only if  Z{zi,) =  0 .
L e m m a  (4 .3 ) . For any zo 6 C+f such that det{Q){z\f) ^  0 and
Q R
•ank i^o) =  (h
’ ihQ  0 ■ ' h 0 ' ’ Hr Q -'R  ' ■ Q R '
. . 0 0 Ir - P 0
u 0
it holds that Z(zo) =  0 .
P ro o fs  of L e m m a ta  ( 4 .1 ) - ( 4 .3 ) .  Let fi/ :=  g c lf(Q ,R ) ,  so that Q = QiQ, 
R =  DtR, for a left coprime pair {Q ,R ). AKso let i),. :=  'g cr f{Q ,P )  so that 
Q = QD,,·, P = PQr·. for a right coprime pair (Q, P). Then, a bico])rime fraction 
of Z over S i.s given by PQ~^ R. Also, the matrix equality
p
(-L2)
holds. Note that if zo is a blocking zero of Z, then O(-^o) is noinsingular since 
blocking zeros are distinct from poles. Let zq be a C+e blocking zero of Z and 
note r.liat the rank at Zu of the left hand side of the above equality is less than 
or equal to q. If either (I\Q) is right coprime or {Q  ^R) is left coprime then the 
rank at zo of the right hand side of (4.2) is greater or efiual to q. Fhe proof of 
Lemjua (4.1) and tlie ‘df’ part of Lemma (4.2) follow from these two statements. 
If the fraction PQ~' R is bicoprime, then there exist matrices A^ , Y, P,·, Q,· where 
Qr is nonsingular such that [C? P]i> =  [/,, 0] where
X  - P r
V  Q r
=
and is uainioduiar. If the rank at zq of the left hand side is r/, then the rank at 
zq of the matrix at the right hand side in the below equation
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Q R 
- F  0
<h =
L. 0
- P X  PPr
is also q from which we obtain PP,{zo) =  0. Since Z =  PPrQ~^ where the 
fraction is coprime, it holds that Z(zq) =  0 jn'oving the “onl\· if’ part of Lemma
(4.2). Finally, if zq in is such that the rank at zo of the right hand side 
of (4.2) is q and ^(^o) is nonsingular, then all of il/(zo), 0 (-o ), iind i2,.(2o) are 
nonsingular. hVom this it again follows tliat Z{zq) =  0. This juoves Lemma (4.3). 
□
Let Z be the transfer matrix of an A-channel system (A’ >  1) so that it is in 
the ]jar1 itioned form Z = [Z/;]. where Zij € L J  € N  such that ITili Pi =  P
and T'. r. An element of C-e is called a dcxentralizcd blocking zero of Z
if, when evaluated cit j , all the entries of plant ti’ansfer matrix below the main 
diagonal blocks and the entries in the main diagonal blocks become zero (after a 
suitable symmeti’ic permutation of the block rows and columns). More precisely, 
is a decentralized blocking zero of Z if for some permutation {¿i,...,fyv} of N
the following holds:
Zi,q{z) = {). ^-= 1,...,.V , / =  1, . . . .^ .
The set of decentralized, blocking zeros of Z is denoted by Sz- It follows that 
S z — { -  £  Ce| T h ere  e-'xisis a perm uiution  {¿1, ( 2) o f  N such that
7 n 0 0
i 1 0 0
Zi;,, 0
I 0
7 7 7 Zifjifj
the case N -  1 (the (rentralized c;
iz) = 0}.
ized blocking zeros as the centralized blocking zeros. (We note that as in the case
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of centralized blocking zeros, [17], the term "blocking” can be justified through a 
blocking-propert}' of these zeros against certain structured inputs.)
An eciuivalent description for the .set Sz  can be given as follows. Define
5 f ‘·" ;=  e  C,|Z„(--) =  0, t 6 N ).
I  ^ g I (I perw utation  {¿1 , o f  N such that
z is a blockim j zero  o f  all the com plem entary t r a n s fe r  m atr ices  
be: I mo
Zi,p 7
t p ,  I  I
7  7
. ... y\^ Z, y Zij^ . ¡2 ... Zi y / y^; _ , j }
7 i i I
It eilsily follows that
Sz = n s r ' " ·  (4.3)
That is, every decentralized blocking zero is a common blocking zero of all the 
main diagonal transfer matrices and various complernentai’y transfer matrices. In 
the simplest case of two channels, these alternative descriptions yield the following 
expressions for Sz'·
Sz  =  € C,|Zn(~) =  0. Z ,,{z )  =  0. and Z-r>{-} =  0 } U {z e  C.:\Z-2 >{z) =  0,
Z i2 {z) — 0, and Z ii{z)  =  0}
=  { - G C,|Zm(~) =  0 and Z2 2 {=) =  0) n S C|Z.2,(z ) =  0 or Zi^i^ > =  0}.
Note that, any (centralized) blocking zero is dearl}· a decentralized blocking zero 
and in fact S z  can be a much larger set than the .set {z  E CejZ(^) =  0} of blocking 
zeros.
As stated in [16], [17], the blocking zeros block out the transmission of various 
modes in the arbitrary inputs. ..\ similar dynamical interpretation for decentral­
ized blocking zeros can be given £is they block the corresponding modes in the 
structured inputs \vhere certain entries are restricted to be zero.
Despite the fact that the centralized blocking zeros are disjoint with the 
poles of Z , in general the decentralized blocking zeros and the poles are not 
disjoint.
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E x a m p le  (4 .1 ) .  Con.sider the two (scalar) channel transfer matrix
Z = c-1
L c - l  z-\  J
The poles are { 0, 1, 1} and tlie only decentralized blocking zero is ( 0). The 
common elejiient 0 is actually a decentralized fixed mode of Z.
L e m m a  (4 .4 ) . Let an N -channel transfer innirix Z =  [Z,·/] be free, o f  C+e 
decentralized fixed modes. Then, the .sc/ o f pole.s o f  Z and Sz DC+, are disjoint.
P ro o f. 1 he proot is based on the following fact.
F a c t (4 .1 ) .  Let K  =  [A\,j. K ij 6  i j  g N, be given. Assume that DSP
fo r  K  is solvable. Let a bicoprime fraction o f  K  be given hy[T[ ... Tfi\0~'^\S\ ... .5^] 
.such that O € '[) e  S'···"-' and S'i G i e  N . Let z G C+e be such that
reink
0  S„ ... .9,^
-Ti  ^ 0 0
-Ti.. 0 0
(4.4)
fo r  .some, permutation  {?'i, . . . . /.v) o /N . Then, 0 (z )  is non.singular.
P ro o f. We will prove I,he statement by assuming that i¡ =  j ,  j  G N. For any 
other permutation the below proof can be applierl by appropriate modifications 
on the indices.
Let a left coprime fraction of K  be given by K  = 0~TS  where Ô =  [0 ,j], 
Oij G -i^ j Ç N, 5 =  [,S,;]. . i^j G i , j  G N. We can choo.se Q as upper
triangular so that ()ij =  0, i = 2 ,. . . ,N . j  =  l , . . . , i  -  1. It IVdlows that for any 
* G C+,. (4.4) holds if and only if
rank
Ó ,s-, ... 5·
- e l ie ig { í ,^ . . . . ,L J  0 ( - )  < T V; G N
(4.5)
where t .size.{0) cind Si G denotes the eth column of S. Unimodular op­
erations yield that (4.5) holds only if-S'j(2r) =  0. Now, let Zc =  elieig{Z.x,..., Z-.v)
sol\e DSP for K . Let a riglit coprime fraction of Zd be given by Ze,· =  PdQ~i^, 
Pd 6 8 "·="'·, Qd €  8 '·="'·, f 6 N. Then,
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rank O S]P,-\ ... .S'/v/^ c/v 
—J  (■/?■«</{ On
is a unimodular matrix anci is thereiore nonsingular when evaluated at any z G 
C+,. Let 2 =  zo satisfy (d.5). The fact that S\{zq) =  0 implies via the above 
discussion that On(co) is nonsingular. In this case, going l)acl< to (4.5) and
applying unimodular operations we conclude that =  0, j  =  2 ......N. It
then follows that O^ i^^o) is nonsingnlar. Repeating this process it holds that 
0j.[Zo) is also nonsingular, j  =  .;L...,.\·. Then, O(~o) is nonsingular. Since 
detiO ) and d t i{0 )  are associates, O(.~o) is also nonsingular. Since z = zo Ç: 
satisfying (4.5) is fixed but otherwise.arbitrary, the proof follows.A
We now continue the proof of Lemma (4.4).
Letting A :=  Z and using fact (4.1) we conclude that tlie set of unstable 
zeros of dei.(Q) and Sz  HC+f are disjoint. Since every unstable zero of dct(Q) is 
an unstable pole of Z, this completes the proof of Lemma (4 .4).D
Lemma (4.2) above characterizes the blocking zeros of Z in terms of the 
system matrix associated with a. bicoprime fraction of Z. We now give a similar 
result for decentralized blocking zeros under the assumption that the .V-channel 
traiisfer matji.x has no unstable decentralized fixed modes.
L e m m a  (4 .5 ) . Let Z = [Z{j] he. given in a bicoprime ¡tactionnl representation·
Z =
Pi
P /V
Q-' fU R n ] , (4.6)
where Zij — PiQ  ^Rj f o r i . , j  =  1,.../V . I f  Z =  [Zij] is free  o f  unstable décentrai-
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ized fixed modes, then
S z  n C+e =  {z  e  C+e I T h ere  ex ists  a perm u tation  { i j f y }  o f N such that
ran k
P ro o f. Let
ran k
Q  ^1] R-i·,
- P i .
- P ‘J+I
0
0
0
0
Q Ri, /?,2 ... p ., ■
- P k 0 0 0
- P i , . . 0 0 ... 0 iz) = r/. V; € N }
-P m 0 0 0
Is a perm utatioji { ¿ j , ..., ?.yv} o/ N such that
Pi, '
0
0 ■ (z) = <7. V; G; N }.
- / %  0 0
If Zo e  S z n c + , ,  then Lemma (4.1) implies that -o G T . On the other hand, if 
z o e T  then by Fact (4.1) Q{zq) is nonsingular which, via Lemma (4..3), implies 
that zq €  S z O C +f This shows that T  =  S z  nC+j.D
Now we will discu-ss some interpretations for decentralized blocking zeros in 
terms of invariant zeros and transmission zeros.
Let a permutation P =  {¿i,...,z ',v} of N  cind j  E N  be fixed. Then, z^  E 
C+e is called an un.stable invariant zero associated with the / ’tlj invariant factor 
of system {[P'^  ... p ; j
Q ... R%j\ +  (¡, ¡1
ran k
\ [R i, ... y?,j) where! 1 < / <  ran k \P' ^ V
Q R-U P,, '
-P i , 0 0
(^o) < 1.
-P m 0 0
Let Np be a subset of N such that y €  Np if and only if [P/^  ...
7^  0. Assume that Sz  is a finite set (see page 69). From Lemma (4.5) and 
its proof (.see Fact (4.1)) one Ccin draw the following conclusion: 2 €  C+e is a 
decentralized blocking zero o f  a plant Z which has no decentralized fixed modes 
i f  and only i f  there exists a permutation P  =  {¿ i,...,iyv } 0/ N  such that z is a 
com m on invariant zero associated with the f/ +  1 ’st invariant fa ctor  o f  systems
dC' -  P ; j .  Q . (ft. -  ftiJ). i  e Nf.
Referring to Section 2.1, a transmission zero z £ C of Z is not a pole of Z then 
Z {z) € and ran k  Z[z) < ra n k Z .  (.-'onverseiy, il i: 6 is such that z is 
not a pole of Z and ran k Z {z) <  ran k  Z then .. is a transmission zero of Z. Now 
let Z be full rank and be free of C+e decentralized fixed modes. If z  ^ Sz O C+e 
then z is not a pole of Z (Lemma (4.4)) and ran k  Z{z) < ran kZ . As a result, 
we conclude the following.
Let Z be full rank and be free ofC+e decentralized fixed modes. Then, every 
(J+e decentralized blocking zero o f  Z is also a transm ission zero o f Z .
Note that if Z is not full rank the above statement does not hold in geneiral. 
For example
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2· =
0 1 
0 · 0
is free of C+e decentralized fixed modes but is not full lauk. Althougii Z has no 
transmission zeros, every  ^ 6  C is a decentralized blocking zero.
A different characterization of C+e decentralized blocking zeros can be given 
by viewing them as the intersection of the set of blocking zeros of any fixed 
but otherwise arbitrary channel and a set of zeros pertaining to the remaining
channels. Let L :=  /V -  1 and define
'I' =  {^  e  C+e| T h ere  exifits a perm utation  { i , , 7.2 , . . . .  o f  L  .sue/?, that
f o r  each  j;' 6  L
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e ith er
or
^ijh Zij N
Z i,. Zun, ZijN
_
{z) =  0
^ I j i l
Z i u ,
y
N i l Z v ,
[^) =  0 }.
L e m m a  (4 .6 ) .  {z  6  'i'| Z^^iz) =  0} =  SzCiC+e·
P ro o f. The proof is ba.sed on the following fact.
F a c t (4 .2 ) . Let G  =  [6',·/], ?. y G N be a matrix over P . L 
Then, fo r  any z € C+e saiiiifyiny
ine L — N -  1.
F or each  7 € L
ei
G jj Gji^ jG p
('L\ Gpj Gir^
one oj the following holds
(z) =  0 or
Gji
C u
Gjj
a
0;\i ;
L·}
j
(z) =  0,
14.7)
^'(1,2 L,N){~) =  0
6''(l,-2 N , L ) ( ~ )  =  0
....L)i^) =  0
....1,)(z) =  0
I 1.8 )
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provided C nj\{z) =  0, where by definition
^(<1....i.v)(~) —
re .
{z) =  0, Vi 6  N. (4.9)
P ro o f. VVe prove the statement by induction. Let N  =  2. Then, L =  1 and 
.sa.ti,sfies (4.7) if and only if
[6'n Gv,]{z) =  n or [G\, G '.J(z )  =  0.
If 2 further sati.sty G n iz) = 0, then it is easy to see that the statement holds. 
This proves the inductive argument for N =  2. Now assume that tlie fact is true 
for L. Let N = l  + \. Let 2 satisfy that GVa'(^) =  0 and (4.7) holds. Observe 
that (i) , and from the inductive hypothesis (ii) below hold.
(i) One of the equalities below holds.
[6 T 1 ... Gll 0 '/,Ai](^) =  0, Gl \ Gll
6V 1 ·.. Gnl
(~) =  0
(ii) One of the equalities below holds
^'0·^....L -l./.)(-) =  fb G (i:l....L,L-\){z) =  0, ..., C{\,L:2 ,....L--i){z) =  0,
....=  0
where G  -  [6ij], i . j  G L is the subtnatrix of G  obtained by deleting its L-th block 
row and column such that 6',y· =  6',y, i , j  =  1 ,..., ¿ - 1 ,  G.x =  6 ’,/v, i =  1 ,..., I,
=  Gr·^ ;^  j  =  — i. G]j  ^ =  G'a’.v , and ......) is defined as in (4.9).
.)scj.‘ve the lollovviiip·.
(a)
<^ '(1,2, . =  0 and
G ia
G'yvi
G ll
G nl
( 2 ) -  0 0 ’(i,2....L - 1 , A , / V ) ( ~ )  =  0,
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(b)
....L....L·-ı)ic) =  0 and  [ G li G ll  G l s  ] (^j =  0
^  ....=  6
L ill G(] -i,...,L... .L~-\) N  iu G(i,2....<it the same position
iioni the beginning. This completes the proof.A
VVe now continiie i:ie prool of Lemma (4.6).
Let XT e  4' and Zx-:(~) =  0. Then, there exists a permutation { / i , . . . ,? / , }  of L  
.such that
F or each j  E L·
til her
7 y y Ziji, ^0-.·
('::) =  0 or
Z i^^ Z^i,
(z) =  0.
Let 6  be defined as G., = GiMk =  and G im =  Zi,x. l ,k  q L. Applying 
Fact (4.2) we have that one of the equalities in (4.8) holds. This implies that 
- € SzOC+f,. .Since is arbitrary we have {z  E 'F| Z xx{z)  =  0} C SzOC+g.
Conversely, let _ 6 Sz 0 There exis
that
zi!
1 i
i
1 y. .L ^i\il Z,.v0 -
Let ¿1 = N for some / £ N. It holds that
■ Z,,·. ... > ■
. z..,„ 7
1
111 (--) =  0, Vj
[ Z.-^ viV .
{z) =  0, Vi e  N.
(-') =  o, v i e N - { / } , (4.10)
(4.11)
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and
[ ^Nij ] (·-) — 0, V; € { I. /  — ] } (in ca.ac· / > 1).
Define a new set of integers { / i ' , , i'l} as follows.
;/ _  1 'i+i ^
·' ~  // . 7 €  L/y , oth.trWise
From (4.10) it is ea,sy to see that
( - )  =  0, i j  €  L.
Moreover, from (4.11)
Zi>,i '  N
J
Zii'iN
( - j = 0, / < .y· < L
and from (4.12) ... ^,v.'](.j) =  0, 1 < j  < 1. Then, for any ;  6  L
'y
■ 2 , . , ; 2 , ; ; ; Zh'^ n
(.7) =  1) 0 /’
4 · ;,;
ry 'V
. 2 .1·; Zi'^ N
Z^ t^'j
(4.12)
(z) =  0.
Ihis imjjlies that i: € 'K .Since z  ^ S-¿ ’ C+e is arbitrary, one ha.s Sz  HC+e C 
On the other hand, by definition,  ^ € 5^ n C+, imj)lies Z^'^{z) =  0. Hence. 
Sz OC+c- C ^ n G Z¡^i^(z) =  0). Tliis completes the proof.D
We now e.vamine how dynamic feedback at one channel alFects the unstable 
decentralized Ijlocking zeros. 1 his is done for feedbacks which do not introduce 
any unstable decentralized fixed motle.“^ in the resulting (A — l)-chanm4 system.
L e m m a  (4 .7 ) . Let. Z,,n =  PcnQ^m be a copriine fraction  over S o f  a com- 
peu.>ato) at the. jV-tli chanuel o f  (I-6) ■‘>uch that, the 'i‘e.. u^lltn(j ¡vaetion
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Z{Z,.n ) :=
■ 0 ■
Q PsPcN
-1
' Pn Rl ■
. Pl 0 . . - p ^
QcN 0 0
(4.13)
o f  the L -chann d syMern L· a bicopriine fraction and ( if  L > \.) Z{Z,is<) is free  
V list able decentralized Jixed modes. Then.
S z  n  C+c C n  C.f.^
adiere. oj decentralized blocking zero.s o f  Z{Zch')·
P ro o f. Note by Lemma (4.5) that
^+f ·= { -  € C+(,| There.. exi.d.a a perm utation  { ¿ i , o f  L  .sacA 
that
rank
Q Rn P cX Rn Rl
- P n Q cN 0 0
-P>, 0 0 0
1 ; 0
Pin 0 0 0
— 7 +  PNi '^ J € L }.
Let ro e  S z nC+r. By Lemma (4.5), there exists a penmilatioii {i|, /2...... z.y }  of
N such that
ran k
Q lin Ri,
-P i, 0 0
-  0 0
(zo) = q, vy e N.
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It follows by (4 .1 5 )  th a t
L
P-N. PcN Rn Ri,
- P x QcN Ü 0
- f· .: 0 0 Ü
•
0
P,, 0 0 0
<(I +  Pi\··, V; €  N (4.16)
as we are adding px  rows and columns to the matrices in (4.15). Consider the 
inequalities in (4.1()) for j  e N  such that ij ^  TV. Deline {¿ ',,...,¿¿1  as follows. 
Let M  l>e such that i\j =  N  and let
Tank
·*■: =  {
lI'j  >
otherw ise
we have
Q R-n PcN R.>
- P x QcN 0 0 ,
- R '*; 0 0 0 <
0
0 0 0
< q  + VN^  V; €  L (4,17)
as we are deleting certain block rows or columns. By hypothesis, Z{Z^x) is free 
ol unstable decentralized fixed modes and each matri.x in (4.16) contains a system 
matrix as.sociated with a complementary sub.system of (4.13) as its submatrix. 
By the fact that the plant is free of unstable decentralized fixed modes, the 
inequalities in (4.17) are actually equalities. Therefore, zo 6 j^ ·) by the
description of the set DC+, given in (4.14). □
N the matrix
finite .set; if and only if for every jjermutation {
7 t] 0 0 0
7 7 *2 0 0
^*311 7 7 0
■0
7 7 7 7
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is different than zero lover P ) . It also holds that if Z is strongly connected then 
Sz  is a finite set. Uetine
'1/ = S z C
which is the set of decentralized blocking zeros of Z lying in the extended right
half real line. Let a>.......cr, denote the elements of 'P arranged in the ascending
order. .Also let r/,· denote the number of poles of Z counted with multiplicities 
in the interval (cr,·, (T,_i ), i, 6 { 1 ,2 , . . . , /  — 1). Define ?/ to be the number of odd 
integers in the set
The following hmmia i.< a key result which is used in the constructive part 
ol fl'lieortuii (4.2) in i ’i<· ne.\■| section. Briefly, it sa.ys that given any nounegative 
integer n V < ij one can constnicl a. local contioller around any lixed but otherwi.se 
arbitrary channel (the .Vlh cliannel below without lo.ss of generality) which has 
poles in C+ with muhiitlicities, and ensures that DSP for the resulting L — N —\ 
channel ])lant Z {Z cn) is solvable and sati.sfies an appropriate interlacing property 
between the .set of real unstable poles and the set of real unstable decentralized 
blocking zeros. In this lemma, we assume the following (see also the next section)
( A l )  Z is str(.)ngly connected,
(A 2 ) rank Z, ·. > 2 or ran k  Zji > 2, V i,j  €  N. i ^  j .
L ernina (4 .8 ) .  h  I Z =  [Zij] be fh x  o f C+ decenb'nlized Jk x d  modes. Let a 
nonnefjativc inieijcr n \ < rj be (liven. There e.rists ZcN — PcnQ^w G fo r
a riijht eo/jrime pair o f mat rice.s {QcN· PcN') S such that
(a ) Z^ -s has tyv poles counted with multiplicities
(b) 'The fraction  (T C f! f^ f N bicoprime
(c ) Denoliufi by the .set o f  di centralizcd blockiny zeros o f  Z{Z^ .]\·) and
'tiny ¡7y, a-2 , .... denote the elements o f
(4.18)
arranyed in the ascending order and denoting by fp the number o f  poles o f  Z {Z cn) 
counted with multiplicities in the interiml (iji,â,+i), i G ( 1 . 2 , 1 ) ,  it holds 
that ij = I] — 1^ 'N whtre g is the number o f  odd integers in the sequence fp, ...,
Vt-\·
(d ) (If L = N — i > 1) DSP Jo r  Z{Z¿\) is sohabla, Z{Zcn) i-‘y sironijhj connected 
and satisfies
rankZij >  2 or rankZ ji ^ 2 V 'i,j G L, i j  
tohere Zij € denotes the i . j t h  submatriz o f  Z{Zcy).
P ro o f.
The following facts are used in the proof of Lemma (4.8).
F a c t (4 .3 ) .  Let Si € and S:¡ e S”*^’· be such that either
ran k  S¿ > 2 or ran k S:i > 2. Then, thert exists an open and dense subset A’ o f  
such that, fo r  any fixed but otherwise arbitrary X  £ A'
(.Si +  .S 2 .V A ,)( ; · )  =  0
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( . ‘.'i .S'2 ] (--) =  0 c - [ 5·; ,5 '5]'(i') =  o.
fo r  all z G C+e.
F a c t  (4 .4 ) .  Let T, € T-i G and Ti G P " ‘ '^' be such that either
ran k  T-2 > 2 or ran k Ti >  2. Then, there exists an open, and dense subset A' o f  
Snxm fixed but otherwise arbitrary X  G .A’
(.7·, + T^X'Iffiz) =  U
Ti 72 J(3) =  0or [ t ; n  ]'(3) =  0,
fo r  all 2 G C+e.
F a c t  (4 .5 ) .  Lei Z, G Z-2 6 and Z , G be such that cither
ran k  Zj 2 > 2 or ran k Z-i > 2. Also lei K, G and /T> G be .such that
K 2 IS brproper. Define K =  {c  G eltl{K 2 )[z) =  0 }. Then, there exists an
open and dense subset A' o /S"^ '" such that fo r  any fixi d but othe rwise arbitrary 
X  G A'
(Z, + Z 2 { 1<1 +  i<2 X ) Z 3 ){z) =  0
2 , Z, ] (s) =  0 or [Zi 2iJ'(.-) =  0,
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fo r  (ill z G C-^ f; — I\.
P roof of Fact (4.3).
First (•.oiisicler the following statement and its oroof.
Lei A € B  € and C G S"'^" be $>jck that the smalh-i-t invariant
fa c to r  (sif) o f  [y4 /}] and iht s i f  o f  [A' C'\ arc u'lili!, and either ran kB  >  2 or 
ran kC  > 2. Then, fo r  nlmo.at all X  G s i /( .4  +  B X C ) ia unit.
VVe can assume neither B  nor C ecjuals zero, because otherwise :>if A is unit, 
and the statement holds trivially, if Xq is such that .n fiA  +  BX oC] is unit, by 
choosing the norm of A small enough, .si/l. l -h Bi Xo +  A )C ) is still ;·. unit, since 
the set of units are open in S. To show that rdie ciass of such X  is dense, a.ssume 
Ao is such that s jJ iA  -f B X oC )  is not a unit of S. Let Ui and I/,· be unimodular 
matrices of suitable size, such that
UiB =
B
0
and Cl',. =  C  0 ] ,
wliere B  G and full row rank, and C G S ' ' · a n d  full column rank. By
assum])tion either ran kB  > 2 or ran kC  > 2. We assume r a n k B  > 2. Otherwise 
ran kC  > 2 and the dual of the pi’cjof I.)elow follows. Clearly, ran kB  > 2 implies 
p >  2. Let h and <■ be the sma.llest invaria:;t factors of B  and C  respectiveh'. 
Define Bi = B fb  and Ck = C /c . There exist unintodular matrices \ ] and V,· such 
that ViBi = B^  CrV,. — 6', where the first 1'.av of B  is left unimo(lular and the 
first column of C  i.s right unimodular. Furtlier define
A =
Vi 0 
0 /
f./,Alf.
v ; 0
0 /
Partition A as folkiws:
.4 =
A11 /1; )
Ai\ -4.'.'
where .4„ G .4 ,, € 4.2, G and 422 6 Clearly,
s iJ [A  +  B {X q +  AiC’) ecjuals the s i f  of
B
4  +  be
0
(A"^ o +  A) C  0
lor any A € Define A =  An  +  hcBX oC . Let us assume, without loss of
generality that the first column of A is nonzero, because otherwise there exists 
a perturbation Aj on A''o with arbitrarily small norm such that the first column 
of A in nonzero with A'o is replaced by A'o +  Ai (This is guaranteed by the fact 
that B  and the first column of C  are nonzero). Also note that for any r G 
{be) =  0 and .-In = 0  imply
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0 A ,2
Â21 ^22
7^  0,
lu'cause of the hy|)othesis that s i j  [,4 /jf] and -viflA' C'\ are units. Let SAh-. =  
1, and c,io, = ' 1, for some o',·, i =  l , . . . ,m  and ¡ii. i =  1,...,?'?., wliere 
■i = 1, . . . .  h denote the first row elements of /i, and c,·], /’ =  1, ...,?'n denote the first 
column elements of C. Define Oj =  /3{bji, j  =  p, and -¡j =  H -l]
j  = 1; . . . .  r, where 6,, denotes the (j/, f)’th element of B  and c,·^  denotes the (f, / j'th 
element of C. Note that. 0\ =  1 and 71 =  1. By the fact that /3 > 2 . 71 =  1 
and the first column of .-4 is nonzero, we can assume that for at If'ast one index 
pair ( t ,7 ). Op- 7^  Orjjan· ( We omit the .simple proof of the construction of such 
(3i cuid O'j, i — l . . . . , 7'i., and j  — I,...,???..) Now let S be a nonempty set of index 
pciirs so that S =  {(¿ i - i i ) ,  (*2, 72), ··· ,(*« ,;« )} where v =  in in {p ,r), sati.sfying 
(I'ij 7^  whenever l i . j )  €  and (lij =  -7/ 411, whi'never ( / ,7 ) 01 . Define
(pj = (jcf{a ,j.b(:), / =  1 . . . . . ;3, _/' =  1,..·,'"! such that ap = and be -- (Ujlpj,
for co|)rime pairs (u, ,^ (/,,). If an =  0, let b satisfy (b.piij) are coprime for all 
(/, y) € Xi. If 4/(1 7^  0, let 6 satisfy (dn +  — (?,7/'ii) co])rime for all
{ i , j )  € X3. Tlie norm of d can be chosen arbitrarily small in both ca.ses. B>- letting
A =
(IiSax f3\ 6 CtjJi
An b
we have (/1 -r bcB A C )ij =  Uij +  SbeOi-yj, i =  1, ...,;3, i  =  1, If an  =  0, the 
clioice of A yields
</c’/,-=i,...,p,j=i,...,r[(  ^+ h c B A C ) i j ]  = </('/(,
111 the case that (in 0, the choice of A yields
= l....l5, "h bcB N 0)ij]  =  f/j j ).
(This latter statement can be seen more clearly as follows. Observe that whenever 
U J )  o c fl iA  ^ B A C bc)u , {A + BA Cbc)ij] =  a „  + bcS. So,
fjcfi= i....p.j=\.... (^(/l +  bcB A C ),j]  =  (jcf(a\\ + bcT,gcJ\ij)^s2iA +  bcBAC'jij).
\b\i + <^</11) =  fb ■·■ €: C+f imply b{z) — —rtn/'yii· vvhere ryn i^  nonzero f'eoause 
of the coiirimeiH'ss of (ni],»),,)· In this case ((/., -f bc80i'',j) =  (e,·, — OnjO-xO ^  0. 
lienee
g c j[u n  -  bc8,gcJ\ij)^^:{A +  BA C bc),j) =
+ BACbc),;) = (/c/{,j)e£(r/i I , (/,·, ).)
In both cases '/ / { /1  -f B A C bc)  is coprime with
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.^гf
0 / 1,2
A‘21 A 2 2
■Since the norm of A can be made smaller than any prespeeiJied positive number 
1;)}·· choosing 8 suiialily, the proof of the statement is completed.
iNovv let a :=^  'C/([-Si Sb]) such that S] =  /lu and S 2 =  B a  for some matrices 
.4 and B  over S. .Also let S .•¡¡i f([A' ,S']' .such that /1 =  Afl and Sn =  C>3. It 
holds that
•S’, +  .STV.Sb =  a il iA  + B X C )  
for every .V. Applying the above statement one has
(S’, -f S’2.\'S’,) ( c )  =  0
rv(c) =  0 or ;i(z) =  0
for all 2 £ This completes the proof.A
Proof of Fact (4 .4 ). Define a·,·: Ica.^ L common multiple of the dt nominator 
polynomials of Ti, i £ 3. Let c/,· denote the degree of a,·. VVe define S',· = Jvn',/(z +
1)'^ ’ , > “S 3, which are matrices on S. From Fact (4.3) there exists an open and 
rlense subset A’l of sucli that for any fixed but otherwise arbitrary G li
= 4 - ( 4 a 9 )
I 1 ( - ’ )  =  0  l i T f f i i t e ' S ;  A s i ' i - - )  = « .
for all r t  C+,. Now define
T, = (.- €  c v i i r ,  n i ( U  =  U or p·; =  o).
'T-i =  {t%, poles o f  7 ’i} U {C^ .f poles o f  I f }  U {C+e poles o f  J ’.,}.
It can be easily shown that the set of A" for which the set of C+f-blocking zero.s of 
J\ + T 2A T3 is disjoint from T-2 — ('J^HTi) is open and den.se in VVe call tiiis
set A5 and let .V .Vi D .l' ,^ which is open and dense in Fix an arbitrary
element .A of .V. For any .r G C+e —'Ti·, O'i(c), a-2(.r) and a'3(^) are all nonzero, 
and therefore
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a·! . CV2 . (^ +  1) (z +  1)"
implies
(r -^ G n r n r ·· ’·, +  T - ^ S ; X S : , ) { z )  =  0 ,( j +  1 )■'>+·'. ( i  +  I)
yielding that (1.19), and conse(|uently
p', 7i|(r) =  0 or [ r ;  7'']'(_-) =  0 (4.20)
hold. On the otlun· hand, if 2: G 72 is such that { J\ +  T-2 XT:i){z) =  0, then the 
construction of .V2 ensures that z E T\ flTo, i.e. ( ‘1.20) holds. This completes the 
proof of Fact (4 .1).A
P ro o f  of F act (4 .5 ) . Dehne ;7\ =  ^ Z2 K 1 Z3 , 'If =  Z2/V2 and 'Jf =  Z3.
From Fact (1.4), there exists an open and dense subset A'l of S"^"* such that for 
any fixed but otherwise arbitrary A' G A 'j
(7h+72AT-3)(-^) =  0
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\:i\ n]iz) =  0 o v [T {T ^ '{z )  =  0, (4.21)
for all €  C+e. Define T  = {z  E C+, -  K| (4.21) holds but {ZNUZCi{z) #  0 ). 
There also exist.s a.n open and dense subset Xi €  such that for any fixed
but otherwise arbitrary X  €  X -2 {Z^h'iX Z:}){z) ^  0, for all z e T . Let X  :=  Xi 
n X-i. which is ope!'· and dense. Now fix any arbitrary element X  of X . Let 
zq E — K . If [I]  +  T-iXT-.Dizo) =  0 then by the choice of Xj we have that 
ecpiation (-1.21) hold-. VVe claim tliat {Z 2 K\Z:i){zo) =  U. To see  this, observe 
that if ‘ Z2 K\ Z:)){z(i :■ = 0 then by the I'lioice of X 2 we liave {Z2 N 2 XZ-.i){zi)} ^  0, 
which contradicts tlia·. ( 7i T 7TVTi)(~») =  0. Therefore {Z>N\ Z:i){ztj) — U. This 
implies \ ia (1.21) tliar.
Z2 l<2 ](Zo) =  0 or [z ; Z'Y(zo) =  0.
Since ICtzu) is nonsingular by the definition of K , it holds that
[Z, Z ,](-o) =  0 or [z; Z']'(zo) =  0.
Since zq E — K i.s arbitrary, the proof is completed.A 
The proof of Lemma (4.<S) i.s given below.
Assume that some left and right co])rime fractions of Z^ v.iv over S are given 
by Zjw  =  Df^Ni =  .V,. D“’ . Let D/ :=  gclf{Q^Rj^), so that Q =  ihQ . 7?,v =  
. fur a left copiitne pair of matrices {Q.,Rn )· Also let if,. ;=  gar f {Q , Pi\r) 
so that Q — Qil,··, P\ = Pn D,·, for a right coprime pair of matrices (Q. P;v)· 
Then, a bicoprime fra< tion of Z,v,v over S is given by PfjQ~^ . Also note that 
dt't(Dt) =  di l.(Dr) =  d/:i{Q). Determine a biproper QcN € suc.lt that
(P I) dtt(Q.,,\) has n s  C+ zeros with multiplicities none of which is included in 
vJ/U { 0 }
(P2) the number of sign changes of dtt{Q).det{Qa\') in the sequence <7i, rr-i, ..., 
cTj is equal to ?/ — n s
(P3) in case Z s s  is not identically zero det{Q cs) and s if{N i)  are coprime.
(Such a Q^s can always be, constructed easily. The simplest form for Qcs is
given by diag{g]{~)^ where ,</,(-:)'s are biproper and has i?./v
zeros with imiltiplicitie.s which are (.lislributed aiijong the poles of Z/v,v <ind 
the elements of to satisfy the desired requirements.)
VVe procee';! liy the following fact.
Given any b G 7^ 4- —{0 }  there exists N € fo r  which ||A|| < b, (^ .^/v +  A
is biproper and (a), (b), (c) below are satisfied fo r  alm ost all Pc G
(a ) {{Q cn +  P,.) is right co])rime, {D,·, Pc) is left coprime
(b ) Letting Zc.\ ’■= Pc(Qc.\’ +  A )“ ' the fraction (4.13) of Z{Zcn) i^  ^ bicoprime 
wliere QcS and l\s are re]jlac.ed by ( f-y  + A and P-, resp(,'Cti\-ely
(c )  (I f  // > 1) D.SP for Z{Z cn) is sohable, Z{Z,:.\) is strongly romiected and 
satisfies
rankZij > 2 or rankZji > 2 Ni. j  G L , /' j
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Note that the e.\isteju;.e of A and the fact that the set of Pc satisfying (a), 
(b) and (c) is open and dense in follows from [66, Proposition 7.6.15] and
[56, Lemma A.2] for part (a), from [56, Tlieorein 3.2] for part (b), and from [56, 
Theorem 4.1, Lemma 4.2] with appi'opriate modifications for part (c). In each 
case we utilize the facts that under sufficiently small i^erturbations on Qcn the 
properties P i. P2 in the construction of Qc.\> still holds.
VVe now continue the ]U'oof of Lemma (4.8). "fhere exists b G Li^ . — { 0 } such 
that every A G with ]|A]] < b satisfies that QcN +  A is biproper and the
properties P i, P2, P3 still hold with Qcn replaced by Qds' + value of
b using the fact above construct a matrix A G such that QcN '·= QcN +
is biproper, the |)roperties PI, P2, P3 hold with QcN replaced by CPy and for 
some open and di-nise sub.set X  of . IN €  A' implies that (ci), (b), (c) of the
fact hold.
VVe will now construct /-(.;V such that Z^ .v =  ¡NsOf^  satisfies (a), (b), (c), (d) 
of Lemma (4.8).
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Let
Q {z e  'R+c\idci{Di).dc.l{ilr))iz) 0 },
D ;=  {z. e n+,\{det{Di).det{Q,^)){z) = 0}, 
viz :=  f i n  {D  U Vi»},
'in :=  {z € 'i'|Z;vyv( )^ =  0 } and 
C\i.^ :=  vj/ _ vj/,
where 'P =  'P 0  7?.+, (see Lemma (-1 .6 )). Note that fi is the set of extended real 
numbers excluding the in|)ut-output decoupling ZiU'os of {P^'. Q, R.,\) and D is 
the union of tlie sets ol unstable real poles of Z,\y and the unstable real zeros of 
deii(JcN)· Since, via P-’L dtl:{Q^ ~i\·) and .s//(yV/) are coprime. : t  'P| imjdies that 
r € 'P. From Lemma (^ 1.6) we have 'P] C 'P. On the other hand, from Lemma 
(4.6) 'P C 'P. From Lemma (4.4) 'P C f i  and therefore 'In = 'P.
Note that for any z G 'Pj, Ni{z) is nonzero. Let '/i. ..., 7 / denote the
elements of 'P in the ascending order. From the proof of Theorem 2 . 2  in [.57] 
given any z G R+e for which iV((r) 7  ^ 0 and (det(Q/).dei(n,.))(z) ^  0, we can find 
X  G such that (f/e/(fi/).t/(-n(fi,.). det{DiQ,.y-ti\‘iX))i~) is nonzero and has
any desired sign. For each i where 7 , G 'P-2 , let A',· be such that {det{Qi).det{D.r). 
detiDiQ^.y + NiX.\){yi) is nonzero and has the same sign with dtt(OQ.,y)(ai) 
where a, = 0 0  if 'P = 0, and
Q'i — <
unnini.unt of the all elements 0 / 'P 
which, arc greater than 7 ,
ma.ximuw of the all elernuits o f  'P 
which are Ic.'iS than 7 ,·
i f  there exist.  ^an element of  'P 
which is greater than 7 ,
ol h ei ■wise
if 'P is nonempty. (Construct /(-v G using standard interpolation tech­
niques such that /F,v(7 ,:) = A',· for till 7 , G 'P-2 · This ensures that det{Dt).del{Dr)· 
det(DiQ,.y -f NiP,.\) tiikes nonzerc; values with ajjpropriate signs in the sequence 
7 i. 7 2 ) ·■·) 7 / such that the number of sign changes o( det{Qi).det(Qr)-det{DiQcy + 
NiPc-y) in this sequence is equal no 7/ — ny.  Since sufficiently small perturbations 
on P^ y do not ch'teriorate the above ])roperty, we can assume tliat P,.y G -A', 
since A' is an ojten and dense subset of . VVe will now construct Ac such
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that letting :=  P-,v +  the compensator Zc/v =  PcnQcn si'-t'sfies that the 
set i {Z )  tleiincxl in i t.IS) is contained in The norm of Ac will be chosen 
to be sufficiently small so that Pcv €  A' (the properties (a), (b), (c) of Lemma 
(4.8) still hold where P- i« replaced by Pcn) «'■nd fhe number of sign changes of 
de.i{ili).det[Ptr).dtt[ DiQcN + NiPcn) in the sequence 71, 72, 7/ is equal to ?/—n,v.
Let 7 ], ...,77 be the elements of ^Vi(Z) in the ascending order. Since ^ i,(Z ) C 
the number of sign changes of d(it{i'li).dtl,{D.r).det[DiQcN +  NiPcn) iii 7 i, ■■■■.It 
less than or equal to ?/ — 7).,v. On the other hand, by Lemma (4.7) 'L C ^P/,(Z). 
Therefore the numbei· of sign changes of det{V.i).detail,.)-detiDiQ cN +  A /^P-/v) >11 
this sequence is no le.ss than ;; -- ;/.\·. Hence, we conclude that the number of sign 
changes of dei(ili)AUU n ,.).(/t/( DtQc '^ + Ni I^ cn) in the sequence 71, . . . ,  7/ is equal to 
?/ — Then,  the fact that Q,\ has n,\· C.(. poles with multiplicities implies (a) of 
Lemma (4.8). Statements (b) and (d) of Lemma (4.8) are implied by (b) and (c) of 
the fact. Finally, statement (c) of Lemma (4.8) is implied by the underlined state­
ment above and the fact that every unstable zero of det{D,i).det[Qr)-det[DiQc/\' +  
NiPcn) is an unstable pole of Z{Zcj^) with the same multiplicity cind vice versa.
1-1The perturbation matri.v A,- will now be constructed. Define Q j^^Nr =  NrQ~ 
for a right coprime pair of matrices (i}c.v, A',.). (Note that if N,· =  0 then C}c;V 
is unimodular.) Let T :=  p..vQ“;^r(/ -f =  T  be a
left copriine i'raf tion of T over S. It holds that / cA7 =  Dy{T\ Dr — TiNr)~^T2 QcN■ 
Since (D ,. P-a ) is left coprime. {T JX  -  T-2 N r )D j  is over S, i.e., JX =  for 
some matrix T2 over S. Let T [  JX =  T J'L  , for a right coprime pair of matrices 
(72, f , ) .  It follows that p.,v =  1X[1\ -  N ilJ -^  DiQ ,m- By the left coprimene.ss of 
(7"'] — Ni'iX, T'i) and by the riglit coprimene.ss of {Q^NDiy Pcn) it easily follows that 
DiQcN =  (7 'i -  NtT-2 )V for some,unimodular V over S and /Aa^ =  J\V· Observe 
that if Nr X 0 for any A sati.sfying ||A|| < 1/||VPV,||, I / " ’ -  .'V,A is
unimodular. Let {¿1 ,7 .0 ...,//,} be a fixed permutation of the elements in L. For 
a fixed 7 € L deliite
7
^ 0 0 ZijN
z ,  =
7L -
, ^ 2  =
. ZhlN .
, ^9 =  '¡r'D ilZ m , ... Z k ,\,
Ai =  T -2 and /iT-2 =  DrQciX- From Fact (4.5) and the connectivity as.sumption 
(A 2) , there exist.s an open and den.se .subset of such that for any fixed
but otheivvi.se arbitrary A in this set
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^00 ^ i j  /V
i n  +  DrQ..NA)lYD,[Zyi, ... Z.v,J)(z) =  0
y y 7 . ' 7 Y ,
( :■ ) =  U o r
]
(-M = ü1. \/z G C+c -  D
7 <1L
Enîi Zm,
.Since the union of open and dense sulïsets is open and dense, relocating the above 
argument we conclude that there exists an open and dense subset of 
such that for every A in this set tlie implication (4.22) holds for all j  € L. 
R.e]oeatiiig for all ])crmutations of L and taking the union of open and dense 
sul>sets we can construct an open and dense subset A' of such that for
any A € A’ the implication in (4.22) holds for all i  €  L  and for all permutations 
of L, rcpre.sented by {¿1, . . . , / / ,) ·  Now choose A G A' with sufficiently' small 
norm such that (V'“ ‘ — .V,.A) is unimodular, and the norm of Ac ;=  —T-iV 
+ (7 '2+/A  <0 î jvÀ)( F " ’ --:V, A )“  ^ is sufficiently small to ensure that Fc;V ' PcN-L^c 
— T^V +  A„ G A' and the number of sign changes of dtt{Tti).dtt{D.r).dtt{DiQcX  +  
NiPc!\i ) in tlie sequence "/j, 7·.). ..., 7/ is equal to t/ — Then,
Z( Zej^  ) —
Zm, ' ’  ^ l / V  ’
Zl \ Zll Zln
' Zn Z\L ' Z, N ■
.  Zu Zll  . .  Zln  .
PcvQ Y ^  + -  2.x l]
(72 + D rQ cN A )irD /l^^i -
(This can be proved as follows:
D,Qcn = Ci\ -  avA ) v
r ,  =  DiQ.MV-^ - 'V ,A )  +  NiCh +  A T },,v A )
{% + /9,.C},/vA)(V'-’ -  ;V,A)-' = (TA + D,.Q:.,yA).
{7 \ - 'D iQ ,s  + T’r ‘ -V/(-^ A + A-ayvA)
( K - ’ -y V ,A ) - ’ ) ,
==^ P c N  =  ( A  +  A . g . ; v A ) 7 T ' ( A Q , . V  +  A ( A  +  A 4 c A - A ) ( y - ’ -  y V , A ) - A
= >  =  (T> + AT) c.y A) 7A"‘ ( +  A A ,v )
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Ayv = {T> + /7,0,vA)7'r’ /;;(/ + ZnPcNQ:s )QcN
PcNQ:lr[J +  Av,vA,vQ A )“‘ =  f-A +  D rQ ,yN )ir^ D ,
implying the equality above.)
Now observe by Lemma ( 1. 1) t hat is disjo int from the poles of Z{Z cn).
Since the C+ input decoupling zeros and the output decoupling zeros of (4.6) 
are included among the C+ poles oC Z {Z cn)·, it fo.lows that 'I/CZ) C Cl. By 
the equation (4.22) a.nd the above discu.ssion, it hc4ds that .^'¿(Z) C This 
completes the proof.□
4.3 Least Number of Unstable Controller Poles
In this section we consider the .synthesis of decentralized stabilizing controllers 
with minimum numlyer of unstable poles. As a particular case, we obtain the 
solution of decentralized strong .stabilization probleui. In terms of the notation of 
Section 4 .2, a more precise definition of decentralized strong stabilization problem 
can be given as follows.
D ecen tralized  S tro n g  S tabilization  P ro b le m  (D S S P ). Lri Z =  [Zij], 
Zij G P'''^'·'. i . j  s  N lx: the Inui.^fo' raatrir o f a given plani. Detcnninc. .stable. 
local conh'olU rs Z^ -i G S ’’ '^’·, / G N such that the p a ir  [Z,dia(j{Zc\ .■·■■, Zcn}) is 
■stable.
VVe assume throughout this sectioi) that
( A l )  Z is strongly connected, and (A 2 ) ran k  Zij >  2 or ran k  Zji > 2, V i,j  G
82 y/iapier 4.
N, 7^  j
hold. The assumption ( A l )  is introduced since the construction of decentralized 
stabilizing compensators'is more straightforward under this assumption. If the 
assumption ( A l )  fails, then Z can be decomposed into its strongly connected 
components and D.SP can l.)e considered for eacii strongly connected subsystem 
independently ( [10]. 22. Chapter 4], Lennna (.8.10), Theorem (8 .8)). For the 
problem of synthesizing a least unstal)le decentralized stabilizing controller cuid 
for DSSP, the case where ( A l )  fails can be handled similarly (see Remark (4.1) 
below). The a.ssuni]):ion (A 2 ) is made because of technical reasons. It allows 
us to carry out various genericity arguments in the synthesis of local controllers. 
It does exclude .some important cases such a.< a two (scalar) injmt/output plant. 
(However, see Remark (4.2) below.)
We can now state the main result.
T h e o re m  (4 .2 ) . Let Z =  [Zij] be fr e t  o f C+e decentralized fixed modes, (i) 
Every decentralized .r t^abilizing controller Zc = diag{Z,;\...... Z^ n ) , Z^ €
i G N  fo r  Z ha."ii at lui.iit g poles in with nuiltiplicities. (ii) Given any nonneg­
ative integers Hi, i G N where n.,· — is a nonnegative and even number, their 
e.vi.itt.s a decentralized ■stabilizing controller Z, =  diay{Z.~\, Z^v}, Z..{ G ,
i G N fo r  Z where Z:, has exactly /?.,· poles in C+ with multiplicities, i G N.
P ro o f. Let a bicoi>rime fraction of Z o\er S l.)e given by Z = [P  ^ P.^  ... Pv|' 
g - '  [/?., I'G ... R^]; wliere Q G Ri G S-^'· and P, G i G N.
(i) The proof will be given l.)y induction. Let N  =  2 an-d note tliat
»I/ =  {z  €  7 г + , | [ Z Í ,  Z . ' , ] ' ( . ’ )  =  0  and Zn{ = l =  0} U {z  e  n ^ , \ [Z u  z „ ] ( r )  =  0, 
and Z-2 2 İ~) = 0).
If r G tk satislies [Z[, Z'.^^ Wz) =  0, then applying Lemma. (4.1) with Z 
iZ;,  Z 'j]', P :=  [P[ P'ffi and R :=  Ih we have
•ank.
Q  R i  
-P, 0
- P 2 0
(^) =  </.
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where strict equality holds by the fact that {Q ,P i,P -2 ) is right coprinie. If z G 
satisfies [Zn Z ,2](z| =  0, then applying Lenm ia(4.1) with Z :=  [Zn Zi2j, P : =  
Pu  and R :=  {/?, R:] we'h'ave
■auk
Q /?., Ri
- P i  0 0
(--) =  ?. ( 4 . 2 4 )
where the strict equality holds since {Q, R i, R.-2 ) is left coprinie.
Let Z,-/ G i =  1 ,2 be the transfer matrices of some compensators with,
the number of unstable poles Ui and n.2) res])ectively, counted with multiplicities. 
Also assume that <lia^i{Zc], Z(2 j solves DSP for Z. I/Ct Zc2 =  PeiQci a coprime 
representation over S. Then, Theorem 3.2 of [37] and Theorem (3.1) imply that
Z, Z,2) := [Pi 0]
is a bicoprime fraction and (Z (Z f2). Z d ) is stable. For any z G 'R+c for which 
(4.23) or (4.24) holds, it is ea.sy to see that
Q R^ Pc-z '
- 1
' Ri '
. -P z Qc2 0
rank
Q R z Pc Z R
-P z Qcz 0
-P i  0 0
(z) =  (i +  p-2 .
dei{ )
Using the bicoprimeness of the fraction ( 4 . 2 5 )  and applying Lemma ( 4 . 2 )  to 
Z[Zc>)·, vve have that every z  G  'L is a,!) T^+g-blocking zero of Z{Zc>)· From 
the proof of 'riieorem I in [()()] Zc\ staliilizes Z(Z^2) only if the number of sign 
clianges of
Q  R -zP c^
-P> Qc2
in the sequence (Ti , aj, ..., (T; is not greater than /ti, the number of unstable poles 
Z...). (Since ea.ch o ' ,  i.s an locking z e i ’o  of Z(Zo2), the determinant in ( 4 . 2 6 )
is nonzero when evaluated at any Ci and therefore its sign in the .sequence (Tj , <72, 
..., at is well-defined.) On the other hand, for any z G  4/ it holds that Z22(^) =  0. 
Therefore, the number of sign changes of the determinant in ( 4 . 2 6 )  and that of 
dct(Q ).det(Q c2 ) in tbt* sequence crj, a-2 , ..., at are equal. It follows that the number
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oC sign changes of dtv Q )  in ibis sequence equals 7/ (the nuinber o f  odd integers 
in the set { //i , 7/2, Then,  dtl.{0).det{Q c2) has at Iea.^ t ;/ — 11.2 sign changes 
in the seriuence (Tj . ct., In other words, for Zc\ to stabilize it must
hold that ?/ — uz < 7/;. This establishes the basis of induction for N  =  2.
Now assume that '.he statement holds true for L. We establish the statement 
for N L +  1. Let Z,.,· with 77.,· unstable poles for i E N soh’e DSP for Z. Let 
ZcV = Ku\Q7.\’  ^ >T'!it coprime fraction over S of ZcN T^ .nd consider Z{Zd\’) and
its induced fraction (1.18). By Theorem (8.2), (4.13) is a l>iGoj)rime fraction 
and DSP for Z {Z ,x  is solvable. l,et T /,(Z ), namely the set of real unstable 
decentralized blockiiii; zei(js of Z(Z.;V i. be as defined by ( LiSi. By Lemma. (4.7), 
we have T C 'I>l {Z] an.d, Ijv Lemma (4.4), the elements of 'E iiE) <md the poles 
of Z{Zcj\) are di.sjoiij·.. Let <T|, ¿r-2, .... ap denote the elemen'.s of 'Ei{Z) arranged 
in the ascending order. .Also let 7/j· denote the number of ])ole> of Z{Z,,x) counted 
with multiplicities in rhe interval (d,. <7,4.)), i E { 1 ,2 , . . . , /  -  1}. (Clearl}', every 
unstable pole of Z(Z;,',·) is an unstable zero of
dt1.{ Q R-n Pcn 
- P .X  QcN
)
with the same multitdicilA' and vice versa.) By the inductive hypothesis the 
number of odd integer.s in tlie sequence 7/1, 7/2, ..., 7/i_| is less than or equal to 
11;. In this case t;:(' number of sign changes of the detei ininant (4.27) in the 
setiuence cti, a-y, .... 7, is not greater than U;. Also in this sequence (4.27) 
and dcl(Q ).d tt(Q cs)  takes the .same sign as every decentralized blocking zero z 
of Z sati.sfies ZtvaA -) = b· The, number of sign changes of det{Q).dei[QcN) iJi 
this sequence is no less than 7/ — 7?,v. where 7; is the numlter of sign changes of 
dtl{Q ) in CT], TT2, .... C;, wliii.h is preci.sely the number of odd integers in the set 
{//). ..., 7/ ( ) . 'I’hat i' 7 /  —  >7 y < /; | + 7/_> +  ... +  u l · .Since tlw number of uitstable
poles of Z.. is equal to ii; the proof of the first statement is completed.
(ii) For the proof of the second statement we first consider the simplest case 
where 77, = 7/.  .Applying Lemma (4.8) inductively we obtain compensators 
ZcA',..., Zcz with u x , ..., 77.2 T+ poles counted with multiplicities, respective!}', such
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th a t  th e  following fraction  of th e  closed-loop  sin gle chann el p lant is b icop rim e
Z := P, 0 ... oj
Q Rn Pcn Il2Pc-2 '
-1
’ /fl '
- P n QcX 0 0
-Pz  0 Qc2 0
blocking zerosand has the following property: If aj, a-z, ..., <7j dein. i^.e the K 
of Z arranged in the ascending order and if //,· denotes tlie nmtiber of poles of Z 
counted with multiplicities in the interval (a,, .■ 6 { i, 2. -  i )', it holds
tliat 7/ = 7/ — »i where 7/ is the number of odd intege:·' in the sequence
7/r, ···, ?/,’_|. Then, Hi — 7/ =  0 and (ii) of Theorem ! l .J)  implies the ex'isLence 
of Zci such that Z,-i has Ui C+ poles counted vvit’n mull.iplici'ies ainl (Z:Zc\)  is 
stable. Consequently, diag{Zc\·, - . . .Zcn] is a solution tt; D.SP for Z. Moreover 
the compensator Z.., has 7i,· poles counted with muliijtliciiies, /' 6 N.
The general case where Zlili ’ L — t/ is a nonnegative even numl)er is treated 
similarly, however a modification on Lemma (4 .8 ) is needed. Due to its complex 
nature, we omit the modified version of Lemma (4 .8 i and gi\e oidv a sketch of 
the proof for the case N =  2. ddie case N  >  2 can he iiandled similarly.
Let 77] -|-77.2 —7/1)0 a nonnegative real number. .A hjcal conq.K'nsii.tor Z^ ) around 
channel 2 can be found such that the induced fraction (i.2.5i of Z = Z{Z,z) is 
bicojirime and Z,.z lias uz poles in with multiplicities. Tliese ].)oles are allocated 
in such a way that uz of them ;ire real whei'eas the others a i e  nonreal where 
fi-z <  777.777(7/, 772) is the imiximum integer satisfying in — hz is an even number. 
Moreover, if (T|,...,(T/ denote the TZ+f blocking zeros of Z in the ascending order 
and if 7/,· denotes the number of poles of Z counted with multiplicities in the 
interval ((T,·, 0·,·+]), > G {1 , . . . ,  / — J } ,  it holds that 1} — q — .">2 wliere 7/ is the 
number of odd integers in the sequence 7},·, i — 1 ,.. ..  f — i. Observe that if /7.2 < //
then hz — 7?2, if 772 > 'I fil'd nz — 7/ is even then ~  7/,  a:id if iiz > 7/ iuid
Hz — 7/ is odd then h> =  7/ — 1. In all ca.ses 77] + hz — '/ = n.| — 7/ is a nonnegative
even number as 77.1 riz — 7/ is even. .Applying (ii) of Theorem (4.1) we obtain a
compensator Z.-i which luus 77.] poles in with multiplicities and (Z{Zcz)^ Z,-.]) i-s 
stable. This completes the proof.□
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R e m a rk  (4 .1 ) .  If the plant Z is not strongly connected, it can be decomposed 
into its strongly connected subsystems using known procedures [10]. In this ca,se, 
lor each strongly connected subsystem DSP can be considered independently of 
the other sti-ongly connected subsystems. Therefore, assuming that DSP for Z 
is solvable, the synthesis of a decentralized stabilizing controller with minimum 
number of unstable poles can be achieved by applying the procedure in Theorem 
(■1.2) to the strongly coniuicted sub.sysleins of Z separately.·
R e m a rk  (4 .2 ) . .Xote-that the connectivity as.sumptions ( A l ) ,  (A 2 ) 'a re  
used only in the |U'oof cd part (ii). Therefore, part (i) of Theorem (4.2) is valid 
even in the absence of these assumptions. It is our belief that even part (ii) is 
\'alid in the absence of assumption (A 2) as the notion of decentralized blocking 
zeros seems to be very natural for those plants where the a.ssumption (A 2 ) fails.·
R e m a rk  (4 .3 ) . On comparing Tlieorems (4.1) and (4.2), we now conclude 
that the ’deast possible"' unstable order (McMillan degree) of centralized and 
decentralized stabilizing controllers are determined, respectively, l.yy the number 
of odd distj'ibutions of ‘R+ poles among '7?.4.£,-blocking zeros of Z and among the 
TZ+e decentralized blocking zeros of Z. Since the set of decentralized blocking 
zeros may be a much larger set than the set of centralized blocking zeros, the 
least unstable order of a centralized controller is usually much smallei' than the 
least unstable order of a decentralized controller.·
We can now state a solution to DSSP. The result is immediately obtained on 
noting that // =  0 is a necessary condition for the solvability of DSSP by |)art (i) 
of Theorem (4.2).
C o ro llary  (4 .1 ) . DSSP is solvabh· if  and only i f  Z is free o f  unstable de­
centralized fixed inodes and there are an even number o f  real unstable poles o f  Z 
between each pair o f zeros in the set 'i'.
By Remark (4..3), the .solvability of DSP together with the strong central­
ized stabilizability is in general nut enough for the solvability of DSSP. This is 
illustrated by the following example.
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E x a m p le  (4 .2 ) . Let a 2 x 2 transfer matrix be given by
(r+l)(r-2)(:-l) (r+l)(.—•2)(j—(p
1 ( - - i ) ( - - 3 )
It is easily diecked that [i] Z is free of unstable decentralized fixed modes. We 
have ^ =  { ] ,  3, oc>). ip -= 1 (corresponding to the pole at z — 2) and //2 — 1 
(corresponding to the pole at r — 4). Theorem (4.2) and Remark (4.2) yield that 
Z is nol decentralized strong stalnlizalde. and that a.n\' decentralized stabilizing 
controller of Z has al least ip + ijj — 2 unstable poles with multiplicities. On the 
other hand, since Z has no -i.docking zeros except z =  00, it is (centralized) 
s t ro n s  s t al)i I i z a b 1 e. A
By using various different cha!a.cterizatidns of the decentralized blocking 
zeros given in Section 1.2, it is ]:>ossible to obtain many interesting sufficient 
conditions for the solvability of DSSP. One obvious condition is that tp has at 
most one element since thoni any set of 'R.^  poles will have parity interlacing 
pro|)erty with 4  ^ We state fou)' less obvious conditions below: condition (a )  
follows by (4.3) and (b) by the definition of and by the fact that any symmetric 
permutation (4 block rows and columns will include either Zp or Z,·, in its lower 
triangular for any i. j .  ( ’ondititm (c ) follows by the fact that every decovntralized 
blocking zero of Z is actually a common blocking zero of various complementary 
transfer matrices. (See Section 4.2.) Conditions (d ), (e ) are consequences of the 
conclusion following Lemma (4.5).
C oro llary  (4 .2 ) , Li t Z — [Z.,] be fn e  o f  C+e decentralized fixed moden. Each 
o f  the foliounng conditions iinjjlies the solvahilily o f  DSSP fo r  Z:
(a ) There (xist i 2^ N fo r  whirh Z,·, has no 7Z+ decentralized blocking zeros.
(b ) '.¡'here exist i . j  G N a'ith i 7^  j  fo r  which Zp and Zp each has at most
one decentralized blocking zero.
(c )  Every eoinplementary transfer matrix o f Z is free  o f blocking zeros.
(d ) There exists i G N  such that the </ +  I ’st invariant fa c to r  o f  system
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{Pi)Q\hii) h.(is no TZ+f zcroa except possibly zeros at oo, i.e., equivahvtly
raiik{ Q Ri
- P i  0
V z 6  7^+.
(e ) 'I'Ik  plant Z is full rank and has nf> 71·+^  transm ission zeros.
The follo\vin,(? example illustrates the determination of a solution to DSSP. 
E x a m p le  (4 .3 ) . Let Z l.x'low lie the transfer matrix of a 2-chain;-! system.
Z =
1 L--JJ 1 1
(•■-Hp (--Ир
(i---5) 1 I
(.:-И)(с-2)(.— a)
(2.—.3) (2Г-.3)
(c -l)(.r+ l)(.-2 ) (..+ lp ( .- 2 ) (--M)(,-:-l)(,-2) J
Zr, € z,>] G P iiMcI z .,2 e
free of unstable decentralized fixed modes and 'P =  {o o }. That is. Z is de­
centralized strong stal.ulizalile. ¡\ bicopriine fraction of Z over S is given by 
[P[ P2 \Q~'\P^ P-i] where
Px =
0
0
1
0
1
(: + 1) (-+t) J
, Pl = 1I (c+l) (.--И) 0 h
R., -
1 1
( - - H ) ( - + 1 ) 2 ( - - + 1 )
1 1 1Щ .1 l.*> —
T + l ) ( • - + 1 )
1
( - - И )  -1
0 0
and Q =  dia(j{{z -  l ) / ( -  +  ! ) , ( - -  2)/(tr -|- 1),(.3: -  3 )/(^  +  1)}. Following the 
procedure in Lemma (4.8) we obtain =  [0 1]' which is such tliat the following
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fraction  of tlie single ch an n el closed loop p lan t is b icop rin ie:
Z {Z a)  :=
Ri
0
(2.t2-5:2+2)
(s+l)(j3-2r2+j-l)(.—3) J 
Since Z(Zc2 ) has no 7Z+ blocking zeros, Theorem (4.1) implies that it can be 
stabilized by some In pavticular,
( V i V  'I f (53."'’ -5i3y-’ + ,l2 2 -2 i))(6 6 8 c2 _ 8 ,3 5 ._ 2 6 ')8 ) {53z^-oC>z'^+-r}z-29HXiioz·-V2m 4z+7(jr,S) ]\
[ 2 2 (i+ l0)^+1)" 22(; + 10)(c+l)·*
is  a S t a b l e  p a i r .  Thus, t h e  s t c i b l e  d e c e n t r a l i z e d  c o n t r o l l e r
' 0 0 0
1 0 0
_ 0 (53r  ^-.56j^-f-l2;-29){8C8;^ -S3.'ic-2l>48) I53z^ -  56r  ^+42j-29)(33‘)5r2 - 1 20(M ,;+70.5.5)22(.-+10)(-+l)·' 22(i+10)(.r-H)·· J
stabilizes Z.A
It is known that strong stabilization problem is generically solvable for non- 
scalar systems. We can jji'ove tiie following analogue resi.dl. for deceiitraliz<xl 
strong stabilization problem. Let be a subset of P^^’’ such that Z €  P^^’' 
if and only if ( A l ) ,  (A 2 ) hold for Z and DSP for Z is solvable.
T h eo rem  (4 .3 ) .  For almost all Z €  DSSP is solvable, where the quan­
tifier “almost all” is with respect to the subset topology induced by the graph 
topology.
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P ro o f. If DSSP for Z G is solvable then there exists a stable decen­
tralized (.’oiitroller which stabilizes all the plants contained in a sufficientlj' small 
neighborhood around Z"m This proves that the set of plants for which
DSSP is solvable is open in Mow let Z € P '^ '^· be such that DSSP for Z
is not solvable. Let £ > 0 be given. .Assume that the fractional representation in 
(4.6) holds. Let iij.jo € N. io ^  jo be fixed. One can construct matrices Api, 
A p2, A g. A pi, Ap·) of ap])ropriate sizes over S such that (i) ||[Ap, Ap.2]'|| < e,
II^q II < <  s· (ii) {Q +  z^Q-Pi  ^ +  A pi), iO  -i- An.Pj^ -t- A p i )
right coprime and {Q -i- Ag. -f- A pi), {Q -r A g. /?,g -f Ap-2) ai-e left coprime 
pairs [66]. Furthermore, they satisfy that (iii) ( P,„-f-Api )((5 + A g )“ ’ (Rj^ +  A ni) 
and (P ,5 -r A /-2ii(j + A g )“ ' (P,o +  Ap-2) have no unstable blocking zeros except 
possibly zeros at .x [67].
Then, define Z + A z  as llie plant whose a l)icoprime fractional repi'esentation 
is given by (4.6) where P,„ ^  P,o +  Api, Py^  ^  Pj.^  -|- Ap-2, P,o +  ^ « 2,
R■30 Rj  ^ -|- Ap). Q —> Q +  Ag. By keeping e  small enough one can ensure 
that ( A l ) .  (A 2 ) hold for Z -f A z  and Z -|- Az  is free of unstable decentralized 
fixed modes, i.e.. Z A z  belongs to P^^’' [56]. Furthermore, {Z  -I- Az)iojo and 
{Z+Az)j.:,i^ each has at most one 71^  ^ decentralized blocking zero. From Corollary
(4.2) (b) we conclude that DS.SP for Z A- A z  is .solvable. This shows that the set 
of Z for which D.S.SP is solvable is dense in and terminates the proof.D
The statement (ii) of Theorem (4.2) answers the question (c) at the begin­
ning of (.’hajjter 4 aflirmati\ely and ])i‘ovides a partial solution to the problem of 
distributing the controller complexity among the local controllers, [.'3]. In [3], the 
controller complexity refers to tlie N'lcMillan degree of the controller. We have 
shown tliat the unMabtc .Vic Mil Ian degree of tiie controller can nearly arbitrarily 
be distributed among the local controllers such that every local controller has a 
prespccilied number of unstable poles with the exception that an arbitrary one 
of the controllers may have to posess one extra pole. (This constraint is due to 
Theorem (4.1) (iii).) Note, however, tliat an arbitrary distribution of unstable 
poles among the local controllers might yield an undesired distribution of stable 
poles among the controllers since no attempt has been made in the synthesis
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procedure of Theorem (4.2) to allocate the stable compeii.sator poles.
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Chapter 5
DECENTRALIZED CONCURRENT 
STABILIZATION PROBLEM
The objective of this chapter is to rigorously establish the relationship between 
the notion of Decentralized Blocking Zeros. Decentralized Strong Stabilization 
Problem (DSSP), Decentralized Concurrent Stabilization Problem (DCSP) and 
the applications of DCSP in the decentralized synthesis problems.
7'lie motivation of DCSP. which is a special decentralized simultaneous stabi­
lization ]>roblem [58], arises from the controller s3'nthesis problems for large-scale 
systems. In the following sections we will be dealing with three special problems 
concerning large-scale systems, namely (p i)  stabilization of composite .systems 
using locally stabilizing subsystem controllers, (p 2 ) stabilization of compo.site 
.system.s via the sta.l)ilization of diagonal transfer matrices and (p 3 ) reliable de­
centralized stabilization problem. All the.se problems will be formulated an.d 
solved in the D.S.SP and DC.SF·^  frainework under a mild connectivity assumption. 
For a discussion and brief over\ iew of these problems the reader is referred to 
(,dia.pter 1.
We now state a summar}· of the main results presented in this chajd;er. Sec­
tion 5.1 considers the solution of DCSP. In Theorem (5.1) we obtain a solution 
to DCSP l)y transforming it to a Decentralized Strong Stabilization Problem. 
Proposition (5.3) investigates the .set of decentralized blocking zeros of a sub- 
sidiaiy plant associated with Z and 7',·, i € N and establish a relation between
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this set of zeros and the set of invariant zeros of the complementary subsys­
tems associated with Z. (See also Remarks (5.1), (5.2).) Theorem (5.2) states a 
.solution to DCSP in a special ca.se. Theorem (5..3) states tliat DCSP is a gener- 
ically solvable problem. Section 5.2 is concerned with the solution of problem 
(p i). Theorems (5.4), (5.10) and (5.14) give solutions to the problem and Theo­
rems (5 .9), (5.1-3) and (5.17) state that the problem is generically solvable in the 
state-feedback., output feedback and dynamic interconnection cases, respectively. 
Section 5.3 considers problem (i/2). Theorem (5.18) gives a solution to the prob­
lem by formulating it in the D(.'SP setup. Theorems (5 .19)-(5.21) investigate the 
problem in tlie special ca."e> (i) the diagonal ¡slants are stable (ii) the plant is 
stabilizable and detectable from all channels and (iii) the oif-diagonal i)lants are 
stable, respectively. Theorem (5.22) states that the problem is generically solv­
able. In Section 5.4 problem (p3) is considered. VVe formulate the ])roblem by 
generalizing the reliable decentralized stabilization problem considered in [57] to 
A^-channel .systems. Theorem (5.23) gives a solution to the problem in the DCSP 
framework. Theorems (5.24) and (5.25) investigate the problem in some special 
cases. Theorem (5.26) states that the problem is generically soK'able. Theorem
(5.27) considers a moi’e special reliable stabilization problem, namely the ‘hmil- 
tiple controller reliable syjithesis problem” (M (JRSP) for 2-channel decentralized 
.systems and states the solution of the problem using the results of Section 5.3. 
We note that .some partial results were recently reported on .VKJRSP using a 
similar technique in [54] where various sufficient solvability conditions are given. 
.Mere, under a mild connectivity a.ssumption we provide a com|)lete solution to 
the problem in terms of a. |utrity interlacing property among the sulrplant zeros 
and poles in Theorem (5.27;.
5.1 Decentralized Concurrent Stabilization Problem
In this so'-ction decentralized concurro'.nt stabilization problem and its relations 
with the decentralized strong stabilization problem will be investigated.
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D ecen tralized  C o n cu rren t S tabilization  P ro b lem  (D C S P ). Let Z =
[Zij], Zij €  P  ^’ , i , j  € N be the transfer matrix o f  a given plant where p : =  
Yl^=iPi, r '■= I'l- Also lit some plantsTi €  P '’·^'', i €  N be given. Determ ine 
local control I e 7'.^  Zd €  P ’ '^'’·, z G N such that the pai7's (7^ ,·, Zd), i G N are stable 
and the pair  (Z. diag{Zc\, Z^yv}) /·>’ stable.
Observe that DCSP is actually a special decentralized simultaneous stabiliza­
tion problem (see [58]).
The solution of DCSP is obtained by transforming it to a decentralized strong 
stabilization problem. To do this, we first give .some definitions.
Let some left and rigid coj^rime fractions of 1), i €  N be giv(>n as
T, = DfUNu =  7NdD-\ i G N. (5.1)
There exist matrices Ki G 8^ ·'=^ ·^, Li G
such that
Du Xu ' a;· Af,, ■
1j { a 1 . Li -D r, _
=  7, i G N  (5.2)
where ¿,·, i G N are strictly proper. Then, (T),Z,.,) is a stable pair if and only if
Z,.· = (L. -  DdXi){J<i +  AV.Ab)"' (5.3)
for .some A,· over S. Also let a coprime fraction of Z be given by Q~^[R] ... R m] 
where Q G /?.,· G i G N . Define Pi G i G N as follows:
Px
PN
=  L (5.4)
It follows that Z.j = PiQ ’ Rj. i , j  G N and diag{Zc·],..., Z,.,/\r} stabilizes Z, where 
Zd is given by (5.3), if and only if
Q RRJ.x -  DrxXx) Raii-i -  A-iAC) Rn { L n -  OrS'XN)
- P ,  ( / m + A L i AC) 0 0
- P 2 0 iIC  + Nr2X2) 0 (5.5)
; 0
— P n  0  0  +  M - . v A aO
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is uniniodular over S. Define
Q\i —
¡{ =
and
Q RıL^ R-iLi R n Pn
- P i Ki 0 0
-P-i 0 i<z 0
• 0
- P n 0 0 R'n
AiA•1 -ILiO ri — RlW OrN
Nri 0 0
0 AT2 0
0
0 0 NrN
-
Pi
P = Op
/V
(5.6)
(5.7)
Fi.irtlier, define'rji =  dia(i{T]. , D,i = diag{Dr\, DrN], =  dia(j{!\'r], ■■■■,
Nr:M], K,i =  d i a y { f < - i , A';v}, Lu =  d iay {L u  ■■■, L ^ ] , Dd =  dia</{ A i , ···, D/yv), 
fj,i =  dia(j{.\'n,...,NiM), Kd =  dui(/{A 'i..... AV}, Ld =  dutr/{A i...., Ayv), R =  
[/¿1 ... Rj\]. \ arious coprimeness relation.s yield that
p q ; ; r (5.8)
is a bicoprinie fraction where the nonsingidarity of Qu  i.s ensured by the fact that 
Li. i €  N are strictly proper. With this notation the matrix in (5.5) is unimodular 
if and only if so is Q\ \ -f R d i a g { X i . v} P. The following theorem states the 
solution of DC'SP.
Theorem  (5.1). DCSP in .solvable fo r  Z and T{, f € N i f  and only i f  DSSP 
fo r  the plant Z is solvable.
P ro o f. If DC.SP is .solvable, then by the problem definition the matrix (5.5) 
is unimodular for some X,·, i €  N which implies that {Z ,d ia g {X ] . ..., Xj< ]^) is a
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stable pair. Conversely, if (Z , diai/{X \ , A'',v 
Qn  +  R d ia g {X \ ,.... X n } P  is uniinodular, w; 
of the matrix in (5.5) and ec|uation (5.3) tf, 
solvable.□
It is clear from th(i problem definitions th.· 
be free of unstable decentralized fixed modes. 
Z is free of unstable d(M;enti-alized lixi.-d mode;
P ro p o sitio n  (5 .1 ) .  Let- Z b't frer o f uiitaa: 
for all Kt, L·,, Ki. Li, i (z N .ytalisfi/mg (5 .- 
a.Uo fn  t o f uimtabh d(:r(:nf rali.~rd ji.riil modi .r
P ro o f. Fix arbitrary A',. A,. A',. L: 6  N ' 
are strictly proper. Define 7' =  QI\,i + RJ.·. 
that 7’ € and is uonsingular, and .S' G S' 
block-column of S  for i G N. Simple maiiipm 
that a coprime fraction of Z is given by Z — 1
) is stable for some A^ ,·, i G  N , then 
.ich implies via the unimodularity 
:a. DCSP for Z and 7\. f G  N  is
.r. for DSSP to be solvable Z must 
The following result states that if 
; then so is 7j .
ie decenlralizcd fixed mode.<. Then, 
Z given by (5.0), (5. 7). .'5.8) is
a.tisfying (5.2) where A,·. A... ?’ G  N  
and .S' =  QN,i — R,D,i. Observe 
" .  Let .S',· G denote the Fth
ations on the eciuation (5.S) yield 
■-LS'. Define
.4 =
D,t Nu
U  - K ,
 ^ p^-\-rXp-^ r (5.9)
which is uaimodular. For any proper subset r =  {?-i, ···,/;,} of N define Ay G 
g i - , , - r . . . - t - p , -I- submat::x of .A consisting of block rows
Ai,..., A '+  ¿1, . . . ,  A '+  ■/,,. Also let ./,■ G S''·-“ denote the matrix whose
kjWx submatrix equals
A.; >.f j  =  ■' ■.
0 olheric\'f:
for k =  F . . . , / a. j  =  1,...,A'·. It holds that (Ti-orem  (3.2). [22], [37]) Z =  7’-LS’ 
is frc(' of unstable decentralized fixed modes if .-.nd only if for every proi)er subset 
r =  { ai, of N
•aiik
T  5'· s'I -C|„+1 ■·· ■ I.v (П > p = si--f(J'), V.T €  C+. (5.10)
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Equation (5.10) holds if and only if
ran k
T s
ir 0
0 Jr
where Д- G S ’ 'ir ,  + . . . + I · ,  xr
for k -  J, j  -
(z) > ;> +  ^  r,·, \fz € C+
i'er
and wliose k j ’tb sul.)uiatrix equals
Л-j i f  j  =  U·
0 olhtrwi.'^e
/V. It can be verified tha.t
’ T s ’
' Q R '
Ir 0 /1 =
/Ir
0
Since A is uniniodular we conclude that (5.10) holds if and only if 
ran k
.Applying uiiimodular operations, equation (5.11) holds if and only if
Q R
Ar
(г)  > p +  I'i, 'iz €  
l6r
ran k
Q R
Ir 0 
0 7r
(*) ^ P +  ''o V'ir G C+,
161·
or equivalently
ran k Q R i ^ „ . - R i s
Ir 0
(г) >  /Л Wz €  C+.
(5.11)
(5.12)
Since Z is free of unstable decentralized fixed modes, for every proper subset 
(¿ i ... .,/ ,j )  of N the inequality stated in (5.12) holds ('riieorem 
This completes the proof.D
P ro p o sitio n  (5 .2 ) . I f  the following condition holds
rank Zij > 2 or rank Zji > 2, V-i, j  G N , i ф j (5.13)
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and Z is strongly conntcicd then there exist h'i, Li, K i, Li, i 6  N satisfying (5.2) 
snch Hint Z given by (5.6), (5.7), (5.8) satisfies
ran k 2ij > 2 or ra7ik Zji > 2. \/i,j €  N, i ^  j  (5-14)
where Z{.j denotes the i j  ’t.h submatrir o f Z . Further, Z is .strongly connected.
P ro o f. Define a subset y  of A’ x N such that ( i . j )  €  y  if and only if 
i ^  j  and ran k  Zij > 2. Let T  be the subset of C+e excluding the poles of Ti, 
i €  N. Determine a |)usilive realDumber zq £ T  satisfying that for all {i, j )  €  3^ j· 
ran k Zij{z()) >  2. (.Such a. t^q can be found easily, since T  is an open and dense 
sub.set of C4., .) Given Ki, Li, K,, Li. i £ N where Li. Li, i E N are strictly 
])roper and
=  I , z € N,
D,i A',, Ki N,.,
I  - K i  J [ L. -D r, _
determine 0 ,  over S satisfying that 6 ,(20) = D ff {zo)Li(zo), i €  N where the 
nonsingularity of Dri(zo), i E N is ensured by the fact that 20 E T .  Define
lii — h i  4" NriQi, Li =  Li — Dri&i, h i  =  A 1 +  ©¿A'/,·, Z·,· =  Z,· — QiDu, i G N.
(5.15)
Obtain Q u, U and Z = R. It follows that, for i Zij =  —K~^PiQ~^Rj 
(Drj +  LjK ~ ' Krj) where () := 0  +  R iLiK f^ Pi. Since Li, i E N are strictly 
proper, it holds that ran k Zij > 2 if rank P;Q~  ^Rj > 2. For any { i , j )  E y  
(5.15) yields by the construction of 0,· tliat ¿ , ( 20) =  0, i E N . in other words, 
Q[zo) =  Q(zo), therefore ran k  PiQ~  ^Rj > 2. This shows that ran k  Zij > 2. 
Since [ i , j )  G T’ is arbitrary, we have the inecjualities stated in (5.14) which also 
imply that Z is strongly connected.O
W(i hereafter assiune that
(i) Z is f r e t  o f  unstable d tcen tralized  f ix e d  nuxles
(ii) Z is strongly connected  (5.16)
(iii) ran k  Zij >  2 or ran k  Zji > 2, ' i i , j  G N , f j
The following procedure siimmarizes the solution of DCSP. First obtain left and 
right coprime fractions of 7',· as in (5.1). Then, determine initial compensators
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L iK f'  =  K~^Li in (5.2) such that Z in (5.8) is strongly connected and (5.14) 
holds where Qn> R given by (5.6) and P  is given by (5.7). Determine the 
solvability of DSSP for Z using Corollary (4.1). If DSSP is solvable construct A',· 
following the proof of Theorem (4.2). This yields the compensators Z,-,· in (5.3) 
which solve DCSP.
The .solution of DCSP is obtained via a transformed decentralized strong 
stabilization problem on the auxiliary plant Z. Note that in the solution of 
DC.SP one can obtain infinitely man}· auxiliary plants for which the .'olvability 
of DSSP implies the solvability of DC'SP and vice versa. In the sec|uel we will be 
dealing with some special clioices of the auxiliary plants which would enable us 
to obtain more transparent solvability conditions.
The next result is concerned with the unstable decentralized blocking zeros of 
the auxiliary plant Z. Define
100
Z = {Z\ Z is fjiv en  by (5.6). (5.7), (5.8) f o r  som e J<i, Li, ¡U. U. i €  N  
s a l t s f  yiny (5 .2 )}.
In other words, 2  is the set of all auxiliary plants obtained via (5.6), (5.7), (5.8). 
I'or any Z ^ 2  let $2  be the set of unstable decentralized blocking zeros of Z. Also 
define Qi €  i G N  to be tlie /’’th block column of Q, i.e., Q =  [Q\ ... (Q,v].
P ro p o sitio n  (5 .3 ) . The fo lio  winy equality holds: For every Z E 2 .  S 2  =  ^
wh. ere
Ψ ;=  {z  €  C+el T h ere  existfi a perm u tation  { ¿ i ,v 'y v }  o /  N such that 
rank
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ra u k
Qu
D,i,
Ri, 
N,i, _
( ’ ) = Ρ ύ .
Qn C h Ri, R.2 '
i^) =  Ph +P.-2:
0 0 Nii, _
Qu (Jh Ch, / R,2 P i ,
0 0 O n, 0 0 Nii^
■auk l ( c ) = p } .
(5.17)
P ro o f. Fix any arlut rary Z £ Z. Recall from Lemma. (4.5) that the following
holds
< S ^  =  {2 G  C + e |  T h ere  ex ists  a perm utation  { i i ,  . . . ,  / λ / }  o f  N  such that
QIU + RL, [QNi -  }Wu]{„....· j
ran k  — Pij (.-) =  p, Vi e  N }
- 1%
’.vhere [Q.V,;—/7£>(/]{,·,....,yi G 5'' '^ '^’ ’^  · '*’''^  is the matrix consisting of block columns
{ / 1. of QN,t — RD,i. Now let z G C+e be such that
•ank
Q K u ^ R L i  [QNa-RlXiku.. hi
- P .
■Ps
( - )  =  /Λ Vj G  N. (5.18)
Postmultiplying the above matrix by a. suitable submatrix of A in (5.9) and
applying further uniinodular operations we obtain that (5.18) holds if and only if
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ran k Ch Q i Q, «1  ^h  R,
0 0 Dij 0 0 N,.
(z) =  p, +  ;>2 +  ··· +  pj, V; €  N.
By modifying the indices appropriately and repeating tlie above arguments one 
can show that for any permutation of N and for any .r € C+e
ran k
QK, + RL, [Q N t-R D ,]^ ,....
■Pi.
- P i
(z) =  p. V; 6 N
holds if and only if
ran k
Ch, Qi, Ch, Ri, Ri; IL,
0 0 Du, 0 0 ... An,
(“ ) — Pit +/-'¿2 +  ··· + /-'b> S
This shows that z Q S 2  implies G in (5.17) and vice versa. Since Z G 2  is 
arbitrary, this completes the proof.D
R e m a rk  (5 .1 ) .  From Proposition (5.3) we conclude that the set of unstable 
decentralized blocking zeros of any auxiliary plant in Z  is independent of the 
initial compenscitors; it depends only on the plants Z and 7). i. G N. d'herefore, 
it constitutes an invariant set a.ssocia.ted with Z and 7',·, i G N .·
Let us now investigcite the set 'F in detail. The following pro|.)osition states 
that the zeros in the set 'F are among the set of zeros of invariant factors associated 
with the complementary subsystems of ([P( ... Ch[R-i ··· P.v])· (See Remark
(5.2),)
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P ro p o sitio n  (5 .4 ) .  Define
r  =  {2 G C+e\ z is a z ero  o f  the p +  I'st in varian t fa c to r  associa ted  w ith the
.Q , R . R l. )
Pi·/·+)
■‘N
fo r  som e proper subset {ii . ...,i,,} o f  N )
lin n , the foUovnvII inclvsion holds: Ф C Г.
P ro o f. Rcicall Ггош (.’biii)tcr 2 that for any г € C+,.
( 5 . 1 9 )
•ank
Q R. Ri
-Р г«/.+ 1
■Pi.
(z) =  P
holds if and only if :: is a zero of the p +  I ’st invariant factor associated with 
the system
(
P
Рг J
.<3. R, fti,. 1)·
That is, the following equality holds;
Г =  {2 G C+r| F o r  som e proper subset {¿1, o f  N
, Ri.
rank
Q
ran k
- P i .
GC.fe satisfy that
Qi Qj Ri R i  R ,
0 0 .. Dij 0 0 Nij
0
(--) =  P
}
( 20)  —  Pi + Pi +  . . .  +  Pji ( 5 . 2 0 )
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for some j  G {2 , . . . .  A'^ }. Since Z is free of unstable decentralized fixed modes, it 
holds that ruiik^CZi ·■· CJj—i /?i . . . ^ p\ 4· ... -i~ pj—\. ~iz  ^ C+c- JOhen, lor 
some uni modular matrices U and V'' of appropriate size
f/[Q, H, ...R i_ ,]V  = h  0
0 A
(o.21)
wherep  :=  p\ +  ···—p ; _ i ,  .\ € and the m atrix a t  the right hand size
of (5.21) is the Smith canonical fonn of the middle m atrix at the left. Equation 
(5.20) holds if and only if
A R f
Du 0 N,j ,
ninlx (^o) =  P.; (5.22)
where
Q '^ j ’ J
:=  U[Qi H,]
so that Q\ e  7?j G  Q] G  and R] G  3 " - ''· '^  Equation (5.22)
holds if and only if \Ji]Drj -  A](-o) =  0· The fact that A( :^o) =  0 implies
rank
Q
- P ,
Pn
R, ...
0
(-o) =  p-
i.e, ¿0 G Now let be some permutation of N . iModifying the indices
appropriately and ap|)lying the arguments similar to those cdjove, it can be shown 
that for any zq G C+k for wliich
ran k Qi,
0
rank
Qu Pn ^0
Du, 0 Nu,
A') only if
Q Ri,
— P
... R
0
-Pin
{zo) =  Pu -z ··· +  Pij
(-o) =  P-
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This implies by definition that every 2 €  'P is contained in F, completing the 
proof. □
R e m a rk  (5 .2 ) .  Consider the cases wliere F =  0 or F contains only one 
element. In these ciises. it follows from Proposition (5.4) and Theorem (5.1) that 
DCSP for Z and 7]. i € N is solvable. This suflicient condition will be used 
in the following sections where we consider the synthesis of special decentralized 
controllers for laige-scale systems.·
VVe now give a necessary and sufficient coiulition for the solvability of DCSP in 
a special case. Let Z and T,i denote the sets of poles of Z and T,i, resj^ectively, 
with multi|:)licities.
T h eo rem  (5 .2 ) . Let %iC Z  =  ^ and T/ D vp =  0. Then, DCSP  /.s .solvable i f  
and only if  DSSP fo r  T  — Z /·>· se/r«6/(..'
P ro o f. The strong connectedness of Z implies that the transfer ma.ti ix 7^  — Z 
is also strongly connected. Since X/ f1 2  =  0, (fX Dj) is a left coprime pair. Let 
QDfi = D f'Q  for a left coprime pair of matrices {Du,Q). Then, a left coprime 
fraction of T — Z \a given by Q~^Df'(QNd — DdR)· Deline
D =  {.r € C+t \ '  f·!’· rt d ecen tra lized  blocking zero o f  T — Z } U '‘l·
From Lemma (4.4) z € D implies Dd(z) is nonsingular. Following the proof 
of Proposition (5.2) let us choose Ld such that Ld{~) =  0 Vr G D and Z — 
{QKd + RLd)~^ (QNd — RD,i) satisfies that the relation (5.14) holds and Z is 
strongly connected. With this choice of Ld, if .ir G D then [QKd +  RLd)(z) =  
{QI(d){z) = [QDf'Kz).  It now holds that
= ^ Z [ z )  =[{QKd +  RLd){z)]- \QNd- RDd){z)
= {D d Q -'Q [T -Z )D d ){z )
=  { D.j{T -  Z)Dd){z)
Since Dd iuid Dd are block diagonal, .2 is a decentralized blocking zero of 7^  — Z. 
Conversely, if 2 is an €+,,■  decentralized blocking zero oi T — Z then the same 
arguments yield that is a decentralized blocking zero of Z <is well. Hence, 
the set of C+e decentralized blocking zeros of T — Z is precisely 'F. Note that
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det{Ql\d +  RLd) takes the same sign at all 2 €  í' H K+e. if and only if so does 
del.{Q).det{Du), since for each - € '•K dat{Q K j +  RL,i)[z) = {d tl{Q ).d ti{K d)){z )  
=  {dtt{Q ).dei~^{D ,i)){z): This completes the proof.G
The assumption that %iC\ Z  =  0 and fl ^ =  0 generically holds in 
xP?.>ix>’i xppNX’ w wit]) respect to the product topology induced by the graph 
topology where denotes the set of transfer matrices Z in satisfying
that (5.16) holds. Prom Theorem (5.2) we conclude that fo r  ahnoftl all plants 
Z, T = dia(j{T i; i (z N }, 0 , solution to DCSP exists if and only if DSSP fo r  the 
dijjf rencc phini T  — Z is solvable.
VVc will now show tliat DCbP is a generically solvalde problem.
T h eo rem  (5 .3 ) . The set o f  N +  l-tuples {Z,7\, fo r  which DCSP
is .' o^lvahlc is open, and dens( in. P ’’-'· xppiX'·] xp/'.-.-Xi-.v lo the
product topology induced by the graph topology).
P ro o f. Let DCSP be .solvable for .some {Z ,l\ , .../.F\) by a set of local con­
trollers Zc\ ,..., ZcN- Under sufficiently small perturbations on Z and T','s it holds 
that the piiirs {Z  -p A, d iag {Z ci, . . . ,  Zcn}), (T] +  A i , Zc\), ..., (Tv +  A/v. Z,.,.v) are 
still stable with A and A,·, i € N denoting the perturbations over P . This proves 
that the solvability of DCSP is an open property. Now supinóse that DCkSP’ is 
not solvable for .some (Z ,7|,...,7A f). We wnll show that by an arbitrarily small 
perturbation A € on Z the matrix Z +  A belongs to P'^ '^' and the set of 
C+t·. decentralized lilocking zeros associated with Z -f A and 7',·, i E N denoted 
by satisfies D7Z+e Q {o o }; '-c., it contains at most only one TZ+,- element. 
In this case Remark (5.2) states that DCSP for Z -f- A and T¡,i 6 N is solvable. 
This shows that the set of (Z, T ,  ..., 7V) for which DCSP is solvable is dense. To 
prove the existenn’; of such [lerturbations we proceed as follows. Let Z be given 
by (5.2), (5.6), (5.7), (5.8). We remind that for i G N , .S', 6 denotes the i ’th 
block column of S — QD'u — RD,i. One can find arbitrarily small strictly proper 
perturbations A,· € on ,S',’s such that { 7?.+e ztro.s o f  .si/ (,S',·-p A¿)} C { 00), 
i € N. Since {D,i,Nd) is a right coprime pciir we can find strictly ])roper ma­
trices A) G Á -2 G such that ÁiA¿ — A¿D,i — [Aj ... A;v]. Define
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A =  {Q +  Ài)~^{R +  À-i) — Z. It can be ensured by choosing the relevant norms 
suHiciently small that Z + A = [Q +  A i)“ '(/?, 4- A 2) is a coprime fraction and 
Z +  A is a matrix over The choice of A reveals that 'Î'a H T^ +e contains at
most one element: 2: =  00, because every unstable decentralized blocking zero z 
of
[(g  +  A ,)/C / +  {R  +  Â 2)Lrf]-'[(g  +  À,)Nu ~ { R  + À,)Du]
satisfies (5,· + A,)(ir) =  0 for some i E N. This and the above discus.sion complete 
the proof. □'
Before closing tliis section we give a. necessary condition for the solvability of 
DCSP. (See also Section 5.3.) Define
(-) =  {r € 7 г + ,,m (-- )  = n . / ;e N ) ,
= {z E I Thtre. exi-vts a perm utation  {?i], ..., iA/) o f  N .sue/?, that
¿^\i\ 0 0
7  ·*2 0
{z) =  0 ),
7  · 7^î/VÎ2
i.e., ^ is the set of decentralized blocking zeros of Z.
P ro p o sitio n  (5 .5 ) . The problem .DCSP fo r  Z and Ti, г G N  ¿.s solvable 
only i f  there arc an even miinber o f  real elements o fT u L iZ  between each pair o f  
elements in the set 0 n  'k, where the union TdC Z is taken with nmltiplicities.
P ro o f. IToin Lemma (T 4) every 2 6 0  H ^ implies Q{z) ^  0. Then, vve can 
choose Ld such that /-./(·-) -  0 for all c E 0  Z satisfies that the relation 
(5.14) holds and Z is strongly connected. Let .^ o G 0  0  'k be fixed. Observe that 
Rdi^o) A'(/(.?o) are nonsingular. It holds that
{T -'S ){zo) =  {Q K d )-\ zo){Q N d - RDd){zo)
=  I<;'(z„)(huD -,' -  Q -'Ii){zo)D ,,(z„)
=  -K t'(zo )Z (z„ )D i(zo ).
Since Kd ancl D,i are block flia.gonal matrices this latter equality sliows that 
•Jo € This concludes us that 0  D Ç 'k. On the other hand dcl.{T)(z) = 
(l(t{Q K,i){z). From Proposition (5..3) and Theorem (5.1) DC’SP is .solvable only 
if d ti{T ){z )  takes the same sign at the 7^+e elements of the set 'k which holds, 
by the fact that 0  H 'k C only if det{Q ).det{D ,i) takes the same sign at all 
•J € 0  n 'k. This completes the proof. Note that in Proposition (5.5) the plant Z 
does not need to satisfy (iii) of (5.16), since we consider only a necessary condition 
for the solvability of DSSP (Remark (4.2)).G
C o ro llary  (5 .1 ) . Lcl 7’, =  i. e  N . T hai, DCSP is solvable onlu if 
there are an even ntanher o f real elewents o f  T,i U Z belireen (aeh pair o f  R+. 
decentralized blockiiuj zeros oj Z, where the union is taken with nuiltiplicities.
P ro o f, ddie proof follows from the fact that in this speeial case 0  H k^ =  'k.G
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5.2 Locally Stabilizing Subsystem Controllers
Consider a collection of linear time-invariant finite-dimensional systems described 
bv
Eli . XI — -f- -f· ¿¿i'
V i= C,Xi
. f e N (5.2.3)
where /1,· G 7 ’^*'^“', 5,· €  and ( f  G 7?. '^^ "· corresponding to stales, inputs
i u i d  outputs, respectively. Assuiue that these systems a n ;  interconnected accoid- 
ing to the rule u,· =  AiyXj, i G N. Then, the composite (interconnected) 
system can be described as
Z, : X = A x +  Bx) 
y =  Cx
(5.24)
where x [.t ', ... .r'y]',
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A : =
1 +  A u ^'U'2 A in
A-2} /4-2 +  / I 22 A-zn
, B
A , \ i A n 2 A n  -f /1;VA'
-  d iag {( /  ■ = [ ! J [  ··■ u 'n \  « nd V : =  ... , / v l ' .
(5.2o)
It is assumed that the sub.systems li, =  (Ci, A;, Bi), i G N and the composite 
system H — (6 ’, /1, B) are stabilizalde and detectable. VVe let u :=  X3i=i b^·
The problem o f  stabilizing the composite system  S using locally stabilizing 
subsystem controllers, denoted by (p i ) ,  is defined as synthesising local controllers 
Eci, г €  N around subsystems S,· such that (i) when the interconnections do not 
exist (S,-,Sc,·); i € N are stable and (ii) when the intmronnections A{j exist the 
composite closed-loop system becomes stable. In the control theory there is an 
enormous literature concerning this problem. When the stiites of the sub.systems 
are directly measurable, tliere is a variety of solution procedures employing the 
vector Lyapunov functions [2.'3], [40], [5,2], high gain controllers [75], [23], [45], 
special interconnection structures [24]. [46], [53] etc... In case where the subsystem 
states are not directly measurable the problem is attempted to solve by observing 
the subsystem states and, in some cases, decentralized state feedback laws using 
local controllers [69], [52], [50]. [71], [25]. We note that all these methods give 
only some sufficient solvability conditions for the problem. In fact, as indicated 
in [52], the problem is a decentralized simultaneous stabilization problem which 
can be forjnulated and solved in the D(.’.SP framework.
Let A, and A^ i be the sets of eigenvalues of /1,·, G N  and A, respectively, 
with multiplicities. Define A =  (U,gNA,·) U A^, where the unions are taken with 
multiplicities.
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5.2.1 Dynamic State Feedback
Let tlie subsystem states.be directly measurable by the corresponding controller. 
Define
Z = [ s i  -  .4 ) - ’ B and T, =  {.s/ -  >. e N , (5.20)
where the plant Z is assumed to satisfy (o .l6) (see [15]). In tlie special case (5.26) 
above Hi = Pi, i E N and Ci = i E N. Then, the prol:)lem is to determine 
controllers Zci<, i £ N such that the pairs (T,·, Zd)  ^ i € N are stable and the pair 
{Z, diag{Zc\ , . . . .  Z>r ]^) is stable. We luive the following result whose proof follows 
from the ]u-oblem delinition.
T h eo rem  (5 .4 ) . Ltl Z and 7], i. E  N be defined according to (5.26). Tktu. 
(pi / is solvable using state feedback if and only if  DCSP fo r  Z and 7/, i E  N is 
sol cable.
Although the above theorem gives a complete solution to the problem, some 
further analysis concerning the decentralized blocking zeros of the auxiliary plant 
associated with Z and J). i E  N will now be made.
P ro p o sitio n  (5 .6 ) . The set ofC f^-t decentralized blocking zeros o f the auxiliary 
plant Z a.ssociatcd with Z and T , .  /' E  N denoted by ^ is given as follows.
=  { X * }  { 2  G  <.\j- I T h f r . ;  l i M i t s  a p 'ivmu tnttorx  { » i » ■■·' · V  }  N ^  .■‘ i i c / j  i / i t i i
‘«2»1
I d tik
L -’/-^,1 J
- .4, |i] '^1
* J -/ — .4,^  "■ a,212 0
■"■*'‘.3 ‘1
" ' ;V n0
(^ ) = }'n '
 i?.
(-i =
, “ ''«111 ‘■'•l ' 2
-  /  ■" 2 ~  ‘ · 2
”  a  ,■ — .4, . r /  - .4.
C V '2 •N
. 0 0 zl -
•1 ‘N  
•2'yV
-  A *//'N N 
N
(O = ;>}
P ro o f. We let Q =  [ z l  -  / 1 ) . ^ ,  R = B . · ^ ,  Du = { z l  -  
Nu = i €  N. With the.se particular choices of copniue fractions of Z
and T,’s, the special foiin of vp above follows from the definition. We note that 
z = oo belongs to 'P as S = QN.i — RD.i is a strictly proper rational m atrix.□
Utilizing the above proposition we below give two sufficient conditions in 
Theorems (5.5) and (5.6) for the solution of DCSP in terms of various system 
matrices associated with the composite system Z =  {C, A. B )  and the susbsystems 
S, =  (Cl. Ai, Bi). i G N. Note that for - G N
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-/1, B i  '
- dl, 0
n ,· := /I2.· 0
A,\'i 0
is a system matrix associate d with the system1 consisting of the state matrix /1,·,
input matrix B i  and output matrix Mr,■ /1 ', ... cl'/v,·]'. Afso, for a proper subset
Oo, of N the matrix
Z 1 A.i j /1 /■, 1, Si. 0 0
A i i j zl -  .1.·^, - .4, 0 Bi. 0
b{.„ -.4iu'·. zl 0 0 Bi
+1 * 1 -d,·, 0 0 0
-  .1 . . -.4,uv» j _ /1 ■ 0 0 0
is a system matrix associated with the system consisting of the state, input and
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out])ut matrices, respectively, below.
-H i112
/It',, +
duui{Bij:,j G N } .
.4IJS/H N  ^fi
T h e o re m  (5 .5 ) . Ltt rauk  II,(:r) > pi. V; 6 C+. Then, ( p i ) h  always·solvable 
u.'ying state feedback.
P ro o f. If zo € then rank  II,(^o) =  pj. for some i <E N. If the hypothesis of 
the theorem is satisfied it holds that *1^ =  { ^ } ·  hi this case Theorem (5.1) states 
that DCSP is solvable and the proof is completed.□
T h e o re m  (5 .6 ) .  Let rankU  {¿1 > Pil + P i -2 +  ··· +  Pi,.' V- e C+, fo r  all
proper .subsets {/’i , o / N .  Then, (p i)  is always solvable using state feedback.
P ro o f. Observe from the proof of Proposition (5.6) that
r  =  {oo)U  {z  ^ C+f I F or som e proper .mbse.t { i i , .... i),} o f  N
}·
....i,.}(^) =  >.·, + Pi2 +  ··· +  pi,.
Then, the result follows from Theorem (5.1).D
C o ro llary  (5 .2 ) . Consider the special case where the composite system 
(5.24) is symmetrically inlerconnected [51] (.sec also [32]) .so that .4, =  /1„,
J  J  . I
0 ·. i =  j
Bi =  and Pi — Po i . j  c  N for some matrices A„, H, /?„. Theorem (5.5) 
states that (p i) for the symmetrically interconnected system is solvable using
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state feedback if
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rank·
' ■ I - A,
- H  0
{z) > po, Wz e  c+
which holds if and only if the />,, +  I ’st invariant factor of the system ( / / , z /  -  
/1.,, Bo) has no unstable zeros.□
As an application of Ilicorein (5.2) we have tlie following result.
T h eo rem  (5 .7 ) . ■ .bsvi/uc that n =  (i and (LheNA, ; =  0.
Then, (p i)  b  solvahh: usiiuj Hate, feedback if  and only if  DSSP fo r  T — Z i.« 
■■solvable.
We now investigate a previously established fact using our setup [4')j. [52] (see 
also the relerenees in [32]). l.el the input matrices F ,, i € N be full-column rank.
T h e o re m  (5 .8 ) . that range Aij C ran geB i, h j  €  N . Then, (p i)  is
always solvable using stale feedback.
P ro o f. Let Dii,Nii. i 6  N , Q and R  be as in the proof of Proposition (5.6). 
We also obtain Z),.,·, Nn, A',·, L,·, A',·, A,· f €  N defined by (5.1) ¿uid (5.2) such that 
Z given by (5.6), (5.7), (5.8) satisfies (5.16). By assumption we have
B
lor .some matrix E  — [Eij] of appropriate size where A'.y €  i j  6 N. It
holds that Q = Du + NuE. Hence QK,i +  RLu =  ./ +  NuEk'u and QN,i -  RDu =  
AuEA’u· We have Z = ( I + .\'uEku)~^ NuENu =  A(/(/ -|- EKuNu)~' E.\'u· Since 
Bi. ?. € N are full column rank Av/ZV,/ =  / , . . for some Nu of a.|)propriate size. 
'I'hen,  ^ is cui unstable decentralized blocking zero of Z if and only if it is an 
unstable, decentralized blocking zero of (7 +  EKuNu)~^ENu. The identity
’ /In A l l 0 0
A n A  IN
=  —
0 B■г 0
A m \ A n n 0 0 B n
Du Nd
-Id f<d
h'u -Nu 
Lu Du
= I
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implies that /C/A',,· =  As a result, DSSP for Z above is solvable if and
only if DSSP lx>r Z :=  ( /  +  ASV(/A'(/)“ ’ /iA^ rf is solvable. It will now be shown that 
DSSP for Z is solvable. Let an unstable decentralized blocking zero zo of Z be 
such that
ran k
' 0 0
/  + EN,,K,1 
- A ,  0 0
AA/V,, ... Ejj\f^
0 0 0 -A ·... 0 0
-
0 () 0 0
=  r,
...
Vj e N,
-
{zo)
(5.27)
where /?, € > € N denole the i ’th block column of E. Using (5.27) above
one can sliovv that i A’,-^.Vrj)(co) =  —· 1,... ,  A^,j =  1, . . . ,A Observe that in this
case (Ittll  +  EN,i!\ {){zo} =  de l { I )  =  1. Modifying the indices appropriately and 
repeating for all decentralized blocking zeros of Z we conclude that for any 
7v+, decentralized blocking zero of Z, dd .{I  +  EM akd){z) = det.{I) — 1. This 
shows that DSSP for Z is solvable. The proof is then completed via the above 
discussion. □
The following result states that (pi) is generically solvable in terms of the 
interconnection matrices. Consider the following condition
fo r  each proper suh-sei o f  N
ran k dia(/{Ci^,^^. . . . ,6 V } >  ^ or ran k d iag {B i^ ,..., B^] > 2
which is already implied by (iii) of (5.15) when N > 3.
Theorem  (5.9). For (dm od all
(5.28)
.4. ;=
/111 A\-2 A\n
A'22 A-2N
/ y^Vl An-2 Ann
(pi )  b  f!ohable u. i^ng staff: feedback.
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The proof is based on the following lemmata.
L e m m a  (5 .1 ) . Let A € B  €  -  {0 }  and C G
given such that van kB  > 2 or ran kC  > 2 . Given each e G R -  — { 0 } 
A G such that ||A|| < e and
z I - ( A  + A) B  
C  0
{ 0 } be
exists
•ank [z] > n. Vc € C-.
The proof of Lemma (5.1) is based on the following ienm;a.
L e m m a  (5 .2 ) . Let Ex, E -2 G  7?.’'*·'^’' be given. Given each i  G  R+ — {0 }  
there exists A G  such that ||A|| < i  and. ranklzEx — E-i — A )(2) > n,
' iz e C ^ .
Proof. The proof is given by induction. For n — 1 let E\ — [ti e-i]', E -2 — 
[<ii e-i]' where ci, t-2 , Cii c-2 G  R- It is dear that with arbitrarily 'inall perturbations 
¿1, 6-2 G  R  the polynomials ze\ — ty — 6 \ and ze-i — f j — h-i can be made coprime, 
proving the claim for n =  1.
Now assume that the lemma holds true for / >  1. Let n  = I + i .  Deiine
Cll E x2 ' en E i2
E-21 E-22
, /^ 2 .—
E-21 E-12
where e ,,. c,i G R . /ii2, ¿’12 £,’,.,/^21 G 7?.'+’ " '.  E ,,·  ¿ 2 2  G 7?.'+'"'. By the
inductive hypothesis, there exists A>o G with norm les> than ¿'/-i such that
rank[zE-2 -> — B-n— A 22j(-i) >  /, V2 G C.^ .. There exists a uniinodular polynomial 
matrix T  G such that
" L
r{zE-2-2 -  E n  -  A,>2.) =
0
Define \T f'\' =  T  such that f  G f  G R '^ '+ '. Further define E  =
T ( zE 2 \ — E-2 \) and e =  T{zE-2 i — E 2 1 )· Since T  is nonzero, there exists A 21 G 
7^ /+ixi yyjtj;, jiorm less than e/S  such that e — TA)] is a nonzero polynomial. 
There al.so exists G R  satisfying |(?)ii| < ¿'/3 such chat the polynomials
-  en -  {zE x2 ~ E n ) { E  -  T A 2 ,) -  in ,  e -  TA 2 ) (5.29)
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are coprinie. Observe that the norm of
A =
Oi 0
A·,)] A  22
is less than e. VVe will now \ erify that rank(zE\ — E-^ — tl){z )  > / +  1, V.? € Cj^ . 
For any 2: €  C+ it holds that
0
rank{zE\ — El — A)(.r) =  rank{
0 T
{zE , -  E , -  A ))(z)
' t ' l i  — On “  O l  ~  izEil  — E\2 ) {E  — /’A 2 1 ) 0
=  ran k{  0 /( ){z)
e -  f  A 21 0 _
Since the pol}’nomials in (o.2!)) are coprime rank\zE\ — E> — A)(.·;) > / -f 1 
'iz £ C^. This completes the proof.□
P r o o f  of L em m a (5 .1 ) . We assume without loss of geiierality tliat r = 1, 
p =  2. There e.xist nonsingular real matrices U and V such that CV =  [/2 0), 
L B  =  [1 0']'. Let
A a . 1 f a .  a .
:=  UAV
so that .4 ,, i ,  G /I2. .ii  G /I3, A3 G and /i,, E> G
Lemma (5.2) there exists A. G with norm less than
^7(IK^■'!I·IΠ/■'II) ran k izE , -  E l -  A) > n -  2, G C+. Deline
0 0 
0 A
Observe that ||A|| < s. On the other hand,
A] Ai ' ^ 1 A-i ’
: =  UV.
/1.3 B, _ . ^ 3 El  _
A  =  U-1 1/ -I
rank
z ] - { A  + ^ ) B 
- C  0
(z) = rank(
= rmtk
0
0
/■2
U 0 
0 /
0
zE, -  El 
0
z I - ( A  + A) B 
- C  0
’ V 0
0 /
)(z)
A 0 
0
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€ C+. By the choice of A
0 0
■ank
1
0 '  ¿El -  E -2 -1  0
/•2 0 0
(- · ^  ^ "h 1) V-J G C+
w h i c h  i m p l i e s
" z l  -  (r1 +  A) B  
- C  0
This completes the i.)roor.D
rank i z ) > n + i ,  \/zeC+.
P ro o f  of T h eorem  (5 .9 ) . I·bı· Q and R we again refer to the proof of 
Proposition (.5.6). We remind also that [P( ... Ply]' =  so that P, G 
i G N.
Step  1. .Since
{duuj{CR, ..., 6\}, r/ -  /1, duiaiBu P;v}), (
Pi
P.V
[ / ? !  P /v J )
are two staliiliisahle and detectable realizations ot they are Fiihrmann ecpiix’a- 
lent over P ,  [27]. Fix any proper subset of N. From Lemma (2.1) the
systems
T.+1. · · ·. { P i ,: ·■ ·, P,·,.} ) '  ^
P P+1
a .
are also Fnhnnann e(|iiivalent over P^. From Lemma (2.2) we conclude that
z [ - A  (■/·/■«(/{P,
/■/.«(/{— ( ,.. .,  — 0
if and onlv if
•ank {z) > p, Vi G C+ (5..-10)
ran k
Q Ru Ru
-P.«>•+1
[ -a„
(.’ ) > ;) ,  Vz 6 C+. (6.31)
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If (5.31) holds for all proper sul)sets г,,} of N then by definition Г Ç
{o o }. 'I'lius. if we can show that (5.30) holds for almost all Ac and for all proper 
subsets { i ] , . . . . / , , }  of N for which [z l  — A)~  ^В  satisfies (5.16) then the proof 
will be completed via Proposition (5.4) and Remark (5.2). ( Recall that A =  
d iag {A \.,.... .4д·} +  /R..)
S tep  2 . Fix any pro])er subset г,J  of N. If .4^  is such that (5.30) holds
this means that tlie p +  I’st invariant factor of the .system matrix as.sociated with
( diag { C , , -г /  -  /4, diag  { , , . . . ,  /i,·,.} j
has only stable zeros, which is a lolaist property under sufiicientK· small pertur­
bations on /1... On the other hand, if /1^ . is such that (5.30) fails, i.e.. if for some 
- € C+
ran k (^) =
z l  -  A d iag {B ,
di(ig{ , . . . .  0
Lemma (5.1) reveals an arbitrarily small perturl)ation on Ac such that (5.30) is 
made to be satisfied with A modified accordingly ( Note that (iii) of (5.16) 
ensures ran k  d ia g {C {| ,.^ .,,6’,/^} > 2 or raiik  d iag {B i,, > 2 .) Hence,
the set of Ac for which (5.30) holds is open and dense in Repeating for all
proper subsets of N and using the fact tliat the intersection of o])en and dense 
subsets is also open and dense we conclude that for all proper subsets {¿i, ...,L v) 
of N (5.30) holds, for almost all .4,-. Also note that the set of .4  ^ for which 
(5.16) is satisfied is open. The.se arguments, together with the conclusion of Step 
1 above complete the ])roof. ( In thc> above proof the dependence of .4, Q and 
r  on the interconnection m atrix'.!,, has not been indicated for the notational 
convenience. )□
5.2.2 Dynamic Output Feedback
In case only the sub.system out])uts are available to the local controllers, we define 
Z = C(.s/ -  / 1) - ’ B and Ti = Ci(sJ -  .4.)-'7^,·, i €  N (5.32)
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so that Z.j =  [0 ... Ci ... 0] ( z l  -  /!)->  [O'... B'j ... 0']'. We assume that Z satisfies 
(5.16).
T h eo rem  (5 .1 0 ) . Let Z and T{, i € N 6e defined according to (5.S-2). Then, 
(p i)  is solvable using oulpul feedback if  and only i f  DCSP fo r  Z and 7',. i €  N is 
solvable.
.As in the case of state feedback we will investigate the solvability of DCkSP in 
detail. We first give the set of C+(. decentralized blocking zeros 'P of the au.xiliary 
plant Z associated with Z and 7}. i €  N.
P ro p o sitio n  (5 .7 ) . 7'hc set associated with Z and 1), i G N iS given as 
fo lio  ws:
'i> =  {'X>) U ( s  €  I Th^ve a pcririntatiov ( n  , . « y )  o/ N such that
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 z l — A 0 Z}- 12 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 .. e . , 0
h n , 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 0
0 0 0 - ‘'-'12 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 u s 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
u 0 0 0 0 0
; j
-- c  ■ ' 0 3 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 --/ -  A :  .
'J ' J
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ■3 0
•J J
+ + */ + Uij > '^ } e
P ro o f. Let Z = PQ  be a bicoprime fraction of Z over S .such that
Q e p  = [p; ... Pl y^, Pi e P. = [/?i ... .^v). ifi e i e N.
Also let T, — PiQ~  ^Ri be a bicoprime fraction of T,. i € N. where Q, £
/ ’· € Ri 6 S"'= '^·, i e  N. Also recall that Z =  0 “ ' R and 7\ = DuSu, i. €  N
be .some left and riglit coprime fractions of Z and T;. i 6 N. Using unimodular 
operations it holds that
rank Qh «^1
Nu,
(^) =  Pn
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for some 2  € if and only if
ran k
’ 0. . Q fin 0
I - h 0 0
0 0 0
0 - K 0 0
0 0 Rn Q-.
1 (J Ü - f \ ,  _
(2 ) — pi^ + <■/ +  (¡i
Similarly, for any 7 G N  
ran k Qi.
f) D·. 0 -V.
{^) — Pi\ +  Ph +  ··■ +  Pi,
for some 2 G C+ if and onlj· if
ran k
0 0 ... 0 Q j Rn Ri  ^ .... Ri, 0
A-,. 0 0 - K 0 0 0 0
Ü 0 - h 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0i
0 0 0
0 0 0 - P '  i
i
1
 01 0 0 0
0 0 ... 0
i
- P  i 0 0 ... 0 0
0 0 0 0 i 0 0 h On
0 u / 0 0 0 0 - P l .
= p·. ) + P>, + . . .  + Pi, +<l + T, ·
= (2 / P  = 6\ R =  . (2 / -
Hi =  R·., ' i G N. The result now follows from the above discussion. Note(i-rl j
that 2  = 00  belongs to 'Ï' as Z  and '7',· are .strictly proper.□
As an application of Remark (Ô.2), the following theorem states a sufficient 
condition for the solvability of L)C'.SP.
z l  ^ A
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T h e o r e m  ( 5 . 1 1 ) .  Let
ran k d ia (j{B i,,.... {z) >
fo r  all proper subsets o /N . Thai, (p i)  is always solvable, using output
feedback.
P ro o f. Following similar arguments to the proof of Proposition (5.4) it 
be shown that the set {' associated with \C:,A ,B] takes the following for:
can
nil
1 — {c c }  U {.■: 6 C’+|y'’o?· ,so/7/i proper subset { / 'i , .... z,,) o f  N
ran k z I - A  diag{B,.^......
.... - C , . , }  0
(--, =  77
}■
If the hypothesis of the theorem holds then P =  {o c } . The result now follows 
from Remark (5.2).D ^
Our next result is the extension of Theorem (5 .7) to output feedback case.
T h eo rem  (5 .1 2 ) . /l.s.sM?7rf: that (U.^n A,) n =  0 and (U.gNA,) n i/ =  0 . 
Then, (p i)  is solvable using dynamic output feedback if and only i f  DSSP fo r  
T — Z is solvable.
Ih e  final result for the output feedbiick ctise is given by the next theorem 
which is concerned with the genericity of solution in terms of the interconnection 
matrices. The proof of Theorem (5.13) follows the same arguments as that of 
Theorem (5.9) and is therefore omitted.
T h eo rem  (5 .1 3 ) . For nbno.st all
’ /In 4^,2
/ l c :=
/ 12, A) 2
/ 1am An 2 /4/va·
(p i)  is solvable u.sing otitpat feedback.
6 TZ’‘
5.2.3 Dynamic Interconnections
A more general version oi .the above ])roblem can be stated in terms of dynamic 
interconnections [41]. Let i,· =  Aijzj+ i 6 N describe the
interconnection dynamic.s. Assume that the sub.sy.stejns (5.2.'j) are interconnected 
by iij =  CijZj +  AijXj, i. € N. Then, the composite system can be 
described as
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V . =  A.
! / =  a .
+  BeV
(5..33)
X
where
/ 1.  =
1 +  An Av2 A\n On Ci2 A  A '
A 21 A 2 +  A 22 A-2N C-21 C22 6  2 A '
Ani A,V2 A.v +  Anjv Cm Cm 6 V . V
Bn Bl2 B in An A ,2 A 1 ;V
B-21 B-2-2 B-2N A22 A2/V
Bni Bn2 B nn Ani A A·’-2 Ann
Be =
B
0
C,. = [C 0], and B, (,\ y and v an; as in (5.25). It is assumed that T =  (6V, /If, Be) 
is stabilizable and diitectable. The problem (pl) is now to design local controllers 
i G N around sub.systeins H,, which yield that the pairs L'c·,), i 6 N are 
stable when the interconnections do not (jxist. It is further required that when 
the interconnections do e.xist the composite cIo.sed-loop system is stable. Let
Z ;=  C ;(.s/ -  A ,)-' Be and 1 ) :=  C,(.s/ -  A ,·)'’ Bi, i €  N. (5.34)
We a»ssume that Z satisfies (5.16).
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T h e o re m  (5 .1 4 ) .  Lf:i Z and Tj, i € N 6e defined according to (5.34). Then, 
(p i)  is .solvable u.sing output feedback if  and only i f  D CSP fo r  Z and 7'i, i 6  N  is 
solvable.
To investigate 'P. tlie set ot' unstable decentralized blocking zeros associated 
witli Z and Ti, i 6 N we define C  = [C,y|, i , j  e N ,  B  =  [S,y], i , j  6 N , .4 =  [Aij], 
i . j  €  N , where A € Then, we have the following result.
P ro p o sitio n  (5 .8 ) .  7'he set 'k associated urith Z and Ti, i €  N is given as 
follow s:
=x { o o ) u { 3 G  I T h . i l . f i t  .'■( # <1 pii-j'inutation {i|  , i ^ \i) o j N  such Ihtil
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 zl - .4 0 « .o 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 z l -  A 0 0 0 0
t; -  ( ■.
' 1 0 0 u 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
‘ j
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 z l -  .Hi-
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
- ' ’ b  .
=  /'>, + + I’ lj  + > ' + « +  . V;  e  N )
P ro o f. VVe de.line Q = { z l  — A, I f r f f j ,  P =  R =  The proof can
be given similarly to Proposition (b.7).D -
A sufficient condition for the soluti<ni of the problem is given next.
T h e o re m  (5 .1 5 ) . Lei
ran k
A·. 0
z l  -  .4
0
z l  -  /1 0 ... 0
0 0
0
0 - C i , 0
{z) > n + a., Vc €
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fo r  all proper subsets { ' i , .... o /N . Then, (p i) is always solvable using output 
feedback.
P ro o f. Similarly to the proof of Tlieorem (5.11) the set P as.sociated with 
[Cf,, Af. Be) is given by
r  = {'x }U  {z  G C+l For .^ome proper sub. f^ l. { b , .... ?yv} o f  N
rank
A. 0
zl -  A - B
0
- C  z l  -  A 0 0
n..: 0 ■ 0
0
0 -C i^  0
(z) = n + a.  }·
The result then follows Irom Remark (5.2).D
We conclude this section by the following results, 'rheorem (5.16) is an ex­
tension of Theorem (5.12) and gives the solutiiui of the jjroblem in a special case. 
Theorem (5.17) is an extension of Theorem (5.b3) and stales that the composite 
system (5.3.3) can be stabilized using locally stabilizing subsystem controllers for 
almost all interconnection dynamics. The proofs of these theorems can be given 
following the proofs of Theorems (5.2) and (5.11), respectively.
Let be. the set of eigenvalues of /L counted with multiplicities.
T h eo rem  (5 .1 6 ) .  .■l.s.sir/nc that (U,gN.^i) A,.t, =  0 and (U,gNA,·) HP =  0.
7'hen, (p i) is solvable using dynamic output feedback if and only i f  DSSP fo r  
T  — Z is solvable.
T h eo rem  (5 .1 7 ) . For almo.st all (6\ .4,, B. A) G x x7г’‘ '^‘ x 
(p i)  is solvable using output feedback.
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5.3 Diagonally Stabilizing Controllers
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One of the approaches to the synthesis of controllers for nuilti input-inniti output 
systems is to generalize the Nyciuist and Inverse Nyquist Arra\· methods which 
were originally developed for single input-single output sj-stems [42]. 'fhe tecnic|ue 
used to achieve this objective is, in general, based on the diagonal dominance of 
transfer matrices and has many applications to decentralized control ([78], [34],
[74]. [51], see also the references therein). One of the ajuplications is concerned 
with the following |)roblem.
(p 2 ) : Let Z =  [Zij], Zij € j  € N he the tranaf(.r matrix o f  a given
plant where p :=  Pi, r ■= Determine local controllers Z^, i €  N
sv.rh that (i) i Z-a, Z.·.: ) . i 6 N are stahle and (ii) {Z. (liaii{Z. \...... ) is stable.
In the abovementioned references several aspects of this problem are consid­
ered and .some sufficient conditions for its solution are given. Observe that the 
problem has already been Ibrmulated as a decentralized simultaneous stabiliza­
tion problem and a necessary and sufficient solvability condition for it can be 
given u-sing the solution of DC.SP. Define
:/■;· =  Ziu i €  N. (5.35)
We assume that Z satisfies (5.1(>). .Assume that 7^ ,, i G N have the left and right 
coprime fractions as defined by (o.f).
T h eo rem  (5 .1 8 ) . Let 7), f t  N be defined eiccoreling to (o.-io). Then, (p2 ) 
is solvable if  and only if  DCSP fo r  Z and 1], i G N is solvable .
Let a coprime fraction of Z be given as Z =  Q~^[R\ ... /f,v] where Q G 
Ri G i G N. .Ahso let P,· G / G N be defined as in (5.4). The
following result is immediate from Proposition (5.4) and Remark (5.2).
P ro p o sitio n  (5 .9 ) .  Let the following set be empty or contains only one
element
r  =  { -  € C+,\ F or .^ome proper .subset { / 'i ,..., v )  N
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rank
- P .
-P>s
lin fii,.
0 i^) — P> 6 c + .
}
Then, (p2 ) is always solrable.
Theorems (5 .19)-(5.21) below iinestigafce three .special ca-ses of this problem 
by extending some of the results in [.')7j to /V-chani:iel ca.se.
T h eo rem  (5 .1 9 ) .  Let Za. i c N be all stable. Then, (p2) is solvable if and 
only i f  DSSP fo r
(0.36)
is solvable.
P ro o f. If Zii, i 6 N be all stable then we can set 1} =  A'/,· =  N,.{, Du — Dri =  
/ ,  K{ — / ,  Li =  0. for all i G N. d'lie matrices Q i^ and R. in (5.6) become
0 — Zuy
-2^21 0 -Z-2N
-Z.V2 0
(3 0 0 ' - R , - R .-2 - /? n  '
-T\ ! 0 0 Nn 0 0
Qu —■ -P z 0 I 0 . R = 0 Nrz 0
- P n 0 U I 0 0 NrN
Simple manipulations yi('ld that Z in (5.8) is given by ecpiation (5.36). This 
completes the proof.□
We note that the sohability of UCSP can be more explicitly observed in this 
special structure. For example if ..V =  2 then DCSP is .solvable if and only if Z 
is free of unstable decentralized fixed modes and the ordered pair of sets {S\,S2 ) 
satisfies the parity interlacing property, where <Si :=  { the. set o f  poles o f
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Zi2 гoith multiplicities } U { the set o f  11+^  poles 0/ Z 21 with multiplicities } and 
<52 :=  { the set o f  -blocking zeros o f  Zu  } U { the set o f  Ti+e-blocking zeros 
o f Z-21 } where the union' in <5] is taken with multiplicities.□
The ijiteresting re.sult below has various a])])lications in the synthesis of reliable 
controllers (see also the next section). The result is due to the fact that the 
determinant of the auxiliary plant considered in DSSP becomes ec|ual to eitiier 
an even or odd power of a certain determinant when evaluated at decentralized 
blocking zeros.
T h eo rem  ( 5 .20 ). Let Z he stahilizabU and detectable from  all channels.
(a ) If N is odd then (pQ) is always solrable
(b ) [ f  N ts even then (p2) is solvable if  and only i f  there are an even number o f  
real poles of Z, counted with maltiplieities between each pair o f  decentralized 
blocking zeros o f  the matrix
0
Z : =
— Z21 0 - 2:2A'
- Z n -2 0
P ro o f. The hypothesis impliesi t h ht' ( 0 , Uf ) ) 7' G
( Q . F i ) ,  i G N are right coprime pairs. Since .V,.,ü,.,·’ =  PjQ i G N, dtti Dn) 
and det{Q) are a.ssociates for all i G N. Let 'k be defined as in (5.17).
Step  1 . It will be shown that is precisely the set of decentralized 
blocking zeros of Z. Let 2 G 'k. Then, from Proposition (5.4) there exits a 
permutation of N such that
ran k
Q
-P in
III,
(-“) = P ,  VİG { 2,...,A ^}. 5.37)
Since {Q, /7.,·,,.... Rij_i) is left coprime and {Q. Ri^,..., Ri^) is right coprime, Lemma
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(4.4) implie.s that equation (о.37) holds if and only if
ATION PROB.
. y
7 7
(г) =  0, Vi €  {2 ,...,y V }.
.1 his shows that z is an decentralized blocking zero of Z. CJon\'er.selj', if 
i  is an C+f. decentralized blocking zero ot Z then Lemma (4.4) implies Q(z) is 
nonsingular. In rljis case D,i{z) is also nonsingular. We can choose La such that 
tlio.· plant Z given by (5.6), (5.7), (5.8) satisfies (5.16). With this choice of Z one 
can show, ((flowing the ])ro(4 ol PiojKjsition (5.5), that
Z [z) =  (д Д 7 ')"Ч -)(.Ч ^ Д 7 ‘ -  Q :i'R ){z)IM z)  
= D a{z]Z{z)D a(z)
(5.38)
We conclude that every C+e decentralized blocking zero of Z belongs to 'k. Hence 
'k is the set of C+. decentralized blocking zeros of Z.
Step  2. Observe from (5.38) that  ^ e 'k implies dei{Q K,i +  RL,,i){z) =  
dtl.{Q ){z).dei{D ,i){z). If N  is even the sign of dtt{Q ){z).det{D ,i){z) and the sign 
of det{Q )[z) are the same for cmy c € 7^ + .^ If N is odd, on the other hand the 
sign ol det{Q )[z).det(D (t)(z) is positive for all z G The result now folllows 
from Theorem (5. 1).D
T h eo rem  (5 .2 1 ) .  id .  Zij. i j  e  N, f be all stable. Then, (p2 )  i.s always 
.solvable.
P ro o f. II Z,·, i.,j G N, /. 7 are all stable, a bicoprinte representation
(/7 ... Rn ]'Q~' [R\ ... /7/v] ol Z can be given as follows: Q =  diay{Di-\, Di>...., Din },
[Ä, R , . . .R n ] =
An DnZn Dll ZiN
DiaZ-ii ^Í2 DfiZ-iN
DinZn -2 Nin
and P  is as in (5.4), where we remind that Za =  Referritig to (5.6) it
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Q i \  —
Dix 0 0 ■\ixLx Dix Zx-zL-i Dix Zxj\Lj\/
0 Dn 0 DiiZnLx N1 2 L 2 DizZ-znL n
0 0 Di^ D¡!\-ZjMxL i Din Z -^î L-z N inL i\
- I 0 0 f<l 0 0
0 - / 0 0 Л -2 0
0 0 - I 0 0 h'xv
such that
?t((:,)|,) =  d
/  DixZizL-i DnZxN Li\j
Dtî Z-Î \L\ I  D¡-2 Z-iN
D¡.\/Z¡\\L\ D//vZy\r2¿2 í
)· (5.39)
''-'ii
Zyx Zní
We now claim that DCSP for Z and Z,·,·, i € N is solvable. Indeed, let ¿ш TZ+e 
decentralized blocking zero г of the auxiliary plant Z satisfy
{z) =  0, V·/: €  N.
Then, {DnZ-n Drx){z) =  0, {D„Z:yx A i ) (z )  =  0, ( A 3Z32 Dr2 ){z) =  0, ..., 
(D/yvZ,vi Dri){z) =  0, {Di¡\jZ¡K··: Dr2 }{z) =  0, ..., (D u^ Zn n - x A / v- i )(^) =  0. 
Ill this case. \ ia (5.39) vvc ha.ve det{Q\x)[z) =  1. Repeating for all permutations 
{■/ij, . . . .  f;v) of N we obtain the result that Z is decentralized strong stabilizable. 
The result now follows from Theorem (5.1).0
R em ark  (5 .3 ) .  In [34] and [74] the problem of stabilizing a plant via the 
stabilization of diagonal transfer matrices is investigated using the block diagonal 
dominance jjrojierties of the plant. In the abovecited references, however, it is 
cissumed that the number of unstable poles of Z and f/ú íí/{Z n ,..., Zaí/v} are the 
same. The following examjile shows that unless that a.ssumption holds, one cannot
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guarantee the solvability of the problem even when tlie block diagonal dominance 
is achieved in the closed loop system. Let
(---2) „ 1 -1 (c - l) ( i- 3 K i- 2 ) {.-.3)(--D . ]
l-'-t-i) (7+1)3 2^
 ^ (.7 + 1) J
1
L (7+i)^i
(7-.3)(7-l)
(7+1)3 J
(.-+1P ( , + i )2( ,_2) -2
(.-+ip(-—.1)(731)·-'
where c], aie rea.l numbers. Tlie plant Z is free of unstable decentralized fixed 
modes [I] and is strongly connected. We note that =  {1 ,3 . ooj, Z =  { 2 ,4 }  and 
T(i =  {4 }  where 4/ is the set of 7?.+e decentralized blocking zeros of Z. Observe that 
the number of unstable poles of Z and d iag {Z u , Z n ]  "ot the .same. One has 
Zl)Td =  { 2 ,4 ,4 } .  Between 1 and 3 there are an odd number of elements of Z\jT,i. 
Therefore, the composite s\‘stem Z cannot be stabilized via the stabilization of 
Z\i a)Kl Z-ii regardless of how small £], £2 c'-i'fi· if 'S, however, not difficult to 
show that the l)loek diagonal dominance for Z is achievable in the closed loop 
system b}' choosing t ] ,  z-i suitably small [74], [34, Thm. 3.1oj. (Although Z does 
not satisfy (iii) of (5.16) this do(is not cause any problems as we consider only a 
necessary condition for the solvability of DSSP (Remark (4 .2 ).)·
We finally investigate the genericity properties of the problem. The tjuantifier 
‘almost air below is with respect to the graph topology.
T h eo rem  (5 .2 2 ) .  (p2) in nolvable fo r  abnont all Z €
P ro o f. The fact that the set of Z which can lie stabilized via the stabilization 
of diagonal transfer matrices is open in can be proved similarly to the proof 
of Theorem (5..3). 4'he proof of the fact that the set of such Z i.s dense can be 
given by applying the the following lemma, where we assume (p, > 2 and Vj > 2) 
oi' ipj >  2 and r, > 2), i, j  G N, /’ j ,  and Proposition (5.41.D
L em m a (5 .3 ) .  For alinont all {Q ,[R t, ... R,\]) € x the set P
defined by (5.19) is eonlaintd in { 00} where Fi, i € N are as defined by (5.7).
Note that the proof of Lemma (5.3) is similar to the proof of Lemma (5.1).
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5.4 Reliable Decentralized Stabilization Problem
Let a nominal system be given. Assume that tiiis system is subject to some finite 
number oi discrete v'ariations in its parameters eacli resulting in a new system. 
If there exists a controller showing a satisfactory performance (stabilization) for 
each of the resulting systems, as well as the nominal system, it is called a reliable 
controller. .Since reliable controllers have many practical advantages^ there has 
been a continuing interest in the control theory considering the synthesis of reli­
able controllers [45], [47],'[1.3], [57]. [43], [31], [.35], [21], [9], [20], [11], [62], [48]. 
[Sj, [-131. [ )7], [54]. in [-35], [62] and [8] deccuitralized reliable stabilization ])roblem 
has been investigated and its relations to DSSP and DCSP are discussed (see 
also [48]). In [57] .some particular exani])les of decentralized relial)le stabilization 
problem have been solved. In this section we formulate and solve tlie reliable 
decentralized stabilization problem in the DCSP framework.
We consider a .system whose transfer matrix is given by Z = [Zij], i. j  €  N. 
Zij € g N where Zu, ?' € N are strictly proper and Z satisfies (5.16).
It is assumed that the system is subject to a finite number of discrete variations in 
its open-loop pcirameters, such as the interconnection l.neakdowns or on-off type 
of changes in tlie physical elements. For each variation we associa.te an integer i 
so that I =  { 1, . . . ,  / }  represents the. set of all possible variations. These variations 
yield new physical .systems which are given by the transfer matrices Z’ = [Zh], 
Zli G k , l  G N, I G I. The variations are assumed to have a s|K'cial form
so that dissociated with I there exists a set of plants T,· G PP·^'', z g N where
(a) For each i G I Zh. =  7),, k G N,
(b ) For each i G I there exists a permutation P' =  { ?i , /..v} of N satisfying 
that Z l- ^ = 0 , k =  l , . . . , . /V -  1, / =  A- +  l,,..,yV .
Observe that corres])onding to each variation, the main dicigonal blocks in the 
transfer matrix of the resulting .system are ec|ual to 'P,·, i G N. Moreover, the 
resulting transler matrix can be put into a lower triangular form by a symmetric
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permutation of block rows and columns. It is assumed that Z\ i. €  I  are free of 
unstable decentr(lliгed fixed modes.
The Reliable Decentralized .Sta.bilization Problem (RD SP) is (hTiued as de­
termining controllers Zri, > e  N such that {Z .(liay{Zc, , Z cn})  is stable and 
I Z\di(i(j{Zc\, .--s Zck])  is stable, for all i € I.
E x a m p le  (5 .1 ) .  We consider RDSP of a feedforward interconnected .system 
io7j. Let Z -  [Zii], G 3 be a nominal plant where the off-diagonal subplants 
<-,ie subject to loui' different group of discrete variations representetl Ijy the sec 
I -  { 1. 2,3 .4 ) .  It is assumed tliat Z satisfies (.5.16) and Z,·,·, i G 3 are strictly 
i-ro|)er. VVe let = Z;,·, t G 3. The |)lants Z'. i G I are given as follows.
■ 0 0 ' 2^ 1. 2^ ,2 Z,3 ■ ■ 0 0
— Z'X] Z22 0 . Z^  = 0 Z22 0 73 __ 2^1 2^22 0
Zz\ 0 Z.iz 0 2^32 z;,3. . -^ 31 2^32 2.33 .
Z “ =
Zn 0 ZI :i
Z-21 Z'22 Zr;i
0 0 Z33
SO that =  { 1, 3, 2} ,  P- =  { 2 ,3 ,1 } ,  P'·^  =  { 1 ,2 ,3 } ,  P'^  =  { 3, 1, 2} . In RD.SP 
(jur objective is to detoirmine a. decentralized controller Z^  =  di(i(]{Zc.[^ Zc2 , Zc^} 
satisfying that (Z ,Z ,) , ( Z '.Z ,) .  (Z ^ Z ,) , (Z T Z ,) , (Z ^ Z c) are all stable.A
E x a m p le  (5 .2 ) . In this example we consider RD.SP for a feedba.ck intercon­
nected .system. Let two systems be given by
;i·, =  A f t i  -H B iV ,  -I- Ui
, ■< G 2
Vi =  D ’ye·,·
which are interconnected according to the dynamical rule
Z = A - -\- Bx-2 i U] = Cz, U-2 =  A-2 \X\.
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The composite system is described by
¿1 ' /1, 0 c1
X-2 =  ' ■/l-i, /li 0
z 0 B /1
y\ ' C·, 0 0 '
0 C2 0
X\ ■ 0 _
X'2 + 0 B -2
■oi
0 0
V-z _y
;r,
•C2
Let the elements B  and A21 of the romposite system S be subject to some vari­
ations represented In- I =  {1 ,2 }  such that
i
\ 2
Azi 0 /I21
B B  0
where i re])resents the corresponding variation. We let
A, 0 0
0 .4.2 0
0 B  .4
Xi
j -2
■ B, 0 _
x-z + 0 B-z
V-l
0 0 .  ^ .y
y\ ’ Ci 0 u ’
.V 1
0 Cz 0
X2
S i :
■!'l ■ /li 0 c t ■Tl
Xz /I21 A 2 0 X2
~ 0 0 rii J
y\ ’ Ch 0 0 '
•r,
0 L'2 (J
.T2
+
0
0 B -2
0 0
Vj
V-2
It is assumed that S, S). are stabilizable and detectable. Let Z, J?*, denote 
the transier matrices trom the in))ut [ej ?/,]' to the output [n\ y'2 ]' associated with 
.systems E, Ej. L>, respectively. It is not difficult to verify that
C A - I  -  -4 ,) - '/? , C ,{z l  -  A, ) -^C{zI  -  A )-H 3{zl -  
0 C h{zl -  A^r^B-i
Z^  =
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C \ { z I - A , V B ,  0
C A z I - A - , ) - ^ A ; , { z I - A , ) - ^ B ,  C ; { z l - A ^ r ^ B ^
\We also assume tiial; Z' , Z~ are free of unstable decentralized fixed modes and Z 
satisfies (5.16). In RD.SP (uu- objective is to determine Z,· = di<i-(j{Zc\. Zc^] such 
that {Z^Zc)·, (Z \Z c), (Z^.Zc) are all stable. In the RDSP .set-up above observe 
that P ' =  (2, 1) , P·' =  { 1. 2} and 7] = C\ ( z / - A j ) -^ B j ,  To = ( M z l - A-^)-'^B .^A
The solution of RD.SP is given by the following theorem.
T h eo rem  (.5.23) 77k  problem li.DSP is solvable ij' aud only i f  DCSP fo r  Z 
and 7), /' €  N /.s solvable.
P ro o f. Since for each / € I, Z' is free of unstable decentralized fixed modes, 
any decentralized controller delay{Z\,.... Z s)  of appro]iriate size stabilizes Z* if 
and only if {Zlf.  ^Z/;)., A: € N a.re stable [56], [22]. (See also Chapter 3.) [If]: If 
DCSP for Z and 7^ ,·, i € N is solvable then there exist controllers Zc,·, t € N such 
that (Z, (Pa<7{Z ci,.. . ,  ZcA')) i.s .stable and {T i,Z d) is stable, for all i G N. The 
solvability of DCSP and (b ) above together imply that (Z \diag{Z c], Zc/^}) 
is stable for all i €  I. Tliis, by the problem definition, implies that R.DSP is 
solvable.
[O nly If]: If RDSP is solvable there exist controllers Zd, ? €  N such that 
(Z, d iay {Z ci , .... Z(.,v)) is stable and {Z \ d ia y {Z d , ..., Ze.v}) is stable, i € I. From 
(b ) above we conclude that (T,·, Z..,·) is stable, for all i € N. I'his implies by 
problem definition that DCSP for Z and P,·, i G N is solvable.□
The following theorem giv'cs a suificient condition for the solution of RDSP. 
We refer to Section 5.3 fi)i' the terminology.
T h e o re m  (5 .2 4 ) . Hu problem R.DSP is solvable if  the set. P yivcn by (-5.19) 
is empty or contains only one element.
P ro o f. Follows from Remark (5 .2).D
We now state the solution of RD.SP in a special case.
T h e o re m  (5 .2 5 ) . Let T,iC] Z  =  0 and Tj D ^  =  0. Then, IIDSP is solvable 
if and only if  J9SSP fo r  T  — Z is solvable.
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P ro o f. Follows from Theorem (5.2).□
E x a m p le  (5 .2 )  (Contimiecl) The applications of Theorems (5.24) and (5.25) 
will be demonstrated. .Assume that Z satisfies ran k Zu  > 2 or rankZi-i ^  
2 wlu"!-e Z\i anti Z-i\ are tlie transfer matrices between /.·] — anti ü2 — î/ij 
respectively.
(a ) Let q +  1st invariant factors of the following complementary subsy.stems 
have onlv stable zeros:
r 1
в^
0 ;
Ü
0
B>
0
/1 0 C
A ■> 1 .•‘12 0
0 B  .4
/1 0 C
A 2 \ /1 > 0
0 B  .4
, ( 0  6.2 o j ) .
C,  0 o ] )
where
q = size{
A 0 C
A>i Aj 0
0 B Â
)■
Then, from Lemma (2.2) the .set F in (5.19) satisfies that F =  {o o }. From The­
orem (5.24) we conclude that RDSP is solvable, i.e., there exists a decentralized 
compensator Z^  — dia(i{Zc\^Zc.2 ] such that {Z,Zc)·, (Z\Z,:) and {Z~,Zc) are all 
stable.
(b ) (This part is independent of part (a) above.) Let A\ and / 1-2 have only 
stable eigenvalues. Then. T,i =  0. Consequently, 7  ^ D .E =  0, '7^ / D 'P =  0. From 
Theorem (5.25) RD.SP is solvable if and only if D.SSP for d ia g {Z \ Z ·}  -  Z is 
solvable. A
Our final result is concerned with the genericity of .solution of RD.SP.
T h e o re m  (5 .2 6 ) . The .net. o f  N + l-luples {Z,7\, fo r  which RD SF
i'.s solvahle if> open and dcneie in xppix'-i xp?>wx>’,v respect to the
product topology induced by the graph topology).
P ro o f. Follows from Theorem (5.3).D
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5.4.1 Further Results on Reliable Stabilization
The cibove results are concerned with the reliable stabilization with respect to 
subsystem interconnection breakdowns. However, it is possible to extend some of 
the results in Section 5.3 to obtain a reliable decentralized stal)ilization procedure 
against actuator/seirsor failures for 2-channel systems. In this context we consider 
the following problem (see also [47]. [57]. [54]).
MiiUiple Controller Reliable Syothesis Problem  (M CRSP): Let Z — [Zij], 
where Z¡j G ¡C  € 2 , be the tratu-ifer matrix o f  a iwo-ckannt I plant. De­
termine eom.pen.i:ator.s Zd G i g 2 .wueh that (a ) {Z,dia.fj{Z D
internally .stable, (b) {Z,diag{Zc\A)]) internally .•atable, (c )  {Z,diag{0,  Zcz}) 
i.a internally .atable.
I'he motivation of the proldem can be expUiined as follows. It is assumed that 
around each chaurnd there are one actuator and one sensor. Let n,·, ·>,·, c,· ?' G 2 
denote the actuator, sensor and the compensator I'espectively, around channels 1 
and 2 . In the following table six different failure combinations of these elements 
aré shown where indicates that the associated element has a iailure (modelled 
as fixed zero output) and ' +  ’ indicates that the associated element is functional.
«2 S] •S2 C-2 Failure Model of (,knnj)ensator
Type
of
Failure
- + + + + + - (liag{Q, Z..2 ]
+ - + + + diag{Zc\,0)
+ + - + + + diag{Q, .
+ + + - + + diag{Z c] , 0 }
1
+ 1 + + + - + d ia g { 0 , Zc¿}
+ 1 + + +
I
- diag{Zc\ ■ 0 }
It follows that if M('RSP is solved the stability of closed loop system is preserved 
under any failure shown in the table (.see also [57], [60], [47]). We assume that Z 
is stabilizable and detectable from both channels 1 and 2 (which is a necessary 
condition for the problem to be solvable).
T h eo rem  (5 .2 7 ) . Suppo.ae that either ran kZ \2 'Z. 2 or rankZ i] > 2 . Then,
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M CRSP is solvable if  and only i f  Z has even number o f  real poles between each 
pair o f  zeros in the union o f the sets o f 'R^e^-blocking zeros o f  Zn and Zoi.
P ro o f. Follows IVom 'riieoreui (5.20).D
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Chapter 6
CONCLUSIONS
In this chapter, we summarize the results obtained in the thesis. Some research 
topics for future investigation are also addressed.
In Chapter 3, we have considered the solution oi DSP using a stable proper 
fractional api^roach. A hierarchically stable syntliesis procedure for decentral­
ized stabilizing controllers is proposed where each local conti-oller is chosen as 
a stabilizing controller for the associated channel in tlie closed loop system. .A 
characterization ol decentralized stabilizing controllers are obtained and several 
genericity properties of these controllers are investigated.
In Chapter 4, we first introduce the notion of decentralized blocking zeros of a 
multichannel plant. Various properties of decentralized blocking zeros are inves­
tigated. Then, the .synthesis of least unstable decentralized stabilizing controllers 
and the solution of DSSP are considered. It is shown that the least unstalde de­
gree ol a decentralized stabilizing controller is determined by the number of odd 
distributions of poles among the real unstable decentralized blocking zeros of the 
system. It is further shown tliat the unstable poles of decentralized stabilizing 
controllers can be nearly arbitrarily spread among the local controllers.
In Chapter 5, we have iiu estigated the Decentralized Concurrent .Stabilization 
Problem (DCSP) for a pair of plants Z ,d iag {T i , .... J ’v) and the applications of 
DCSP to the synthesis of decentralized controllers for large-scale systems. DCSP 
is a special decentralized simultaneous stabilization problem. It is shown that a
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solution to DCSP exists if and only if DSSP is solvable for an auxiliary plant. 
Tims, tlie set of unstable decentralized blocking zeros of the auxiliary plant plays 
a primary role in the solution of DCSP [38]. Summarizing the results in Chapter 
0 we have the following.
(i) The set of decentralized blocking zeros of the auxiliary plant associated 
with Z and diag{T\, ..., J/v) has been shown to be a subset of the invariant 
zeros of the comi)leinentary subsystems associated with Z. Thus, if that set of 
invariant zeros is empty or contains only one element DCSP is solvable regardless 
of the diagonal plants 7',·. i 6 N.
(ii) DCSP is a generically solvable problem
(iii) If the .sets of the unstable poles of Z and dia(j{T\^.... 7’v} ate disjoint then 
DCSP is solvable if and only if DSSP for the difference plant d iag {T \,..., 7дг) — Z/ 
is solvable. This is an analogous result to [66, Lemma 4.4.20] in the centralized 
case.
Tlie following large-scale control problems have been formulated and solved 
in the DCSP framework: (p i) Stabilization of composite systems using locally 
stabilizing subsystem controllers, (p2) Stabilization of composite .systems via the 
stabilization of diagonal transfer matrices and (p3) Reliable decentralized sta­
bilization problem. It has been shown that the following properties commonly 
appear in these |)rol.)lems:
(i) they are generically solvable
(ii) if a set of invariant zeros of the complementary subsystems associated 
with the composite system Z is stal)le then they are solvable.
We believe that the solvability conditions obtained for problems (pi) and (p2) 
ju'ovide a considerable progress in th(‘ research for large-scale systems as they 
constitute a suitable framework foi· the related problems in terms of well-known 
s}’stem invariants such as zeros and poles and the new notion of decentralized 
blocking zeros. For examj^le, a more general version of problem (p i) is known to 
be the t,ht expanding problem  [14], [53] for which our results yield several
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necessary conditions.
It should al.so be noted that although problems (p i) and (p2) have become 
two main approaches to the synthesis of decentralized stabilizing controllers for 
large-scale systems, they have not been considered in the same framework so far 
as the relevant solution techniciues for these problems are quite different from 
each other. The approach in this thesis yields a unified synthesis methodology 
for these jsroblems by assembling these into DC.SP.
■Some further research topics related to this thesis can be pioposed as follows.
(i) In problem (p2) of (.-'hapter o the relation between theorems (.5.18)-(o.21) 
and the sufficient conditions obtained in [.34], [74] using diagonal dominance tech­
niques need to be clarified.
(ii) It comes forth that time-vai'ying controllers should be given more emphasis 
in r,he controller synthesis problems for large-scale systems, since they have signif­
icant advantages in the decentralized stabilization and decentralized concurrent 
stabilization problems compared to time-invariant controllers [4], [39], [72], [73], 
[28], [58]. In [58] a time-varying version of DCSP is considered and it is shown 
that periodic controllers wetiken the .solvability conditions of DC.SP considerably. 
For example, if Z is strongly connected, DCSP can always be solved using a peri­
odic controller. The.se results can be extended to continuou.s-time systems using 
sani])led-data periodic controllers. The abovementioned expanding construction 
problem of laige-scale systems can also be analysed using periodic controllers. 
The advantages of time-varying controllers in some multipurpose decentralized 
sy nthesis problems, such as the servomechanism problem [12], c.an also be inves­
tigated.
(iii) It is possible to extend the results in Chapter 3 to a class of infinite- 
dimensional .systems [61]. One can investigate the solutions of D.S.SP and DCSP 
in the same set-up. The extension of the results in chapters 4,5 to infinite­
dimensional .systems would be quite nontrivial as infinite-dimensional .systems 
may have infinitely many blocking zeros [.5], [6], [7].
(iv) Peiha])s the most challenging problem that can be addressed for future
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investigation in this thesis is bringing forth the role of decentralized blocking zeros 
in design limitations. From the proof of Theorem (4 .2) (i), it follows that every 
C+c decentralized blocking'zero is a fixed  blocking zero associated with every 
single channel in the closed loop system resulting from the application of any 
decentralized stabilizing controller. Since right hall plane zeros impose certain 
performance limitations regarding sensitivity reduction, it is our intuition that 
tlecenti'alized blocking zeros are also pertinent to various design limitations in 
m u 11 i \ ar i alj 1 e sys ttun s.
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